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3Abstract
An important enhancement on the Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
(WCDMA) air interface of the 3G mobile communications, High Speed Downlink
Packet Access (HSDPA) standard has been launched to realize higher spectral
utilization efficiency. It introduces the features of multicode CDMA transmission
and Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) technique, which makes radio re-
source allocation feasible and essential. This thesis studies channel-aware resource
allocation schemes, coupled with fast power adjustment and spreading code opti-
mization techniques, for the HSDPA standard operating over frequency selective
channel.
A two-group resource allocation scheme is developed in order to achieve a
promising balance between performance enhancement and time efficiency. It only
requires calculating two parameters to specify the allocations of discrete bit rates
and transmitted symbol energies in all channels. The thesis develops the calcula-
tion methods of the two parameters for interference-free and interference-present
channels, respectively. For the interference-present channels, the performance of
two-group allocation can be further enhanced by applying a clustering-based chan-
nel removal scheme.
In order to make the two-group approach more time-efficient, reduction in
matrix inversions in optimum energy calculation is then discussed. When the
Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer is applied, optimum energy al-
location can be calculated by iterating a set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. By
using the MMSE Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) receiver, the optimum
energies are calculated recursively combined with an optimum channel ordering
scheme for enhancement in both system performance and time efficiency.
This thesis then studies the signature optimization methods with multipath
channel and examines their system performances when combined with different
resource allocation methods. Two multipath-aware signature optimization meth-
ods are developed by applying iterative optimization techniques, for the system
using MMSE equalizer and MMSE precoder respectively. A PAM system using
complex signature sequences is also examined for improving resource utilization
efficiency, where two receiving schemes are proposed to fully take advantage of
PAM features. In addition by applying a short chip sampling window, a Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) based interference-free signature design method is
presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Undoubtedly, the wireless communications have penetrated and revolutionized
all aspects of the life. The most typical application of wireless communications
is mobile telecommunication, which provides telephone and other data transfer
services to mobile terminals by connecting them to terrestrial base stations. The
base stations are also interconnected within a hierarchical network to allow any
mobile terminal in any place to be accessed. There are numerous function modules
required in telecommunication systems to realize reliable wireless communications,
however, from the view of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) model, this
thesis only focuses on the physical (PHY) layer, the most fundamental and the
lowest layer in telecommunications, which defines the means of transmitting and
receiving raw information bits over the physical wireless linkage. The evolutions
in physical layer’s techniques generally bring the evolutions in telecommunication
standards, and the maximum data rate the physical layer supports determines the
peak data rate the telecommunication standard can offer.
Developed in 1980s, the first generation (1G) of mobile communication stan-
dards were analog, voice-only telecommunication standards. The 1G system mod-
ulated the voice signals to higher frequency bands, and assigned different frequency
bands to different users for multiple access. Its successor, the second generation
(2G) of mobile communication standards, started the era of digital communica-
tions. The 2G system had beneficial features that all the voice signals were quan-
tized and translated into information bits, that spectral utilization became more
efficient by using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) techniques, e.g. GSM
or Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) techniques e.g. cdmaOne, and that
data services such as text message were introduced. With the mature of internet,
17
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there was growing demand on offering higher data rate in order to better realize
some internet services on mobile terminals, which led to the evolution from 2G
standard to 2.5G standard by introducing General Packet Radio Service (GPRS),
which implemented a new time slot sharing policy to enhance the 2G system’s
data transmission capability. Later, the GPRS standard evolved to Enhanced
Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) standard, or 2.75G, by introducing new
modulation and coding formats for further improvement in data transmission rate.
The trend of fusing data transfer between internet and mobile networks re-
quires asymmetrically higher peak data rate to be realized on the forward link of
mobile communications, which have led to the development of the third generation
(3G) of mobile communication systems. For better spectral efficiency and more
flexibility in resource scheduling, considerable 3G standards, e.g.Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS) used Wideband Code Division Multiple Ac-
cess (WCDMA) radio channel access standard, which used Direct-Sequence (DS)
CDMA channel access method and Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) mode [2].
The DS-CDMA channel access method enables multiple streams of information
bits to transmit simultaneously and share the same bandwidth, only separated
by the unique chip sequence assigned to each sub-stream, in order to improve
spectral efficiency. The FDD mode separates the uplink, the wireless transmission
from the user to the base station, and the downlink, the transmission from the
base station to users, on two different frequencies, so that they do not interfere
with each other, and the data transmission in either linkage can maximally use all
available time slots.
Previous research on WCDMA mainly focused on uplink channel, with the aim
of supporting more users while guaranteeing each user’s Quality of Service (QoS).
Following the rapidly increasing demand on data services, however, far more data
than voice signals are being carried over downlink from the base stations to user
terminals, which also brings much higher revenue to network operator than voice
service does. For enhancing the downlink’s data transmission capability, the High
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) protocol is first specified in the third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 5, and is considered as the en-
hanced 3G (3.5G) mobile communication standard. By newly introducing shorter
and fixed transmission time slot, new physical layer channels, adaptive modulation
and coding, and Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) at base station, the
HSDPA protocol offers the peak data rate of up to 14.0Mbps in its first version [2].
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Evolution on the physical layer techniques is still ongoing. The second version of
HSDPA, which is specified in 3GPP Release 7 and is extended to be Evolved High
Speed Packet Access (HSPA), achieves data rate of up to 56Mbps by introducing
beamforming and Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) techniques. Further
evolution leads to 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) project specified in 3GPP
Release 8, which uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
channel access method. The OFDMA technique uses a large number of closely-
spaced orthogonal carriers to carry information bits, where each carrier transmits
slowly-modulated narrow-band signals, to cope with severe channel conditions and
achieve high spectral efficiency [3]. The LTE is considered as a step towards the
4th Generation (4G) [4].
Figure 1.1 illustrates the data rate improvement associated with the evolution
of mobile communication standards, which illustrates the accelerated increasing
in downlink peak data rate due to explosively growing demand in data services.
This thesis studies the resource allocation algorithms coupled with smart signal
processing techniques based on the first version of HSDPA standard, with the aim
of maximizing the downlink capacity, which is of practical interest. This chapter
is organized as follows: Section 1.1 provides an overview of HSDPA system and its
DS-CDMA channel access, Section 1.2 presents the multipath feature of wireless
channels, Section 1.3 introduces some performance measurements used throughout
the thesis, finally Section 1.4 provides the outline of the thesis.
2G GPRS EDGE 3G HSDPA HSPA+ LTE
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Evolution of Downlink Peak Data Rate in Mobile Communications
Figure 1.1: Downlink peak data rate increase with the evolution of mobile com-
munication standard.
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1.1 HSDPA Overview
For improving the spectral utilization efficiency, DS-CDMA channel access method
in WCDMA air interface multiplexes sub-streams of raw information bits by mod-
ulating the transmitted signals in each sub-stream using a unique sequence of
chips, each chip of which has much shorter duration than any information bits,
and then launches the composite signals to transmit antenna. The information bits
in multiple sub-streams can be distinguished with a priori knowledge of the chip
sequences (signature sequences, or spreading codes) at the receiver. The number
of chips used for spreading each information bit is defined as the spreading factor
(SF). The spreading codes used in WCDMA are chosen from Walsh code tree,
where the Walsh-Hadamard codes with the same spreading factor are mathemat-
ically orthogonal, to ensure the information bits in different sub-streams cannot
interfere with each other. Such spreading codes are also named as Orthogonal
Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) codes [2, 5].
Based on the WCDMA air interface, the first version of HSDPA introduces
several new features in physical layer. HSDPA introduces new physical layer chan-
nels High-Speed Physical Downlink Shared Channels (HS-PDSCHs) in order to
implement the newly introduced transport layer channel High Speed Downlink
Shared Channel (HS-DSCH), which is dedicated for high-speed data transmis-
sion. In HS-PDSCHs, a shorter and fixed transmission time interval is defined,
and the spreading factor is fixed to be 16. According to different user equipment
categories, up to 15 HS-PDSCHs can be dedicated to single user to implement
multi-channel data transmission [5]. Multicode transmission is therefore refers to
the transmission of multiple information streams on different physical layer chan-
nels to single user. Adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) technique allows the
modulation and coding formats to change on a per-user basis depending on the
signal quality, so that higher modulation formats, such as 16QAM (Quadratic
Amplitude Modulation) or even 64QAM, can be used in promising channel con-
ditions to greatly increase downlink capacity. Moreover, HARQ is a fast physical
layer-based retransmission mechanism, which conducts on data packet in order to
improve the error-correction capability [5], however, this thesis dose not consider
HARQ in order to simplify the analysis.
The multicode CDMA model used in the thesis is constructed based on the
HSDPA protocol in 3GPP Release 5, where all available physical layer channels
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assume to be dedicated to the single user. The spreading codes assigned to physical
layer channels have the same spreading factor (16). Being slightly different from
the HSDPA protocol, the AMC scheme can change the bit rates on a per-channel
basis, and the transmitted powers can be adjusted correspondingly, in order to
explore the optimum ways of allocating bits and powers in different channels.
Further the multicode CDMA model does not take into account the pilot signals
and preambles used in real transmission in HSDPA, therefore our research focuses
on maximizing the downlink capacity when the information bits are transmitted.
1.2 Wireless Propagation Environment
Besides the physical layer channels of HSDPA, the term channel can also refers
to the wireless propagation medium from the base station to the use equipment.
Compared with the fiber or wired channels, the wireless channels are much noisy
and unstable, the signals transmitted on which cannot follow a direct path to the
user, but have to go around different obstacles when the base station is deployed
in urban area. The transmitted signals in wireless channels are therefore scattered
in different propagation paths to the receiver, each of which has different channel
attenuation coefficient and time delay, thus the wireless channels can be modeled
as frequency selective or multipath channels. Figure 1.2 illustrates the multipath
property of wireless channels in urban area, where single antenna is used in both
transmitter and receiver thus no spatial diversity can be explored. Although the
multipath profile of the wireless channels are time-variant, throughout the thesis
it is assumed the wireless channels to be time invariant for the duration concerned.
The multicode CDMA system in the thesis deals with limited radio resources,
which include limited total power dedicated to HSDPA transmission, finite mod-
ulation and coding formats used in each physical layer channel, and the finite
signal space dimension specified by the spreading factor. Those resources, plus
the channel characteristic, jointly determine the maximum downlink capacity the
system can achieve. Besides the channel attenuations, the multipath property
of wireless channels destroys the orthogonality of signature sequences assigned to
physical layer channels, and causes interference between different channels and dif-
ferent transmission intervals. With high total transmitted power, the maximum
capacity is subject to the channel characteristic and the resulting interference ex-
perienced in each physical layer channel. For that reason, this thesis studies the
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Figure 1.2: Multipath propagations of wireless channels, where single antenna is
used in both base station and user equipment.
resource allocation algorithms for better resource utilization, coupled with smart
signal pre and post processing techniques for interference suppression.
1.3 Performance Measurements
The accuracy of retrieving the original signals from received signals in each physical
layer channel is measured by the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of
the receiver output. The SINR is defined as the ratio of the energy of the desired
signal to the total energy of the interfering signals plus variance of sampled noise
at the output [6], which can be written as:
γ =
Received Desired Signal Energy
IMAI + IISI + In
(1.1)
where IMAI is the interfering energy from other channels due to nonorthogonality
between coded channels, or Multiple Access Interference (MAI), IISI is the inter-
fering energy from other transmission time intervals, or Inter-Symbol Interference
(ISI), and In is the variance of output noise. Throughout the thesis the discrete
sampled noise is assumed to be additive white Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and fixed variance, and the value In is related to both the variance of the
sampled noise and the receiver architecture. In addition the inter-user interference
and inter-cell interference are neglected for simplifying the analysis.
The SINR plays a crucial role in the thesis, because it determines the maximum
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bit rate can be carried in any physical layer channel. For the HSDPA which
transmits complex signals, say QAM (Quadratic Amplitude Modulation) symbols,
the tightest upper bound on the information bits a channel can load within a
symbol period is calculated by using Shannon-Hartley theorem [7]:
RQAM = log2(1 + γ/Γ) (bits/symbol) (1.2)
given the SINR and the gap value Γ reflecting the performance loss of practi-
cal modulation and coding schemes against optimum one, and the summation
of such bit rate upper bounds among all channels provides an estimation of the
maximum information bit rate the whole downlink transmission can realize. For
the system transmitting real-valued channel symbols, say PAM (Pulse Amplitude
Modulation) symbols, the capacity per channel is estimated as:
RPAM =
1
2
log2(1 + γ/Γ) (bits/symbol) (1.3)
In real HSDPA transmission, however, the bit rate achieved in each physical
layer channel is constrained to be discrete since finite modulation and coding
schemes are available in each physical layer channel. The summation of such
practical bit rates among all channels is the total bit rate, or system throughput
of the downlink transmission, which is of special importance in resource allocation
algorithms assuming the use of finite transmission formats.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The following chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 illustrates the system block diagram and the discrete-time signal
model for the multicode CDMA transmission with multipath. This chapter also
addresses several questions which trigger the investigations presented in the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents the framework of the time-efficient resource allocation al-
gorithm, two-group algorithm, which will be investigated throughout the thesis.
Given limited total transmitted energy, the resource allocation problem with dis-
crete bit rates is formulated as the constrained total bit rate maximization prob-
lem. Without the presence of ISI, its globally optimum solution is proved to be
two-group-typed bit rate and power allocation. Such two-group-typed resource
allocation is then implemented onto the system with frequency selective channels,
by incorporating energy adjustment scheme and recursive channel ordering for
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achieving superior performance. To further improve the system throughput, an
enhanced version is then developed by replacing the channel ordering scheme with
the channel clustering and removal pre-processing scheme.
Chapter 4 focuses on matrix inversion number reduction within the iterative
energy adjustment in two-group allocation, as the matrix inversion number is an
important metric of computation complexity. Two transmitted energy adjustment
schemes are developed based on two different receivers, respectively. For calculat-
ing the optimum energy allocation, the iterative eigenvalue adjustment adapts a
set of eigenvalues representing the Mean Square Error (MSEs) in channels when
linear Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer is implemented, while the
recursive energy adjustment makes use of successive detection property of MMSE
Successive Interference Cancelation (SIC) for complexity reduction. This chap-
ter also shows higher performance can be achieved by integrating the two-group
approach with SIC-based energy adjustment, and using an error covariance matrix-
based channel ordering method.
The integration of resource allocation schemes with signature sequence opti-
mization is studied in Chapter 5. The signature sequence set is optimized with the
aim of minimizing the total MSE over all channels with the presence of ISI. Two
different signature sequence adaptation methods are proposed for being imple-
mented with linear MMSE equalizer and MMSE precoding scheme, respectively,
and their system performances are examined with different resource allocations
used. This section also studies the adoption of complex signature sequences to
spread the real channel symbols in order to improve power utilization efficiency,
as well as the corresponding favorable signal receiving schemes. Finally this sec-
tion provides another interference-mitigating code design method based on a short
chip sampling window, and estimates its system performances.
Finally the summary of the thesis is given, and some related open questions
are addressed in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
System Model and Research
Motivations
This chapter describes the system model for the multicode CDMA transmission
used throughout the thesis, and then the limitations observed in existing meth-
ods are shown which enlighten the research presented in the thesis. This chapter
firstly presents the signal pre-processing, transmission over wireless channels, and
signal reception procedures in a block diagram, and then gives their respective
mathematical description. Due to the presence of inter-channel interference (ISI)
in multipath wireless channel, the window-extended signal receiving scheme pro-
posed in [8] is presented in this chapter in order to properly incorporate the ISI
into the existing channel convolution model, so that the signal processing tech-
niques and resource allocation methods can be developed to properly deal with
ISI.
It is identified although using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique
can totally eliminate the existing ISI and inter-channel interference, it substan-
tially reduces the number of channels used for transmission, making system per-
formance severely degrade. It becomes promising to adopt spreading codes having
nonzero crosscorrelations which can fully use all available channels, coupled with
interference mitigation techniques in both ends.
Moreover, the resource allocation policy of equal rate and power, which is
currently used in HSDPA standard, is inefficient in multipath wireless channel,
which makes it a must to explore unequal bit and power allocation methods for
better system performance.
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2.1 System Block Diagram
In Figure 2.1 the procedures of signal processing and transmission in both contin-
uous time and discrete time domains are depicted for a single coded channel, say
channel k. The generated and scaled complex-valued channel symbol, bk per chan-
nel symbol period Tc first separates its real and imaginary components into two
branches, the I (upper) branch and the Q (lower) branch, respectively. In either
branch the channel symbol component is then processed by a common spreading
filter, which is represented by an N -length vector ~sk, to generate a series of N
chips, each with duration Tc = Ts/N (Point 1), where the vector ~sk is assumed
to be real-valued for simplicity. Then a common chip pulse-shaping function ϕ(t)
multiplies each chip in either branch to transform the discrete time signals in chips
to continuous time waveforms (Point 2). The continuous time waveforms in the
two branches are then modulated to the carrier frequency fc, which is much higher
than the chip rate 1/Tc, i.e. fc ≫ 1/Tc, and launched into the transmit antenna
(Point 3), where the waveforms in the Q branch is given π/2 phase shift to make
them orthogonal to the ones in the I branch. Then the two modulated waveforms
are added to generate the complex-valued waveforms u(t).
Assuming the function h(t) as the impulse response function of the multipath
channel, at the receiver the received waveforms are the convolution of the transmit-
ted waveforms u(t) with h(t), plus the additive white Gaussian noise n(t) (Point
4). The received waveforms are first demodulated to baseband signals, and two
different demodulation functions, one of which has π/2 phase shift to another, are
used to separate the real and imaginary components of the received waveforms
again into I and Q branches respectively (Point 5). Then in either branch, the
continuous time waveforms is convolved with the chip-match function ϕ(Tc − t),
and the output is sampled in every Tc seconds (Point 6). In such a way the out-
puts of the chip match filter in iTc seconds in the two branches are the real and
imaginary components of the discrete time signals r(i) for each i (i = 1, 2, ...). A
common despreading filter, represented by the vector ~wk, is then despread the I
and Q branches of signals r(i) to generate the channel symbol estimation dk every
Ts seconds, or every N chips, through inner product (Point 7).
By properly selecting the chip pulse shaping function ϕ(t), and designing the
two modulation (demodulation) functions to be orthonormal within Tc, the con-
tinuous time channel impulse response h(t), together with all continuous time
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Figure 2.1: Signal processing and transmission in both discrete time and contin-
uous time domains.
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processing procedures within red rectangular, can be represented by a discrete
time channel impulse response ~h = [h0, ..., hL−1]
T where hi = h(i) is the channel
impulse response at the output of chip match filter in ith chip. Each hi is the chan-
nel coefficient of the propagation path with time delay i chips for i (i = 0, ..., L−1).
Therefore in discrete-time domain, the signals r(i) at the output of chip match fil-
ter can be modelled as the convolution of the transmit signals u(i) with ~h, plus the
noise samples n(i) at the output of chip match filter. By using the discrete time
channel impulse response and noise samples, a discrete-time model for multipath
CDMA transmission can be built up, and the waveform powers can be indicated
by the energies within a chip or a symbol in discrete time signal space.
A simplified discrete-time model for multicode CDMA is depicted in Figure
2.2, where the I and Q branches are combined for each coded channel. In the
base station the stream of {0, 1} information bits are first demultiplexed into K-
substreams, and in each stream the information bits are encoded and modulated
to generate the complex channel symbol in every Ts seconds and then the channel
symbol, bk, is launched into the k
th coded channel (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The adaptive
modulation and coding unit in Point A determines the amount of information bits
included in each symbol for each coded channel. The channel symbol in channel
k is then scaled to be
√
Ekbk in Point B, where Ek is the allocated energy per
symbol. Then the spreading filter ~sk, which is unique for each coded channel,
spreads every channel symbol to generate a series of N chips per symbol period
(Point C). The value N is named as the spreading factor. The spread chips in K
coded channels are then added to form the composite signals in chips.
The received composite chip sequences are then the convolution of the com-
posite signal sequences at the transmitter with discrete-time channel impulse re-
sponse, plus the noise samples at the chip matched filter (Point D). Although
the signature sequences in K coded channels, ~s1, ~s2, ..., ~sK , are orthonormal, the
resulting match filter receiver signature sequences, denoted as ~q1, ~q2, ..., ~qK , each
of which maximizes the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) for each coded channel, are
the convolutions of ~sk (k = 1, 2, ..., K) with channel impulse response. Therefore
the match filter receiver signature sequences are non-orthonormal which introduce
the interference and lead to severe performance degradation. At the receiver the
despreading filters ~wk for coded channels k = 1, 2, ..., K are designed to maintain
the unit norm for itself, whereas trying to minimize the crosscorrelations from
other coded channels, as well as the impact of the noise. Therefore higher Signal
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to Interference plus Noise Ratios (SINRs) in all channels can be realized at the
outputs of despreading filters (Point E). Then the output of despreading filter is
fed into the decision device to retrieve the information bits in each coded channel
(Point F).
In the above system model, several assumptions are held for simplifying the
analysis:
• All the channel information is known at both transmitter and receiver, and
the channel coefficients are fixed.
• Each complex channel symbol is an i.i.d. random variable with zero mean
and unit variance. The noise samples at the output of chip-match filter are
i.i.d. additive white Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance
σ2n per signal space dimension. Furthermore the inter-user interference and
inter-cell interference are neglected.
• Optimum modulation and coding schemes are used, which implies the amount
of information bits per channel symbol is solely determined by the SINR at
the output of the despreading filter.
2.2 Discrete-Time Model of Multicode CDMA
Transmission
When considering the signal transmission in only one symbol period, the discrete-
time transmitted signals can be described in matrix-form:
~u = SA~b (2.1)
where the N -length vector ~u consists of N chips of the composite signals after
spreading. The N×K matrix S = [~s1, ~s2, ..., ~sK ] consists of K signature sequences
assigned to respective coded channels, and each sequence ~sk is given as ~sk =
[s1,k, s2,k, ..., sN,k]
T for k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The vector ~b = [b1, b2, ..., bK ]
T stacks the
transmitted symbols in K channels in a single symbol period, where each symbol
bk is assumed to be i.i.d. complex or real random variable with zero mean and
unit variance. The diagonal matrix A is given as:
A = diag
(√
E1,
√
E2, ...,
√
EK
)
(2.2)
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where Ek = PkTs is the transmitted energy per symbol period in each channel
(k = 1, 2, ..., K) with Pk the transmitted power in that channel.
The frequency selective channel with L propagation paths can be described
using the following channel impulse response vector:
~h = [h0, h1, ..., hL−1]
T (2.3)
where hl is the channel coefficient of the lth path having a time delay l chips
(l = 0, 1, ..., L − 1). Considerable existing work in frequency selective CDMA
channels, such as [9–13], models the received signal sequence to be the convolution
of the transmitted signal sequence with the channel impulse response. In every
symbol period, the effect of frequency selective channels in matrix form is therefore
modeled as an (N + L− 1)×N convolution matrix [13–15]:
H=


h0 0 · · · 0
... h0
...
hL−1
...
. . . 0
0 hL−1 · · · h0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · hL−1


(2.4)
assuming the interference is solely caused by the nonzero entries in matrix H
except the ones in main diagonal line. The received signals are therefore collected
from the first chip in the least delayed path (path 0) to the last chip in the most
severely delayed path (path L − 1) for detecting the symbols in current symbol
period. The (N +L−1)-length sequence of received signals are therefore collected
for despreading, which is given in matrix-form:
~r = HSA~b+ ~n (2.5)
where the vector ~n consists of (N+L−1) elements of discrete noise samples at the
output of the chip match filter. Each noise sample is an i.i.d. Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance σ2n per signal dimension, where σ
2
n equals to
N0/2 [6], the two-sided power spectral density (PSD) of additive white Gaussian
nosie, therefore the noise variance in complex-valued QAM channel symbols equals
to 2σ2n.
The receiver then uses (N +L−1)-length vector of coefficients ~wk to despread
the received signal vector ~r to generate the decision variable as dk = ~w
H
k ~r at the
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output of receiver in channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). According to the definition used
by J. M. Cioffi, the output SINR can be calculated as the ratio of the energy of
the output desired symbol, to the total energy of the inter-channel interference
plus noise variance at receiver output, which is:
γk =
Ek
∣∣~wHk H~sk∣∣2
K∑
j=1,j 6=k
Ej |~wHk H~sj|2 + 2σ2n |~wHk ~wk|
k = 1, 2, ..., K (2.6)
For the HSDPA system transmitting complex QAM symbols, the output SINRs
estimated in Eq(2.6) calculates the magnitudes of the correlations between differ-
ent received signature sequences, H~sj, and the despreading filter coefficient vector
~wk for coded channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The signal receiving model in Eq(2.5) is
named as channel convolution model or conventional signal receiving model, with
which the interference from adjacent symbol periods are omitted assuming the
spreading factor N ≫ L.
Based on the channel convolution model, the receiver coefficient vectors {~wk}Kk=1
can be estimated in different ways. The chip-level equalizers are to retrieve the
originally transmitted signal sequence in chips from the received samples, before
despreading the original transmitted symbols using the orthogonal spreading se-
quences S. The length of chip sequences collected by chip-level equalizers for chip
retrieval is in general larger than the spreading factor. The coefficients of chip-
level equalizers can be estimated according to the Zero-Forcing (ZF) criterion to
totally eliminate the interference between chips, or Minimum Mean Squared Error
(MMSE) to balance the mitigation in inter-chip interference against output noise
reduction [9–11].
The symbol equalizers aim for retrieving the original symbols using the received
signature sequences HS, which is the convolution of the signature sequences with
channel impulse response. The wideband match filter (MF) equalizer despreads
the received chips in each channel, say channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), through us-
ing the received signature sequence H~sk, the convolution of signature sequence
~sk with channel impulse response, as a correlator. Due to the nonorthogonal-
ity between the received signature sequences, the correlator-based MF equalizer
has significantly degraded performance when high energies are loaded in parallel
coded channels [16]. The zero forcing (ZF) symbol equalizer is to totally remove
the inter-channel interference by conducting the pseudo-matrix inversion on HS
if the number of channels satisfies K ≤ N , at the expense of increasing residual
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noise. The Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) symbol equalizer is to achieve
the optimum trade-off between interference suppression and residual noise reduc-
tion, each coefficient vector of which is defined as [17]:
~wk = arg min
~wk∈CN+L−1
ε
{∣∣bk − ~wHk ~r∣∣2} k = 1, 2, ..., K (2.7)
In this thesis only the symbol-level equalizers are considered, as the simulations
show that the performances of chip equalizers are inferior to those of symbol
equalizers, which are not presented due to page limit.
The symbol-level equalizers can be further classified into linear and nonlinear
equalizers. The linear equalizers, such as the MF, ZF and MMSE equalizers, are
independent on the transmission contents, so that they have relatively low compu-
tation complexity, while the nonlinear equalizers use the transmission contents to
achieve higher performances, but with increased computation complexity. One of
the widely used nonlinear receiving scheme, the successive interference cancellation
(SIC) scheme will be examined in following chapters.
The most obvious limitation of such conventional signal receiving scheme is
when the spreading factor N is comparable to the maximum time delay (L − 1)
in the system such as HSDPA, the inter-symbol interference (ISI) from adjacent
symbol periods is also comparable to the inter-channel interference in every single
symbol period, which is omitted in the model. The receivers therefore fail to prop-
erly suppress the ISI, which results in severe performance degradation against the
one predicted using such conventional receiving model. For the HSDPA systems
operating over frequency selective channels, the system model should be general-
ized to incorporate the generated ISI, which is discussed in next section.
2.3 Research Motivations
With the presence of ISI in multicode CDMA transmission, it is required a general
system model to reflect the existence of ISI. Based on the generalized model, the
suitable power adjustment schemes and radio resource allocation schemes can be
developed. Starting from ISI-suppression, this section addresses several problems
which enlighten the investigations presented in this thesis.
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2.3.1 Window-Extended Model for ISI Mitigation
Alternatively, the ISI signals can be incorporated into a more general signal receiv-
ing model, and can be suppressed as if they were interfering signals from special
channels. In [8] the authors propose to use a downshift matrix to model the
ISI for multi-antenna transmission, and this section adapts this scheme for use
in multicode CDMA over frequency selective channels. Figure 2.3 illustrates the
composite signal chips transmitting in different propagation paths, where path 0 is
the synchronous path without time delay. It can be observed a fraction of contents
at the tail of the previous symbol period, and a fraction of contents at the head of
the next symbol period, respectively, overlap with the signals in current symbol
period due to time delay, thus causing ISI.
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Figure 2.3: ISI-existing and ISI-free frequency selective channels
The general received signal model to deal with the ISI is constructed by using
a different chip sampling strategy named as extended sampling window. For the
symbols in xth period, the extended sampling window collects (N+2α) consecutive
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received signal chips, where α is a predetermined single-sided window extension
in chips, to form the received signal vector. The length of received signal vector
is therefore extended to (N + 2α) by adding α chips previous to and after the N
chips of samples of the xth period in the least delay path, path 0, respectively. The
corresponding received signature sequence set associated with the current symbol
period, is therefore given as an (N + 2α)×K matrix:
Q =


Zα×N
H
Z(α−L+1)×N

S , H˜S (2.8)
where 0M×N is theM×N zero matrix. Further an (N +2α)× (N +2α) downshift
matrix J can be defined as:
J =
[
Z1×(M−1) 0
IM−1 Z(M−1)×1
]
for M = N + 2α (2.9)
such that the when the matrix J (JT ) left-multiplies a column vector, it downshifts
(upshifts) the contents of the vector by 1, whilst adding 0 at the top (bottom) of the
vector. Using the matrix J (JT ), the ISI signals from the (x− 1)th symbol period
is model as the symbols transmitting in K extra channels spread by the received
signature sequence set
(
JT
)N
Q, while the ISI signals from the (x+1)th period is
model as the symbols spread by another set of signature sequences (J)N Q. The
resulting received signal vector in the xth symbol period, which incorporates the
ISI components, is therefore given as:
~r[x] =
[(
JT
)N
Q,Q,JNQ
]
A˜b˜[x] + ~ne[x] (2.10)
= Q˜A˜b˜[x] + ~ne[x]
where the matrix Q˜ ,
[(
JT
)N
Q,Q,JNQ
]
represents the observed fractions of
signature sequence sets in consecutive symbol periods, b˜[x] = [b1[x − 1], ...bK [x −
1], b1[x], ...bK [x], b1[x+1], ...bK [x+1]]
T stacks the transmitted symbols in K chan-
nels in the 3 consecutive symbol periods, A˜=I3⊗diag
(√
E1, ...,
√
EK
)
contains the
corresponding amplitudes in main diagonal line, and ~ne[x] consists of (N + 2α)
consecutive samples of complex additive white Gaussian noise each element of
which is i.i.d. Gaussian random variable with zero mean and noise variance 2σ2n.
Such received signal model is equivalent to the one of the system operating in over-
loaded case (3K > N) with 3K signature sequences Q˜, therefore the ZF equalizers
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are disabled. Only the MMSE-type equalizers are able to be incorporated with
such general signal receiving model because MMSE receivers can work in either
underloaded case or overloaded case. Such signal receiving model is named as
window-extended signal receiving model. Without specification, the noise vector
in extended sampling window ~ne[x] is simplified to be ~n[x] in the remaining part
of the thesis.
The window-extended signal receiving model can be presented in another form:
~r = QA~b+ n˜ = H˜SA~b+ n˜ (2.11)
where the symbol period index x is omitted. The diagonal matrix A and K-
length vector ~b hold the same definitions as those used in Eq(2.5). The vector n˜
is the lumped sum of the ISI effect and the additive white Gaussian noise, and its
covariance matrix is given as:
Rnn = ε
{
n˜n˜H
}
(2.12)
= 2σ2nIN+2α + J
NQA2QH
(
JN
)T
+ (JT )NQA2QHJN
which is the sum of the covariance matrices of ISI signals and additive white noise.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the continuous sum capacities vs. total SNR, which is
the normalized total energy constraint at the transmitter, when applying different
signal receiving models onto the systems with frequency selective channel. The
variance of noise sample per dimension σ2n equals to N0/2, the double-sided power
spectral density (PSD) of white Gaussian noise. The continuous sum capacity is
calculated by firstly estimating the output SINRs, γk (k = 1, 2, ..., K), for all K
coded channels by applying the linear MMSE equalizer derived based on each of
the signal receiving models, then using the equation as follows:
CT =
1
NTc
K∑
k=1
log2 (1 + γk) (bps) (2.13)
with 1/Tc the chip rate, for the system transmitting complex QAM symbols. For
comparison, the sum capacities achieved by using the conventional channel con-
volution model (Conv. model) in ISI-existing multipath channel and a hypothetic
ISI-free channel are also taken, where the ISI-free channel is the multipath channel
without ISI components as depicted in the lower half of Figure 2.3. When using
the conventional model in the ISI-existing multipath, the existence of ISI causes
up to 50% performance loss in sum capacity because the conventional model can-
not properly suppress the ISI, and its curve becomes rather flat in the region of
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high total SNR value. In contrast, the use of window-extended signal receiving
model (Win. Ext.) on the ISI-existing channel lifts the curves of sum capacities
to be close to the one of ISI-free channel. Because the MMSE equalizer derived
based on the window-extended model can suppress the ISI in a similar way of
suppressing the MAI, the performance curves still lift with increasing total SNR
in ISI-existing multipath channel. Interestingly, it can be observed that increasing
α value makes little effect on the sum capacity of window-extended model. This
can be explained by that when α > 6, the desired received signals of different
channels are kept sufficiently away from the ISI components, therefore extending
the signal dimension by increasing α cannot improve the ISI suppression capability
too much.
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Figure 2.4: Continuous sum capacities vs. total SNR for different signal receiving
models. Total SNR is defined as ET
∣∣∣~h∣∣∣2 / (2σ2n). Sum capacities are estimated on
the multicode CDMA systems operating over ITU Vehicular A channels [1] with
uniform energy allocation. Parameters used in simulation are listed as follows:
1/Tc = 3.84Mcps, N = 16, K = 15 and N0 = −174dBm/Hz. Orthogonal Walsh
codes scrambled by long-period random code are used as signature sequences.
Clearly the parameter α should be no less than (L−1), otherwise the ”tail” of
the stretched despread signals in the current symbol period will be lost, leading to
the lose in received energy. In contrast the parameter α should also be no greater
than (N − L+ 1), otherwise the contents of more symbol periods will be observed
to increase the complexity of the receiver. Therefore in the remaining part of the
thesis, the value α = N/2 is used. For the multipath channel having L = 7 paths
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used in Figure 2.4, the value α should be between 6 and 10. Also it should be
noted that equal extension in chips (α) in both ends of symbol period is used for
the sake of simplifying analysis.
When implementing the window-extended signal receiving model into the sys-
tem under consideration, the signal processing techniques at both the transmitter
and the receiver, and corresponding resource allocation schemes, should be re-
developed based on such model to properly deal with ISI in the system. Through-
out the remaining part of this thesis, all signal processing techniques and resource
allocation schemes are investigated with the presence of ISI by using the window-
extended model.
2.3.2 Reduced Dimensionality of Channel Orthogonaliza-
tion
Ideally, if the preprocessing at the transmitter and the post-processing at the
receiver can be jointly designed to remove the ISI and the inter-channel interfer-
ence, the power adjustment schemes and the resulting resource allocation schemes
will become much simpler. One widely adopted solution is to apply the singular
value decomposition (SVD) onto the transfer matrix which represents the wireless
linkage, to decouple the multiple access transmission into several interference-
free single-channel transmissions. In single-user Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) transmission, the channel matrix, each entry of which represents the
wireless linkage between each pair of transmit and receive antennas, is decom-
posed, then the pre-processing and post-processing matrices are optimized by tak-
ing the left-hand-side and right-hand-side eigenvalues respectively to decompose
the MIMO channels into orthogonal sub-channels whose gains equal to the square
of singular values of the MIMO channels [18]. In this way the inter-channel in-
terference (or inter-antenna interference) can be totally eliminated. In multi-user
MIMO transmissions, the transmitter-based pre-processing can apply the SVD to
eliminate the inter-channel interference of the same user, and then the multi-user
interference is cancelled by further joint transmitter and receiver optimizations
[19, 20].
With the aid of SVD, the multi-user interference can also be eliminated by
designing the pre-processing filter of each user in the way each user’s pre-processing
filter lies in the intersection of null spaces spanned by the channel matrices of
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other users [21–23]. Each user is therefore free from the interference of any other
user with such designed pre-processing matrices. Such multi-user interference
cancellation is available only when the number of antennas at the transmitter is
no less than the summation of numbers of antennas over all receivers [21, 23].
Similarly this section is to apply the SVD for ISI and inter-channel interference
cancellations in the multicode CDMA transmission with multipath. Recalling the
window-extended signal receiving model in Eq(2.10) which incorporates the ISI
components, an N -length vector of distorted signals for any channel symbol x,
u˜[x],can be written as:
u˜[x] = H˜H r˜[x] (2.14)
=
(
H˜HH˜
)
SA~b[x] +
(
H˜H
(
JT
)N
H˜
)
SA~b[x− 1]
+
(
H˜HJNH˜
)
SA~b[x+ 1] + H˜H~n
where the second and third terms represent the ISI components from the previous
and the next symbol periods respectively, and they are those to be eliminated
by using the pre-processing matrix (or signature sequence set) S. Clearly, the
signature sequence set S should be designed to lie in the intersection of null spaces
of
(
H˜H
(
JT
)N
H˜
)
and
(
H˜HJNH˜
)
so that:
H˜H
(
JT
)N
H˜S = NN×K and H˜HJNH˜S = NN×K (2.15)
Such null space can be identified by defining the 2N ×N matrix:
M =
[(
H˜H
(
JT
)N
H˜
)T
,
(
H˜HJNH˜
)T]T
(2.16)
which represents the signal space spanned by ISI components, and decomposing
the matrix M using SVD:
M = UMΣMV
H
M = UMΣM [Vs,Vn]
H (2.17)
where the diagonal matrix ΣM contains N singular values ofM sorted in descend-
ing order in main diagonal line, VM is the N ×N matrix consisting of right-hand-
side vectors and UM is the corresponding matrix of left-hand-side vectors. The
matrix Vs consists of the vectors corresponding to the nonzero singular values,
while the matrix Vn consists of the vectors corresponding to zero singular values.
The signal space spanned by Vn is therefore the null space of the ISI components,
which the signature sequence set should lie in. By placing the signature sequence
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set S into the null space of ISI components, i.e.S = VnS˜ with the rank (Vn)×K
matrix S˜, the ISI components can be totally eliminated, and the equivalent chan-
nel matrix of the current symbol period is identified as
(
H˜HH˜
)
Vn, based on
which the pre-processing matrix S˜ and the receiving scheme can be developed for
further interference suppression. Once again the SVD can be applied to eliminate
the inter-channel interference within current symbol period. Let the SVD of the
equivalent channel matrix
(
H˜HH˜
)
Vn be:
(
H˜HH˜
)
Vn = U˜Σ˜V˜
H = U˜Σ˜
[
V˜s, V˜n
]H
(2.18)
where the singular values in main diagonal line of the diagonal matrix Σ˜ =
diag (s1, s2, ..., sN) are sorted in descending order, and the matrices U˜ and V˜ con-
sist of unitary left-hand-side and right-side-hand vectors respectively. The matrix
V˜s contains the vectors corresponding the K largest singular values, whereas the
remaining vectors are contained in V˜n. By choosing the signature sequence set
as:
S = VnV˜s (2.19)
so that the signature sequences in matrix S become orthogonal in the null space
of ISI components. Selecting the post-processing (receiver) matrix to be U˜H ,
the multiple-access channel characterized by
(
H˜HH˜
)
S can be decomposed into
K independent single-access channels, each of which has channel coefficient sk
(k = 1, 2, ..., K). Such sub-channels are therefore defined as orthogonal sub chan-
nels, and the signals transmitted on them are free from both the inter-channel
interference and ISI.
The number of available eigenvalue channels depends on the rank of the matrix
Vn, which is determined by how many zero singular values exist in the matrixM.
Due to rank
(
H˜H
(
JT
)N
H˜
)
= rank
(
H˜HJNH˜
)
= L−1, where L is the number of
multipaths, to put the signature sequences S into the null space of ISI components
the number of eigenvalue channels K should satisfy:
K = rank (Vn) ≤ N − 2(L− 1) (2.20)
so that the matrix S can be in the space spanned by the vectors in Vn which
are orthogonal to ISI components. The problem arises that when the multipath
number is comparable to the spreading factor, e.g. L ≈ N/2, the number of
available single-access channels becomes considerably small in order to avoid the
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ISI. Recalling that reducing the available signal space dimension in multi-channel
transmission generally reduces the resource utilization efficiency, the resulting sys-
temic performance is therefore inferior to, or possibly significantly inferior to the
one of the system adopting interference-existing signature sequences to fully use
the available signal space dimension, coupled with interference-mitigation tech-
niques at the receiver. When implemented onto the HSDPA system with low
spreading factor (N = 16), the dimension reduction due to applying SVD-assisted
interference cancellation becomes more obvious.
Figure 2.5 provides the continuous sum capacities in bps for the multicode
CDMA transmission over ITU Vehicular A channels, to compare the system using
SVD-based pre-processing and receiving scheme with the one adopting K = 15
orthogonal codes and linear MMSE receiver. It shows the capacity performance of
the latter system outperforms by 50%−100% the former system. Such significant
improvement is well explained by the fact only [N − 2(L− 1)] = 4 (L = 7) single-
access channels are available for the former system, whereas the latter system can
use up to 15 channels. The performance improvement due to large available sig-
nal space dimension greatly exceeds the performance degradation due to nonzero
interference, for the latter system.
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Figure 2.5: Theoretical sum capacities vs. total SNR for SVD signal process-
ing techniques and OVSF codes with linear MMSE equalizer, respectively. The
simulation parameters are listed as follows: chip rate 1/Tc = 3.84Mcps, spread-
ing factor N = 16, maximum number of channels K = 15, α = 8 chips and
N0 = −174dBm/Hz. Frequency selective channels are modeled as ITU Veh A
channels [1].
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Figure 2.6 compares the sum capacities of the two schemes with different num-
bers of propagation paths L. The scheme with orthogonal codes and linear MMSE
has the performance degraded by up to 30% compared with its performance with-
out multipath (L = 1), however, the performance of SVD-assisted ISI cancellation
scheme degrades by up to 66%. Moreover, for the practical systems where the bit
rate per channel is constrained to be chosen from a finite set of discrete values,
the number of available channels determines the highest total bit rate the system
can achieve, therefore with reduced number of channels the total bit rate upper
bound is decreased. When the system operates with high transmission power, the
power utilization efficiency will become poor with low total bit rate upperbound.
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Figure 2.6: Theoretical sum capacities vs. number of propagation paths L for
SVD signal processing techniques and OVSF codes with linear MMSE equalizer,
respectively, when the total SNR is fixed in 23dB. For each L value, the channel
coefficient in dB in each path l (l = 0, 1, ..., (L − 1)) is i.i.d. normal distributed
random variable with time delay (l − 1) chips. The results are taken as averages
over 1000 channel realizations.
This section shows that theoretically the SVD-assisted interference cancella-
tion scheme can be applied to the multicode CDMA systems, at the expense
of reducing the available signal space dimension. Further the simulations show
that for the system having fixed and rather low spreading factor, applying the
non-orthogonal signature sequences to fully use the signal space dimension can
achieve superior performance to such interference cancellation scheme. The fol-
lowing sections therefore focuses on developing the resource allocation schemes,
and transceiver signal processing techniques based on full utilization of signal space
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dimension for the multicode CDMA systems.
2.3.3 Inefficiency of Standard Resource Scheduling Scheme
In practical multicode CDMA applications, such as HSDPA, finite number of con-
stellation sizes and coding schemes are available, thus the bit rate can be loaded in
each channel is chosen from a set of discrete values, which is named as discrete bit
rate set in following chapters. The radio resource allocation scheme is also defined
as the policy to determine the discrete bit rate and transmitted power allocated to
each channel, according to the channel conditions and the limited total transmitted
power. The resource allocation scheme currently adopted in the HSDPA standard
is a modified version of equal rate and power allocation method. For the multicode
CDMA system with K channels, given the fixed total transmitted energy ET per
symbol period the equal rate and power allocation method uniformly allocates the
transmitted energy to each channel, i.e.Ek = ET/K for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K)
to estimate the corresponding output SINR γk at the receiver. A bit rate value
is then chosen as the highest value between those whose desired SINRs are below
the lowest output SINR, and uniformly allocated to all channels. Both the bit
rate and transmitted power are therefore uniformly distributed among parallel
channels. When the systems operate over frequency selective channels, the output
SINRs become unequal due to multipath, adopting such equal rate and power
scheme causes the problems of wasted SINR and enlarged power gap, thus having
performance degradation.
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the actually allocated and minimum required trans-
mitted energies among all channels, when using the equal rate and power allo-
cation policy. For each channel the minimum required energy is defined as the
value with which at the transmitter the output SINR equals to the desired SINR
of the allocated bit rate. The wasted SINR, which is defined as the portion of
output SINR exceeding the required amount of the loaded bit rate, can be simply
measured by the difference between the loaded energy and the minimum required
amount to load the current bit rate, for each channel. Better performance can
be achieved with lower wasted SINRs, because the wasted SINRs cannot be con-
tributed to bit rate increase, but increasing the interference to other channels. To
generate the same bit rate allocation, much higher power is needed by the equal
power policy than the minimum required value to offset the wasted SINRs in other
channels, which is unpromising for total bit rate maximization with constrained
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Figure 2.7: Actually allocated energy by the HSDPA’s resource allocation scheme
and minimum required energy in each channel. The multicode CDMA system op-
erates over ITU Vehicular A channels, uses K = 15 scrambled orthogonal spread-
ing codes and linear MMSE equalizer at the receiver. The uniformly allocated bit
rate in each channel is 3 bits per symbol. All energy values are normalized by the
noise variance N0 = −174dBm/Hz, and presented in dB.
total power. Reduction in wasted SINRs should be accomplished by adjusting the
allocated powers in channels to their minimum required levels.
Even power adjustment schemes can effectively eliminate the wasted SINRs,
the problem of large power rise for throughput increase arises due to equal rate
allocation. For each discrete bit rate uniformly allocated to all channels, figure
2.8 depicts the required total energy, which is the summation of minimum re-
quired energies over all channels. In order to make the bit rate equally loaded
in all channels increase to the next higher level, the transmitted energies in all
channels should increase correspondingly, which yields large amount of total en-
ergy increase. Therefore large energy increases between adjacent realized total bit
rates are observed, which exhibits inefficient resource use thus unpromising total
bit rate in the case when total energy is limited.
The current HSDPA standard adopts such equal rate and power allocation
method with varying number of available channels for performance improvement
[24], however, it cannot solve the two problems presented above. To overcome
the two drawbacks, unequal bit and power allocation schemes should be de-
veloped, however, the unequal allocations increase the computation complexity.
Complexity-reduction techniques should therefore be investigated and be associ-
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Figure 2.8: Minimum required total energy vs. total bit rate in bits per symbol
for the multicode CDMA system described above. The discrete total bit rates
are obtained by uniform bit rate allocation given the set of discrete bit rates per
channel {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4} in bits per symbol.
ated with the unequal resource allocation schemes to deliver practical solutions
for system performance improvement.
2.4 List of Contribution
The single-user multicode CDMA system under consideration is constructed based
on the current HSDPA standard, where a fixed spreading factor, N , is used for
spreading the channel symbols in all coded channels, multicode transmission is
supported, and a set of discrete bit rate values can be realized in each coded
channel. For exploring the potential of radio resource allocation in multicode
CDMA, however, the system is different from the one specified in HSDPA standard
at the following aspects:
• The system adapts the loading bit rates on a per channel basis, whereas the
current HSDPA standard adapts the modulation and coding schemes on a
per downlink user basis.
• The system conducts the transmitted power adjustment, thus the adjust-
ment on symbol energies, on a per channel basis, whereas the current HSDPA
standard disables the power control between coded channels.
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For the single-user multicode CDMA transmission with discrete bit rates, this
thesis focuses on improving the system throughput by optimizing the transmission
parameters at the transmitter, which include the transmitted powers and bit rates
allocated to parallel channels, and the set of signature sequences. Considerable
attention is also paid to reducing the complexity of signal processing and radio
resource scheduling, so that the proposed techniques can have lower workloads and
shorter running times when implemented onto the multicode CDMA applications,
such as HSDPA.
The main contributions of the thesis are given as follows:
1. A two-group-typed bit and power allocation approach to achieve a promis-
ing trade-off between throughput enhancement and computation efficiency.
When two-group approach is applied, only a lower bit rate and the number
of channels loading the next higher bit rate need to be calculated. For the
system operating in interference-free channels, the two parameters are calcu-
lated by applying greedy algorithm on an incremental energy-based model.
The global optimality of the solution is also proved (Chapter 3).
2. The two parameters of two-group approach for the multicode CDMA in
frequency selective channel is calculated with the assistant of an iterative
energy adjustment scheme for optimum energy calculation, and a recursive
channel ordering method for performance enhancement (Chapter 3).
3. A simplified two-group allocation approach is developed for multipath mul-
ticode CDMA transmission, where the recursive channel ordering scheme is
replaced by a channel clustering and removing scheme for further system
throughput enhancement (Chapter 3).
4. An eigenvalue-based power adjustment scheme is developed to derive the
optimum power allocation by iterating a set of eigenvalues which are closely
relative to the channel MSEs, in order to reduce the required matrix inversion
number within iterative power adjustment (Chapter 4).
5. A recursive power adjustment scheme is developed to make use of the suc-
cessive detection mechanism of MMSE SIC receiver, which is assisted by an
error covariance matrix-based channel ordering. By being integrated with
the two-group allocation approach, it improves the throughput performance
whilst greatly reducing computation complexity (Chapter 4).
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6. With the objective of minimizing the total MSE with the unit constraint on
each signature sequence’s norm, two iterative optimization methods for sig-
nature optimization with multipath are developed for linear MMSE receiver
and MMSE precoder, respectively, and the performances of the two schemes
combined with different resource allocation methods are examined (Chapter
5).
7. For the PAM-modulated multicode CDMA system using complex signature
sequences, the estimations of complex receiver coefficients are derived to
meet the MMSE criterion where only the real components of the signals are
taken into account for detection (Chapter 5).
8. Based on a short chip sampling window, another SVD-based signature se-
quence design method is developed for interference elimination, and its sys-
tem performances are examined (Chapter 5).
Chapter 3
Two-Group-Typed Resource
Allocation Algorithms
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an efficient radio resource allocation algorithm for through-
put enhancement in single-user multicode CDMA transmissions. This investiga-
tion is motivated by the wide deployment of the HSDPA application in Universal
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS). For providing much higher peak data
rate than previous UMTS standards, the HSDPA application introduces the fea-
tures of adaptive modulation and coding schemes and multicode transmission to
single-user [5, 24, 25], and the former feature enables the bit rate per channel
varies among a few discrete values, while the latter one enables all available chan-
nels used for transmission. Also, the newly proposed concept femtocell base station
can realize much higher received power at the receiver end due to the proximity
of the femtocell base station to the user terminal [26, 27]. Regarding these facts
channel-aware resource allocation algorithms become essential to achieve superior
system performance with high received power, while it is also important to keep
the algorithms’ computation complexities low to meet the stringent requirements
of the newly proposed low-cost base stations.
The HSDPA system under consideration operates over multipath wireless chan-
nel, therefore besides the constrained total transmission power, the resulting in-
terference limits the maximum total bit rate can be achieved, which requires the
collaboration between resource allocation and advanced signal receiving schemes.
The resource allocation approach adopted in current version of HSDPA selects the
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appropriate transmission format, which specifies the number of used channels and
the used modulation and coding scheme (MCS) per user, according to the Chan-
nel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback from user terminal and the constrained total
power [28]. This method equally allocates the transmission power as well as the
bit rate per channel, without regarding the varying interference levels in different
channels with multipath, as a result the nonzero wasted SINRs and large power
rise for throughput increase substantially limit its system performance.
That is the reason why unequal bit and power allocation is studied. In this
chapter a two-group bit and power allocation approach is developed, which allo-
cates two discrete bit rates to two groups of channels, while adjusting the transmis-
sion power per channel to eliminate wasted SINRs. Two parameters of two-group
approach, the lower bit rate index p and number of channels loading higher bit
rate m, are calculated using different methods in the scenarios with and without
interference respectively. For the system operating without interference, the two
parameters are calculated by developing an incremental energy model and apply-
ing greedy algorithm, and the two-group solution is proved to be optimum solution
to the energy constrained resource allocation problem. For the system operating
with multipath, the parameter calculations are assisted by the iterative symbol
energy adjustment, developed based on window-extended receiving model, as well
as a recursive channel ordering method which loads the higher rate to channels
having lower interference levels.
For realizing higher throughput, a simplified two-group approach is then de-
veloped where a channel clustering preprocessing scheme is introduced and the
channel ordering scheme is dropped. In such a way a few severely deteriorating
channels are removed before resource allocation, and the remaining channels have
roughly equal interference levels, so that the channels loading the higher bit rate
can be selected without ordering. the proposed two-group allocation approaches is
then evaluated compared with other existing methods in terms of system through-
put and computation complexity.
3.2 Related Work
When the practical systems use finite modulation and coding formats in each
channel, the optimal resource allocation methods should be developed to deal
with discrete bit rates. One solution to the optimal discrete bit and power loading
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problem is to employ the water-filling algorithm to derive the optimal continu-
ous bit allocation which maximizes the system’s sum capacity, then round-off the
derived bit rate value to the closest discrete value in each channel. Such round-
off water-filling method is used in multicode CDMA with nonorthogonal channels
implemented in iterative manner [29, 30]. Its performance is improved by ad-
justing the transmitted power channel by channel to the minimum required level
corresponding to the round-off value, and re-distributing the power from the chan-
nel having 0 round-off value to other channels [31]. In [32], the bit rate in each
channel is rounded off after obtaining continuous optimal bit rate and number of
channels as the solution to the throughput maximization problem with Bit Error
Rate (BER) constraint. In Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) transmission
with Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), D. Tureli conducts
the round-off water-filling for joint optimization of bits and powers [33]. The
round-off method, however, cannot eliminate wasted SINRs as it in general allo-
cates higher transmission power than required to load the lower rounded-off bit
rate in each channel, as a result the power utilization efficiency is reduced.
Equal rate and power allocation is another widely used resource allocation
method due to its simplicity. By varying the number of used channels, this al-
location method is used to maximize the system throughput under the uniform
Bit Error Rate (BER) constraint per channel [34]. Based on the assumption that
the interference level per channel is uniform and proportional to total power, the
optimal combination of number of channels and uniform bit rate can be calculated
as the function of total power constraint [35]. Equal rate and power loading is also
used as the single user resource allocation policy in multiple-user scenario [36]. As
shown previously, the equal rate and power loading is penalized by nonzero wasted
SINRs and large energy rise for throughput increase. Performance improvement
can be realized by adapting the bit rate in each channel according to the output
SINR, and re-allocating the powers from invalid channels transmitting 0 bit to
other channels for loading higher bit rates [37], however, it cannot eliminate the
wasted SINRs.
By adjusting the power in each channel to the minimum level required by
loading bit rate value, the optimal discrete bit and power loading problem can
be solved by formulating it as a knapsack problem. Mohr proves the equivalence
between discrete bit and power loading problem and the Multiple Choice Knap-
sack Problem, showing the discrete loading problem has an NP-hard solution [38].
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Some heuristic-based approximate techniques, such as integer programming [39],
simulated annealing method [40] and dynamic programming [41–43], are studied
to find the approximately optimal solutions with reasonable complexities. Greedy
algorithm is also presented to deliver the optimal bit and power allocation in Vary-
ing Spreading Factor CDMA systems where the interference level in each channel
is proportional to the powers in other channels [44, 45]. When more complex sys-
tem models are considered and advanced receiving schemes are used, the required
transmitted powers become dependent on receiver coefficients and powers in other
channels, therefore those heuristic methods become much complicated and exhibit
unacceptable computation complexities.
The Levin Campello (LC) discrete bit loading algorithm, originally proposed
in [46, 47], delivers the optimal bit and power allocation with polynomial com-
putation complexity. One simple implementation of LC algorithm, bit-adding LC
algorithm, obtains the optimal resource allocation by initially allocating 0 bit to
all channels, then in each iteration selecting one channel requiring the least energy
rise per bit increase to increase its bit rate by one ”bit granularity”, whilst ad-
justing the power allocation over all channels for that bit allocation change. Such
procedure repeats until the total power constraint is reached. Imran adapts this
bit-adding LC algorithm for use in multicode CDMA system with random spread-
ing codes and linear MMSE equalizers [48]. In MIMO transmission with OFDM,
considerable amount of research, such as [49–51], integrates the LC algorithm with
optimal subcarrier assignment by conducting the LC algorithm on either user or
system level. For each bit rate increase in only one channel, the LC-type algo-
rithms need to traverse all channels to calculate their potential energy increases,
thus exhibiting rather high computation complexity.
The two-group allocation approach solves the discrete bit and power loading
problem by first performing equal bit rate loading with adjusted powers, and then
loading a higher bit rate to some channels having promising channel conditions,
thus only the index of the lower bit rate and the number of channels loading a
higher rate should be calculated, which reduces the computation complexity. With
the channels experiencing varying interference levels, the two-group approach is
examined with being assisted by channel ordering schemes [52, 53], as well as the
window-extended receiving scheme [54] for achieving higher total bit rate. The
optimality of the two-group bit and power allocation, however, has not been well
studied in previous work. Also, further enhancements to two-group approach have
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not been properly explored.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: the two-group al-
location method for ISI-free channels is presented in Section 3.3 which applies
greedy algorithm to calculate the two parameters; Section 3.4 presents calculation
of two parameters for two-group allocation in frequency selective channel, which
is assisted by an iterative energy adjustment method for calculating the no-more-
than-required transmitted energies with MMSE equalizer 3.5; Section 3.6 presents
a simplified two-group approach which combines a channel clustering-based chan-
nel removal procedure; Section 3.7 provides simulation results and analyses; and
finally Section 3.8 concludes this chapter.
3.3 OptimumResource Allocation Over Interference-
Free Channels
When the HSDPA applications operate in indoor femtocell environment, each
physical layer channel is free from interference and has uniform channel gain when
dedicated to the single user. This section studies the discrete bit and power loading
problem for such an interference-free system. The index of lower bit rate, and the
number of high-rate channels as the two parameters of two-group allocation are
calculated by using an incremental energy-based model and greedy algorithm. The
optimality of the two-group allocation is also proved for interference-free channels.
Compared with other existing methods, the two-group approach is examined with
interference-free channels in both system throughput and computation complexity.
3.3.1 Problem Formulation
The multicode CDMA transmission under consideration hasK physical layer chan-
nels, each channel of which is assigned a unique signature sequence from the Or-
thogonal Walsh code set, so that K channels are orthogonal to each other with
flat wireless channel. The bit rate loaded per channel can vary among a set of
discrete bit rates {bp : bp = βp, p = 1, 2, ..., P} with the assumption that the in-
cremental amount between any two adjacent bit rate values, which is named as
bit granularity in the remaining part of the thesis, is identical and denoted as β.
The transmitted energy per symbol per channel to load the bit rate bp, E(bp) is
given as:
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E(bp) =
2σ2nΓ
|h|2
(
2bp − 1) p = 1, 2, ..., P (3.1)
with interference-free channels, where h is the amplitude attenuation factor, 2σ2n
is the variance of noise samples at the output of chip-match filter with σ2n being
variance of sampled white Gaussian noise per signal dimension, and Γ is the gap
value reflecting the performance loss of practical modulation and coding schemes
against optimum ones. Defining the bit increment as the difference between two
adjacent bit rate values, i.e.βi = bi − bi−1 for i = 2, 3, ..., P and β1 = b1, a
incremental energy e(bi) can be defined as the energy rise per symbol per channel
to realize the bit increase βi from current value bi−1:
e(bi) =

 E(bi)− E(bi−1) =
2σ2nΓ(2βi−1)
|h|2 2
bi−1 i = 2, ..., P
E(b1) =
2σ2nΓ
|h|2
(
2b1 − 1) i = 1 (3.2)
The incremental energy e(bi) is a monotonously increasing function of the current
bit rate bi−1, which implies higher energy rise is needed for higher current bit rate
value bi−1 even for realizing the same bit rate increase.
The goal of the discrete bit and power loading problem is to find out the alloca-
tion of bit rates and powers over all channels to maximize the system throughput,
whist the summation of transmitted powers do not exceed a constrained value.
Mathematically, the discrete bit loading problem is formulated as:
max
xp,k
(
RT =
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=0
bpxp,k
)
s.t.


K∑
k=1
P∑
p=0
E(bp)xp,k − ET ≤ 0
P∑
p=0
xp,k = 1 k = 1, 2, ..., K
(3.3)
where the indication function xp,k = 1 only when the bit rate bp is loading in
channel k for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) and each bit rate index p (p = 0, 1, ..., P )
with b0 = 0. The second constraint in Eq(3.3) means no more than 1 bit rate
value can be allocated to each channel k. ET is the constraint of total transmitted
energy per symbol period. The model in Eq(3.3) can be modified in different ways
to facilitate different solution algorithms with varying computation complexities.
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3.3.2 Previous Approaches
To the best of our knowledge, three solutions to the discrete bit and power loading
problem are widely used:
• Equal rate and power allocation;
• Integer programming;
• Levin-Campello (LC) algorithms.
This section briefly reviews them before presenting our solution.
3.3.2.1 Equal Rate and Power Allocation
As a simplified model of the resource scheduling method used in HSDPA standard
[24], this method constraints the bit rates and powers to be uniformly distributed
among all used channels, whilst varying the number of channels in use for maxi-
mum total bit rate. When having K active channels, the total available energy is
equally allocated to K channels, and the uniform bit rate is selected to be the high-
est discrete value among those whose SINR targets are no higher than the output
SINR in each channel. When the multi-channel system operates over orthogonal
channels with uniform channel coefficient, the equal rate and power method can
be formulated as:
max
K,bp
(RT = Kbp) p = 0, 1, ..., P
s.t. hETK(2σ2n) ≥ γ
∗(bp)
where 0 < K ≤ K
(3.4)
where K is the number of active channels, and γ∗(bp) is the target SINR value for
each channel to achievein order to load bit rate bp.
3.3.2.2 Integer Programming
The optimum bit and power loading problem in Eq(3.3) can be formulated as
an integer programming problem as described below. By defining yp =
K∑
k=1
xp,k
for p = 0, 1, ..., P , as the number of channels transmitting bp bits per symbol, an
equivalent model to Eq(3.3) is given as:
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max
yp
(
RT =
P∑
p=0
bpyp
)
s.t.


P∑
p=0
E(bp)yp −ET ≤ 0
P∑
p=0
yp = K
(3.5)
where the second constraint comes from
P∑
p=0
yp =
P∑
p=0
K∑
k=1
xp,k =
K∑
k=1
P∑
p=0
xp,k = K,
implying the total number of channels isK. Based on the system model in Eq(3.5),
a systematic algorithm Branch and Bound (BB) algorithm can identify the optimal
solution by using recursive search [55]. The BB algorithm is aided by establishing
a solution tree, each node on which represents a subset of the candidate solutions,
and the root node in level 0 represents the set of all possible solutions. The
main idea of the BB algorithm is to find the optimal solution by dividing each
subset of solution candidates into several smaller subsets, and remove the subsets
which are identified to be unpromising by traversing all existing subsets iteratively.
Associated with the solution tree’s expanding, the subsets of solution candidates
become smaller and smaller. The branch and bound algorithm can finish in finite
steps.
In each level i of the solution tree, the subset of solution candidates represented
by the nth node is written as
Si,n , {~yi,n : ~yi,n = [yi,n,1, ..., yi,n,i, ~ui,n]} (3.6)
where the first i elements in ~yi,n have fixed values. The vector ~ui,n contains the
remaining (P − i) elements which are still undecided. While traversing on each
node, the BB algorithm calculates its current total bit rate, given as
i∑
p=1
bpyi,n,p
with the elements yi,n,p having fixed values, and its potential upper-bound of the
total bit rate. Each node’s potential total bit rate upper-bound is the maximum
bit rate the solution subset Si,n can achieve by optimizing the undecided elements
in solution vector ~yi,n. The potential total bit rate upper bound is calculated as
the current total bit rate, plus the maximum sum capacity achieved by equally
allocated the transmitted energies on the remaining
(
K −
i∑
p=1
yi,n,p
)
channels with
the residual energy
(
ET −
i∑
p=1
E(bp)yi,n,p
)
. If the nth node in level i has its total
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bit rate upper-bound be larger than the maximum total bit rate over the current
solution tree, its subset of solution candidates is then split into (m + 1) subsets,
where m is given as:
m = min
((
K −
i∑
p=1
yi,n,p
)
,
⌊(
ET −
i∑
p=1
E(bp)yi,n,p
)
/E(bi+1)
⌋)
(3.7)
showing m is the minimum value between number of unused channels, and the
number of channels carrying higher bit rate bi+1 the residual energy can support.
The lth node of those (m+ 1) child nodes represents the subset of the candidate
solutions:
Si+1,n,l , {~yi+1,n,l|~yi+1,n,l = [[yi,n,1, ..., yi,n,i, (l − 1) , ~ui+1,n,l]} (3.8)
whose first i elements are the same as those of its parent node, and the ith com-
ponent is l − 1 for l = 1, 2, ..., (m + 1). The vector ~ui+1,n,l contains (P − i − 1)
elements which need to be explored. The subscript (i + 1) implies all the child
nodes are put in the next layer of the solution tree for any parent node in layer
i. If the node’s total bit rate upper-bound is less than the maximum total bit
rate, the node will be removed from the solution tree. By splitting the promising
subsets into smaller ones and removing the unpromising subsets, the potential op-
timum solution is always contained in the solution subsets of the leaf nodes, and
those solution subsets of leaf nodes become smaller and smaller due to reduction
of unknown variables. The BB algorithm finishes when all the remaining nodes
in level P have their current total bit rates equal to the maximum total bit rate.
The only one solution contained in each leaf node in level P is therefore one of
the optimal solutions to the problem in Eq(3.5).
To speed up the BB algorithm, the maximum total bit rate is initialized to
be the value achieved by using equal rate and power allocation method, and it
is updated continuously with the solution tree’s expanding to ensure it is the
maximum value of the current total bits over the solution tree.
3.3.2.3 Levin-Campello Bit Adding
For the system working with orthogonal channels, the bit-adding type LC algo-
rithm [46, 47, 56] is used to solve the energy-constrained optimal bit and power
loading problem. One of the LC algorithms, bit-adding LC algorithm, initializes
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the system by allocating 0 bit to all channels. Each channel’s incremental energy
is also initialized to be e(b1), whilst the residual energy, defined as the amount
of energy remaining to be unused, is initialized to be ET . In each step the LC
algorithm selects one channel having the minimum incremental energy among all
channels, and load extra β bits per symbol on it. Corresponding to the bit rate
increase in the selected channel, the residual energy is reduced by the amount of
incremental energy of the selected channel, then the incremental energy in the
selected channel is updated to be the value required for loading extra β bits above
the updated bit rate. In such a way the total bit rate increases by β bits per sym-
bol in each step until the energy constraint is reached, or all channels are loading
the highest bit rate bP . The pseudo-code of the LC bit-adding algorithm is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1, where Er is the residual energy, and ek is the incremental
energy of each channel k in each bit assignment.
Algorithm 1 LC Bit-Adding Algorithm
1: bk ← 0 and Ek ← 0 for k = 1, 2, ..., K
2: ek ← e(b1) for k = 1, 2, ..., K
3: Er ← ET
4: while Not all channels are allocated bP do
5: m← argkmink=1,2,...,K(ek)
6: if em ≤ Er then
7: bm ← bm + β, Em ← E(bm)
8: em ← e(bm + β)
9: Er ← Er − e(bm)
10: else
11: Terminate the algorithm.
12: end if
13: end while
3.3.3 Greedy Algorithm Over Incremental Energy Model
Using the concept of the incremental energy, the discrete bit and power loading
problem can be re-formulated from Eq(3.3). For any channel k loading the bit
rate bpk with index pk (1 ≤ pk ≤ P ), the bit rate can be represented as:
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bpk =
pk∑
i=1
βi =
P∑
i=1
βiIk,i (3.9)
where the function Ik,i = 1 only when the index i has i ≤ pk for each k. Corre-
spondingly, the transmitted energy E(bpk) can be written as:
E(bpk) =
pk∑
i=1
e(bi) =
P∑
i=1
e(bi)Ik,i (3.10)
The total bit rate can therefore be represented as a function of bit rate granulari-
ties:
RT =
K∑
k=1
bpk =
K∑
k=1
P∑
i=1
βiIk,i =
P∑
i=1
βi
K∑
k=1
Ik,i (3.11)
as well as the summation of transmitted symbol energy:
Esum =
K∑
k=1
E(bpk) =
K∑
k=1
P∑
i=1
e(bi)Ik,i =
P∑
i=1
e(bi)
K∑
k=1
Ik,i (3.12)
Defining the variable zi =
K∑
k=1
Ik,i for i = 1, 2, ..., P to represent the number of
channels which contain the bit rate incremental component βi in their bit rates,
the discrete bit and power loading problem can be re-formulated from Eq(3.5) as:
maxRT = max
{zi}Pi=1
(
P∑
i=1
βizi
)
= max
{zi}Pi=1
(
β
P∑
i=1
zi
)
s.t.Esum =
P∑
i=1
e(bi)zi ≤ ET
and 0 ≤ zi ≤ K i = 1, 2, ..., P
(3.13)
Such model is referred to the incremental energy model as each variable zi is
weighed by the incremental energy per channel to increase its bit rate from bp−1
to bp. Clearly the main objective is to maximize the summation
P∑
i=1
zi whilst
ensuring the summation of transmitted energies does not exceed ET , where each
variable zi is upper-bounded by K.
One feasible solving method is the greedy algorithm. From the bit rate layer 1
to P , the greedy algorithm [57] tries to maximize the variable zi with the residual
energy Er,i in each bit rate layer i. The residual energy Er,i is defined as the
amount of energy not being used by the bit rate layers lower than i. In such a
way the variable zi is calculated as:
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zi = min
(⌊
Er,i
e(bi)
⌋
, K
)
i = 1, 2, ..., P (3.14)
where the residual energy Er,i is updated recursively as:
Er,i =
{
Er,i−1 − zi−1e(bi−1) i = 2, ..., P
ET i = 1
(3.15)
which monotonously decreases with the bit rate layer index i. The variable
zi is therefore non-increasing function of bit rate layer index i regarding the
fact incremental energy e(bi) monotonously increases while the residual energy
monotonously decreases. The greedy algorithm yields the solution to be:
zi =


K i = 1, ..., p
m i = p + 1
0 i = p+ 2, ..., P
(3.16)
for some value of m (0 ≤ m < K) and index p (1 ≤ p ≤ P ). The solution
given in Eq(3.16) can be proved to be the greedy solution as follows. For the
bit rate layer p + 1 having zp+1 = m < K, the residual energy delivered to the
next higher layer, Er,p+2, is clearly insufficient to support one more channel in
layer p, i.e.Er,p+2 < e(bp+1), thus Er,p+2 < e(bp+2) exists in layer p + 2 recalling
the monotonous increasing feature of e(bi), which yields zp+2 = 0. There there is
zi = 0 for i = p+ 2, ..., P as the variable zi is non-increasing function of i.
To prove zi = K for all i ≤ p, try to assume zp < K. According to the above
observation, the residual energy delivered to the bit rate layer p + 1 should be
insufficient to even support one channel in layer p + 1, which makes zp+1 = 0. In
contrast, if zp+1 has nonzero value m, the residual energy used by layer p, Er,p,
should be highly sufficient to bring the number of channels in that layer, zp, to
achieve its upper bound K, i.e.zp = K. The conclusion zi = K for i ≤ p is
straightforward again according to the non-increasing property of zi.
Based on the above propositions, the solution in Eq(3.16) delivered by the
greedy algorithm can be proved to be the global optimum solution to the discrete
bit rate and power loading problem formulated in Eq(3.13), which is presented in
Appendix A. If the channel SINR for each channel is defined as the output SINR
with unit transmitted energy per symbol, further it can be proved that the greedy
algorithm shown in Eq(3.14) delivers the optimum solution to the discrete bit and
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power loading problem with the parallel channels having uniform channel SINR,
even if the channels are not interference free.
The bit rate index p having zp+1 = m < K should satisfy:
0 ≤ ET −
p∑
i=1
Ke(bi) < Ke(bp+1) (3.17)
which is unique given the energy constraint ET . Knowing the index p, the number
of channels m in the bit rate layer (p+ 1) can be calculated as:
m =

ET −
p∑
i=1
Ke(bi)
e(bp+1)
 =
⌊
ET −KE(bp)
e(bp+1)
⌋
(3.18)
3.3.3.1 Two-Group Resource Allocation
With the bit rate index p and number of channels m loading granularity βp+1
determined as Eq(3.17) and Eq(3.18) respectively, the maximum total bit rate is
obtained as:
RT =
P∑
i=1
βizi = K
p∑
i=1
βi +mβp+1 (3.19)
= (K −m)
p∑
i=1
βi +m
p+1∑
i=1
βi
= (K −m)bp +mbp+1
which indicates the total bit rate is maximized when the bit rate bp and its adjacent
higher bit rate bp+1, are allocated to a group of (K − m) channels, and another
group ofm channels, respectively. Correspondingly the transmitted energies E(bp)
and E(bp+1) are allocated to the two group of channels respectively to realize such
bit rate allocation. Such joint allocation of bit rates and transmitted energies
is therefore named as two-group allocation, where the channels loading bit rate
bp are called low-rate channels, whereas the channels loading bp+1 are high-rate
channels. This two-group resource allocation brings the maximum total bit rate
with discrete bit rates, for the system operating in interference-free channels.
By knowing the parameters h, σ2n and Γ, as well as the set of discrete bit rate
values {bp}Pp=1, one can calculate the bit rate index p and number of high-rate
channels m without formulating the incremental energy model for the system.
The index of lower rate ,p, is determined as:
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p = min


 log2
(
1 + ET |h|
2
K(2σ2n)Γ
)
β
 , P

 (3.20)
and the number of high-rate channels m is calculated as:
m =
⌊
ET −KE(bp)
E(bp+1)− E(bp)
⌋
(3.21)
by calculating the transmitted energies loading bit rates bp and bp+1 respectively.
3.3.4 Performance Evaluation
Here the two-group allocation is examined with other existing methods in terms
of total bit rate and computation complexity, for the multicode CDMA system
operating over the ISI-free channel. The ISI-free channel is the model describ-
ing the downlink transmission of femtocell station in indoor environment, where
parallel coded channels are orthogonal to each other and have identical channel
gain. The parameters used in simulations are listed as follows: channel coeffi-
cient h = 1 (0dB), noise variance 2σ2n = N0 = −174dBm/Hz where N0/2 is the
double-sided PSD of white Gaussian noise, gap value Γ = 0dB and bit granular-
ity β = 1 bit per symbol. Given P , the set of P discrete bit rates is given as
{bp : bp = βp, p = 1, 2, ..., P}. The total energy constraint ET is represented by
total SNR defined as |h|2ET / (2σ2n) in dB.
The equal rate and power allocation, branch and bound method and LC bit
adding algorithm are taken as comparing benchmarks, where the equal rate and
power method adjusts the number of active channels among a few discrete values.
Given the maximum number of channels K, the number of active channels could
be K = K − 2m with 0 ≤ m ≤ ⌊K/2⌋ for equal rate and power allocation.
Table 3.1 presents the total bits per symbol achieved by the aforementioned
equal-rate allocation method, BB algorithm, LC algorithm and two-group alloca-
tion method (greedy algorithm based on incremental energy model) vs total SNR,
assuming the number of channels K = 15 and the highest bit rate index P = 6. It
is clear that the BB algorithm, LC algorithm and the two-group allocation method
deliver the same total bits per symbol for each total SNR value, implying the two-
group allocation approach achieve optimum systemic performance. In contrast,
the performance of equal-rate allocation method degrades by 10% on average, due
to the nonzero wasted SINR in each channel caused by equal energy allocation.
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Total SNR in dB 11dB 13dB 15dB 17dB 19dB 21dB 23dB 25dB
Equal Rate 11 15 18 30 33 45 52 60
Branch and Bound 12 17 23 31 38 47 56 65
LC Bit-Adding 12 17 23 31 38 47 56 65
Greedy Algorithm 12 17 23 31 38 47 56 65
Table 3.1: Total bits per symbol achieved by different resource allocation methods,
K = 15 and P = 6
The performance of equal-rate allocation approach will be further penalized when
less K values can be selected.
The computation complexities of different allocation algorithms are also exam-
ined with respect to both P and K. As described above, the two-group allocation
in the worst case requires P searches to identify the optimal p, then the optimal
m is calculated directly. The two-group allocation therefore has O(1) complexity
with respect to the number of channels K, and its complexity is linear to the
highest index P .
When the energy constraint is sufficient to make each channel transmit the
highest bit rate, LC algorithm needs KP times of increasing bit rate by granu-
larity, for each of which K channels are traversed to find the one with the least
incremental energy. The LC algorithm therefore has O(K2) complexity with re-
spect to K, and O(P ) complexity with respect to P .
The computation complexity of the Branch and Bound algorithm can be ap-
proximated by the number of nodes in the solution tree. The number of nodes
is approximately gp(K + 1)p for each level p, where the coefficient g < 1 is the
average proportion of nodes not being removed in each level. The total number of
nodes is therefore
(
gP (K + 1)P+1 − g(K + 1)) /(gK + g − 1). With respect to K,
the computation complexity of the BB algorithm is therefore upper-bounded by
O(KP ), and its computation complexity is also an exponential function of P .
Fixing the total SNR to be 23dB, Table 3.2 compares the FLOPs (Floating
Point Operations) among the two-group allocation algorithm, the bit-adding LC
algorithm and the BB algorithm with different K values and fixed P = 6. Ta-
ble 3.3 compares the flops with varying P and K = 15. All the provided flops
are the average values over 10000 realizations. The BB algorithm exhibits pro-
hibitive computation complexities in both tables, and its value of flops increases
drastically when either K or P increases. In contrast, the two-group allocation
method requires significantly less flops than the BB and LC algorithms in both
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Number of Channels K 5 10 15 20
Branch and Bound 13650 114028 − −
LC Bit-Adding 275 471 621 751
Greedy (TG) Algorithm 56 53 50 50
Table 3.2: Flops against number of channels K for different resource allocation
methods
Bit Rate Set Size P 2 3 4 5
Branch and Bound 1949 14068 71531 −
LC Bit-Adding 270 420 555 621
Greedy Algorithm 19 27 40 45
Table 3.3: Flops against level of bit rates for different resource allocation methods
tables. The flops of two-group allocation is also rather constant with varying K,
and is approximately linear to P . To sum up, when the multiple-channel trans-
mission systems operate over ISI-free channel, the two-group allocation achieves
the optimal system performance while requiring the least computation workload.
3.4 Resource Allocation Over Frequency Selec-
tive Channels
When the multicode CDMA systems, e.g.HSDPA service, operates over urban
area, the wireless channel exhibits multipath propagation feature. In such a sce-
nario, signature sequences in parallel channels become nonorthogonal at the re-
ceiver end, and each channel is interfered by signals in other channels and in other
symbol periods, thus having varying interference level. For the system having in-
terfered channels, it is proposed to implement the two-group allocation approach
to achieve approximately optimum system performance with discrete bit rates.
Firstly brief review of the two existing resource allocation methods for interfered
parallel channels are provided.
3.4.1 Equal Rate and Power Allocation
Since the power control is disabled in the current version of HSDPA application
[5, 24], the scheduler in the HSDPA adapts the number of active channels and
the equally allocated bit rate. Given the energy constraint ET and K (K ≤ K)
active channels, the energy ET/K is equally allocated to each active channels,
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then the output SINR γk(Ek) for each active channel is estimated with respect to
the adopted signal receiving scheme. The uniform allocated bit rate bp is selected
to enable its transmission on the channel having the lowest output SINR. The
scheduler maximizes the system throughput by jointly optimizing the number of
active channels and the uniform bit rate. Mathematically, the equal rate and
power allocation method can be illustrated as:
max
K,bp
(RT = Kbp)
s.t.Ek = ET /K k = 1, 2, ...,K
γk(Ek) ≥ γ∗(bp) k = 1, 2, ...,K
(3.22)
where the value ofK is selected from the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15} forK = 15.
In practical use, this method is much simplified such that the scheduler selects the
transmission format, which specifies number of active channels and uniform bit
rate loading on those channels, with respect to the channel estimation result via
a mapping table.
3.4.2 Imran’s Discrete Bit Loading Method
Imran in [48] proposes a modified LC bit-adding method to solve the discrete
bit loading problem with nonorthogonal random spreading codes. Here Imran’s
method is adapted for use in frequency selective channels. Starting from allocating
0 bit to all channels, Imran’s bit loading method selects at each time the channel
with the least energy rise per bit increase, and increases its bit rate from current
value to the next higher value, whilst re-calculating the energies over all channels
corresponding to the change in bit rate allocation. The discrete bit loading pro-
cedure finishes when any further bit rate increase in any channel makes the total
energy exceed the energy constraint, or all the channels are allocated the highest
rate bP .
In each bit rate increase, each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) is estimated in term
of the energy rise per bit increase in that channel, which is given as:
ek =
Ek(bpk+1)− Es
bpk+1 − bpk
k = 1, 2, ..., K (3.23)
for the channel k transmitting bpk bits per symbol (0 ≤ pk < P ). Es is the current
total energy over all channels, while Ek(bpk+1) is the resulting total energy over all
channels for increasing channel k’s bit rate to bpk+1 and keeping the bit rates in
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other channels unchanged. The energy Ek(bpk+1) can be calculated by using the
iterative energy adjustment method presented in the following Section 3.5.
3.4.3 Two-Group Resource Allocation with Interfered Chan-
nels
Due to varying interference level in each channel, the transmitted energy to load
the same bit rate value varies in different channels. For implementing the two-
group allocation approach, assume the first m out of K channels load a higher
bit rate bp+1, while the remaining channels load a lower bit rate bp, the required
transmitted energy in high-rate channel k is denoted as E
(m)
k (bp+1), while the
energy in low-rate channel is E
(m)
k (bp). For different values of m, the required
energy changes in the same channel to transmit the same bits. The calculation of
the required energies E
(m)
k (bp+1) and E
(m)
k (bp) are done iteratively with the use of
window-extended receiving model and linear MMSE equalizer, which is presented
in the following section.
The optimum lower bit rate index p, and the number of high-rate channels m
should satisfy:
max
bp,m
RT = max
bp,m
(mbp+1 + (K −m)bp)
s.t.
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) ≤ ET
(3.24)
where the channel indices 1, 2, ..., m are assigned to high-rate channels, and ET is
the total available symbol energy for HSDPA transmission. The two-group allo-
cation algorithm operating over frequency selective channels can be summarized
as follows: it first solves the equal-rate allocation problem with fixed K channels
to determine the optimal bp, then allocates the higher rate bp+1 to some chan-
nels, during the procedure the transmitted energies over all channels are adjusted
corresponding to each change in bit rate allocation.
The optimal bit rate index p satisfies:
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) ≤ ET <
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp+1), p = 0, 1, ..., P (3.25)
when the bit rates bp and bp+1 are equally allocated to all channels respectively.
The energies E
(0)
k (bp) and E
(0)
k (bp+1) are calculated according to the loaded bit
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rate bp and bp+1 respectively. Once the bit rate bp is determined, it is equally
allocated to each channel, and the transmitted energy in each channel is adjusted
to be E
(0)
k (bp) for each k.
The next step is to calculate the optimum m value. For achieving superior
performance, the m calculation is assisted by a recursive channel ordering scheme,
which selects the channels with promising channel conditions to load the higher
bit rate bp+1. The recursive channel ordering scheme conducts associated with
m calculation. The recursive channel ordering scheme determines the optimal
channel ordering in a recursive way that the (j+1)th channel (j = 0, 1, ..., K−1) is
identified after the first j channels are determined. When identifying the optimal
(j + 1)th channel, load the first j channels the higher bit rate bp+1, and then
traverse each l of the remaining (K − j) channels and estimate the total energy
rise for further increasing the bit rate in channel l (l = j + 1, ..., K) to bp+1. The
(j + 1)th index is therefore given to the channel having the lowest energy rise
among the remaining channels, and that lowest energy rise is the corresponding
incremental energy ej+1(bp+1) for channel (j + 1). The pseudocode in Algorithm
2 illustrates the algorithm of the recursive channel ordering, where the vector ~vinc
stores calculated incremental energies for all already-determined channels.
Algorithm 2 Recursive Channel Ordering
1: Ek ← E(0)k (bp) for each k
2: ~vinc ← ∅
3: for m = 1, 2, ..., K do
4: for j = m,m+ 1, ..., K do
5: Calculate E
(m)
k (b
′
k) for such new bit rate allocation that bk ← bp+1 for
k = 1, 2, ..., (m− 1), bj ← bp+1 and bk ← bp for remaining k
6: Save incremental energy ej(bp+1)←
∑K
k=1E
(m)
k (b
′
k)−
∑K
k=1E
(m−1)
k (bk)
7: end for
8: l ← argminj=m,...,Kej(bp+1)
9: Swap the indices of channel l and m
10: bm ← bp+1
11: ~vinc ← [~vinc, el(bp+1)]
12: end for
Knowing the optimal index order of K channels, the incremental energy over
frequency selective channels is re-defined as the total energy rise when increasing
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the number of high-rate channels from (j − 1) to j by allocating bp+1 to channel
j:
ej(bp+1) =
(
j∑
k=1
E
(j)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=j+1
E
(j)
k (bp)
)
−
(
j−1∑
k=1
E
(j−1)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=j
E
(j−1)
k (bp)
)
j = 1, 2, ..., K
(3.26)
The optimal m, the number of high-rate channels, is proved to satisfy:
m∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) ≤ ET −
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) <
m+1∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) (3.27)
The proof of Eq(3.27) is provided in Appendix B.
Starting from m = 0, the recursive channel ordering identifies the optimal
channel (m + 1) as well as the incremental energy em+1(bp+1) associated with
increasing index m. The recursive channel ordering finishes once the updated m
value satisfies the condition in Eq(3.27), then this value of m is the optimal m
value for the two-group allocation, which brings maximum bit rate of two-group
allocation mbp+1 + (K −m)bp.
3.5 Iterative Power Adjustment
For any specified two-group bit rate allocation over K channels, the iterative power
adjustment procedure calculates the transmitted energy for each channel k to be
no more than required to load its allocated bit rate rk ∈ {bp}Pp=1. Mathematically,
the transmitted energy E
(m)
k (rk) for loading the bit rate rk satisfies:
γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
= γ∗(rk) k = 1, 2, ..., K (3.28)
where γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
is the output SINR value in channel k with the transmitted
energy E
(m)
k (rk) allocated, and γ
∗(rk) is the target SINR for channel k to transmit
rk bits per channel. The bit rate rk has rk = bp+1 for k = 1, 2, ..., m, and rk = bp
for k = m + 1, ..., K. To calculate the required transmitted energies, the output
SINRs given energies {E(m)k (rk)}Kk=1 should be given, which depend on the used
signal receiving model and receiver.
For better ISI suppression, the window-extended receiving model and corre-
sponding linear MMSE equalizer are assumed at the receiver. As each channel
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is affected by the signals transmitting in other channels, as well as other symbol
periods, the energies should be calculated iteratively until all energies converge.
Initially in this section the calculation of output SINRs is presented by using
window-extended model and linear MMSE equalizer. Then an iterative energy
adjustment scheme is proposed where the received signal covariance matrix and
the transmitted energies are updated alternatively until all iterated energies con-
verge.
3.5.1 Window-Extended Receiving Model
In this section the window-extended receiving model introduced in previous chap-
ter is used. When (N+2α)-length sampling window is used, the received signature
sequences associated with the current symbol period, which are distorted by time
dispersion of frequency selective channels, are represented as Q = [~q1, ~q2, ..., ~qk] =
H˜S with K (N +2α)-length sequences as column vectors. The fractions of signa-
ture sequences associated with the previous symbol period are represented to be(
JT
)N
Q, while the fractions associated with the next symbol period are repre-
sented as JNQ, where the matrix J (JT ) downshifts (upshifts) the contents of any
column vector by 1, and pads 0 at the top (bottom) of the column. The discrete-
time received signals in the xth (x = 1, 2, ...) symbol period can be represented in
(N + 2α)-length vector-form:
r[x] = [
(
JT
)N
Q,Q,JNQ]A˜b˜[x] + ~n[x] (3.29)
where b˜[x] = [b1[x − 1], ...bK [x − 1], b1[x], ...bK [x], b1[x + 1], ...bK [x + 1]]T stacks
the transmitted symbols over all K channels in the 3 consecutive symbol periods,
and each symbol is complex-valued QAM-modulated one with unit energy. The di-
agonal matrix A˜=I3⊗diag
(√
E
(m)
1 (r1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K (rK)
)
stacks the corresponding
amplitudes in main diagonal line. The (N+2α)-length vector ~n[x] models (N+2α)
chips of complex white noise samples with zero mean and variance N0. In each
channel k, the coefficient vector ~wk of linear MMSE equalizer is derived to mini-
mize the Mean Square Error (MSE) of currently detected symbol |bk[x]− ~wHk r[x]|2,
which implies:
~wk =
C
−1~qk
~qH
k
C−1~qk
k = 1, 2, ..., K
where Q˜ =[
(
JT
)N
Q,Q,JNQ]
and C = Q˜A˜
2
Q˜H + 2σ2nIN+2α
(3.30)
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where ~qk is the received signature sequence associated with the current symbol in
channel k. With the use of ISI-suppressing MMSE equalizer, the output SINR in
channel k is given as:
γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
=
E
(m)
k (rk)
(
~wHk q˜K+k
)2∑
j 6=K+k
E
(m)
j (rj) (~w
H
k q˜j)
2
+ 2σ2n(~w
H
k ~wk)
(3.31)
=
E
(m)
k (rk)
(
~wHk ~qk
)2
~wHk C~wk − E(m)k (rk) (~wHk ~qk)2
=
E
(m)
k (rk)~q
H
k C
−1~qk
1− E(m)k (rk)~qHk C−1~qk
k = 1, 2, ..., K
where q˜j is the jth column vector of the matrix Q˜ for each j = 1, 2, ..., 3K having
q˜K+k = ~qk for each k. To transmit bk bits per symbol in channel k, the required
transmitted energy E
(m)
k (rk) therefore satisfies:
E
(m)
k (rk)~q
H
k C
−1~qk
1− E(m)k (rk)~qHk C−1~qk
= γ∗(rk) k = 1, 2, ..., K (3.32)
which implies the required energy in any channel is determined by the energy
allocation in all other channels. As Eq(3.32) cannot be converted into K set
of linear equations of K transmitted energies, the required transmitted energies
should be calculated in an iterative manner.
3.5.2 Iterative Energy Adjustment
Given the two-group bit rate allocation {rk}Kk=1 as mentioned above, the corre-
sponding target SINR value γ∗(rk) of channel k can be determined as a function
of rk for k (k = 1, 2, ..., K):
γ∗(rk) = Γ (2rk − 1) k = 1, 2, ..., K (3.33)
by letting RQAM = rk in Eq(1.1). The initial transmitted energies E
(m)
k,0 (rk) for
k = 1, 2, ..., K are allocated sufficiently large values. In each iterative step i =
1, 2, ..., the iterated energies E
(m)
k,i for k = 1, 2, ..., K are first used to calculate
the received signal covariance matrix when the window-extended received signal
model is used:
Ci = Q˜A˜
2
i
Q˜
H
+ 2σ2nIN+2α for i = 0, 1, ... (3.34)
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for iteration i, where the amplitude matrix A˜i=I3⊗diag
(√
E
(m)
1,i (r1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K,i (rK)
)
with the iterated energies, and the matrix of extended signature sequences Q˜ takes
account of the ISI components. For each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), the transmit-
ted energy is then updated using the matrix Ci:
E
(m)
k,i+1(rk) =
γ∗(rk)
(1 + γ∗(rk))~qHk C
−1
i ~qk
for k = 1, ...K (3.35)
knowing the signature sequence ~sk, channel information H and target SINR in
channel k in iterative step (i+ 1).
With the increase of iterative step i, the received signal covariance matrix Ci
and the transmitted energies E
(m)
k,i (rk) for all channels are alternatively updated
as described above, given the target SINRs {γ∗(rk)}Kk=1. The iterative energy
updating procedure finishes when in some iterative step I, the iterated energies
are approximately equal to the values in the previous step (I−1), and the required
transmitted energies to support the specified two-group bit allocation {rk}Kk=1 are
therefore the iterated values {E(m)k,I (rk)}Kk=1 in step I.
Appendix C shows with any initial energies {E(m)k,0 (rk)}Kk=1, such iterative en-
ergy adjustment procedure will converge to fixed values {E(m)k (rk)∗}Kk=1 which sat-
isfy Eq(3.32), and which are therefore the required transmitted energies to deliver
the required two-group bit allocation.
3.6 Simplified Two-Group Resource Allocation
When the multicode system operates in ISI-existing channel, different coded chan-
nels experience different interference levels, which leads to different energies loaded
to realize even the same bit rate. When applying the two group approach in ISI-
existing channel, the problem arises when a few channels, having exceptionally
higher interference levels than others, require much higher transmitted energy in
determining the lower bit rate bp. When total energy is constrained, lower values
of bp and bp+1 are realized because those channels having much higher interference
levels consume large amount of energy, making performance suffer. Intuitively re-
moving the channels having much higher interference levels than others can help
improve system throughput. By introducing a preprocessing procedure, a simpli-
fied two-group allocation approach is presented in this section, which can realize
much higher bit rates, bp and bp+1, to improve the total bit rate. The presented
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preprocessing procedure uses the clustering method to identify and remove those
channels having exceptionally high interference levels, and even out the interfer-
ence levels of the remaining channels, before conducting the two-group approach.
Denoting the number of active channels as K, which is initialized to be K, the
number of all available coded channels in the channel preprocessing procedure.
Given any number of active channels K, its value is updated as follows. The given
total energy constraint is first equally allocated to each of the K coded channels,
i.e. Ek = ET/K for k = 1, 2, ...,K, then the output SINR γk in each active channel
is estimated using Eq(3.31). If the resulting output SINRs satisfy:
(
min
k=1,2,...K
(γk)− γ¯
)2
γ¯2
≤ Γ where γ¯ =
K∑
k=1
γk
K (3.36)
where Γ < 1 denotes the maximally tolerable level of SINR fluctuation, it indicates
there are no channels having exceptionally high interference levels among the
current K active ones, and then the channel preprocessing scheme finishes and all
remaining channels are used by the two-group approach.
If condition in Eq(3.36) is not satisfied, there exists at least one channel hav-
ing exceptionally low SINR compared with others. To identify and remove those
unpromising channels, the k-means clustering algorithm [58] can be used on the
data set {γk}Kk=1 to divide the K channels into 3 groups. According to their SINR
values, the 3 groups are: group S1 having exceptionally low SINRs, group S2
having intermediate SINRs, and group S3 having exceptionally high SINRs. The
next step is to remove l channels from the group S1, where l is determined as
l = min (|S1|,K −Kmin), where |S1| is the number of elements in the group S1,
and the parameter Kmin is pre-specified value to ensure at least Kmin channels used
for transmission. In such a way the number of active channels K is updated as
K ← K − l with initialization K = K. The pseudocode in Algorithm 3 describes
the k-means clustering algorithm used to identify the significantly unpromising
channels. At the end of each iteration in Algorithm 3, for the iterated centroid
values ci,j for i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2, ..., the respective error values ei are calcu-
lated as ei = |ci,j − ci,j−1|2 for i = 1, 2, 3. If the summation of the three square
error values
3∑
i=1
ei < e
∗ with a specified threshold value e∗ (e∗ = 10−6), the algo-
rithm terminates and outputs the three clustering groups corresponding to three
convergent centroids.
The channel preocessing procedure then re-distribute the energy constraint ET
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Algorithm 3 3-Means Clustering Algorithm
Require: {γ1, γ2, ..., γK}
Ensure: Si for i = 1, 2, 3
1: Si ← ∅ for i = 1, 2, 3
2: Randomly select ci for i = 1, 2, 3 to have c1 < c2 < c3
3: while e1 + e2 + e3 > e
∗ do
4: for k = 1, 2, ...,K do
5: m← argmini=1,2,3|γk − ci|2
6: Sm ← Sm ∪ {k}
7: end for
8: for i = 1, 2, 3 do
9: ci,j ←
∑
k∈Si
γk
|Si|
10: end for
11: ei ← |ci,j − ci,j−1|2 for i = 1, 2, 3
12: end while
uniformly to the updated K active channels, and estimate their updated output
SINRs. In such a way the channel preprocessing scheme repeats until the condition
in Eq(3.36) is satisfied, or the number of active channels K reduces to Kmin. The
parameters Kmin and Γ used in channel preprocessing procedure are pre-specified
and selected through exhaustive searches via numerical simulations.
The resulting K active channels are used by the two-group allocation approach
after channel preprocessing stage. The lower bit rate index p is identified by equally
loading the bit rate bp on K active channels, and calculating the summation of
required transmitted energies over all active channels, as Eq(3.25) shows. Once
the index p is decided, the optimal m value is calculated by loading the higher
bit rate bp+1 to channels one by one following the channel index order, and the
optimum m value also satisfies Eq(3.27). The recursive channel ordering scheme
is dropped here when calculating optimum m value.
3.7 Performance Evaluation
In this section an HSDPA system is used for evaluating different resource allo-
cation algorithms. Table 3.4 lists all the parameters used in simulations. At
the transmitter, all the QAM symbols in each channel are complex-valued ones
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Parameters Values Parameters Values
Chip Rate 1/Tc 3.84Mcps Single-sided Extended Chips α 8
Spreading Factor N 16 Channel Models ITU Vehicular A
No. of Channels 15 Discrete Bit Rates bp 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4
N0 −174dBm/Hz Total SNR range 15− 27dB
Table 3.4: Simulation Parameters
Time Delay in Chips l Channel Coefficient |hl|2
0 0dB
1 −1dB
3 −9dB
4 −10dB
6 −15dB
Table 3.5: Channel coefficients of ITU Vechicular A channel
with unit energy, and the signature sequence assigned to each channel is N -length
orthogonal Walsh code, scrambled by long-period random code via elementwise
multiplications. The frequency selective wireless channel is model as the ITU
Vehicular A channel specified in [1], whose channel coefficient and time delay in
chips in each propagation path are listed in Table 3.5. The full channel informa-
tion is assumed to be invariant and known in both ends. At the receiver, linear
MMSE equalizer is used in conjunction with the window-extended signal receiving
model. The total energy constraint ET is represented by the total SNR defined
as
(
L−1∑
l=0
|hl|2
)
ET/ (2σ
2
n) with σ
2
n = N0/2. For each discrete bit rate bp, its SINR
target is determined as:
γ∗(bp) = 2bp − 1 p = 1, 2, ..., P (3.37)
assuming the use of optimum modulation and coding schemes so that gap value
Γ = 0dB.
The proposed two-group allocation with recursive channel ordering (o-TG) and
the simplified two-group allocation with channel removal preprocessing (STG) are
evaluated in terms of the system throughput and computation complexity, and
they will be compared with Imran’s discrete bit loading method (DBL), the two-
group allocation method without channel index reassignment (u-TG) and the HS-
DPA’s equal rate and power allocation method (ER). Further it is estimated that
the system throughput variations of the simplified two-group allocation method
by tuning the values of Γ and Kmin respectively.
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3.7.1 System Throughput Evaluation
The system throughputs, achieved by the HSDPA’s ER, u-TG, o-TG, STG and
DBL methods, are estimated for different total SNR values. The window-extended
signal receiving model and the linear MMSE equalizer derived based on it are
equipped with the u-TG, o-TG, STG and DBL methods respectively, while the
ER method is evaluated with linear MMSE equalizers based on the conventional
convolution model and window-extended model respectively. The system through-
put CT in bits per second is given as CT = 1/ (NTc)RT , where RT is the total
information bits per symbol period.
The effect of using window-extended signal receiving model on ISI suppression
within energy adjustment procedures is first illustrated. Given two different bit
rate allocations, Figure 3.1 illustrates the summations of iterated energies among
K coded channels in each iteration step, when using the iterative energy adjust-
ment method derived based on the window-extended model. For comparison, the
results of using the conventional energy adjustment scheme [59] with the conven-
tional model are also taken. The results are presented in terms of total SNR in
dB. When the window-extended model is incorporated, the derived linear MMSE
equalizer can suppress the ISI as it does with inter-channel interference, thus much
less energy is needed to transmit the allocated bits in each channel, which yields
substantial energy saving. In the two-group bit allocation case, 1.6dB energy sav-
ing is obtained when the energies converge. When relatively higher bit rate, e.g.2
bits per symbol is equally allocated to all channels, the incorporation of window-
extended model also ensures the convergence of iterated energies through limiting
the increase of ISI in each channel. In contrast, the iterated energies with con-
volution channel model fail to converge due to infinitely increasing ISI. Improved
energy saving capability yields improved energy utilization efficiency, thus higher
throughput.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the system throughputs vs. total SNR over frequency se-
lective channels, showing the highly complicated DBL method achieves the highest
system throughput since it is derived from LC algorithm which delivers the opti-
mum solution to discrete bit and power loading. Compared to DBL, HSDPA’s ER
method equipped with convolution channel model is severely degraded. Although
applying equal power and equal bit rate method with window-extended model can
achieve higher system throughput, which achieves 35% on average of the optimum
performance of DBL. The performance is still unpromising because the drawbacks
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Figure 3.1: Normalized total required energies in different iterations derived based
on different signal receiving models, where (top) bp = 2 bits per symbol is equally
allocated, and (bottom) the first 7 out of K = 15 channels are allocated 2 bits per
symbol while the remaining ones are allocated 1.5 bits per symbol.
of equal power and equal bit rate allocation, large wasted SINRs and large energy
rise for throughput increase, cannot overcome by only using window-extended
receiving model.
Compared with the ER method equipped with window-extended model, the
o-TG method improves the system throughput by about 37% within the whole
SNR range. Such performance improvement is achieved by the iterative energy
adjustment which significantly eliminate the unnecessary energy in each channel,
and by the two-group bit rate allocation which re-distributes the remaining en-
ergy to some promising channels for transmitting higher bit rate. The recursive
channel ordering contributes to performance improvement by identifying those
promising channels requiring less incremental energies, which can be validated by
the performance degradation of 8% of u-TG where the high-rate channels are ran-
domly selected. As the o-TG allocates at least lower bit rate to all channels, the
lower bit rate is subject to the most severely degraded channel which possibly has
much higher interference than other channels, therefore the throughput of o-TG
is penalized and reaches about 87% system throughput of DBL.
By removing the severely degraded channels prior to resource allocation, the
STG can achieve 95% system throughput of optimal method DBL without channel
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re-ordering. Within total SNR region of 15 25dB, the system throughput of STG
is quite close to the one of DBL, exhibiting the bit rate allocation yielded by the
STG is quite close to the optimum bit rate allocation. In rather high total SNR
region (≥ 25dB), the STG, however, has slight performance drop compared with
the DBL since it disables the allocation of nonzero bits to the removed unpromising
channels even with sufficient total energy budget. Within the whole SNR range,
STG outperforms o-TG by 10%, the ER with window-extended model by 50%,
and the ER with convolution channel model by 80% on average.
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Figure 3.2: Total system throughputs vs. total SNR achieved by different radio
resource allocation schemes.
With the total SNR fixed in 22dB, Figure 3.3 depicts the numbers of chan-
nels carrying each discrete bit rate bp with the aforementioned resource allocation
methods used, which are average values over 1000 realizations of scrambled orthog-
onal Walsh codes. The window-extended receiving model is used in all examined
resource allocation approaches. When using the ER method, the number of active
channels should be adapted to improve the minimum output SINR among active
channels with equal power, thus the uniform bit rate on active channels, there-
fore a considerable portion of channels are deactivated. It also shows the uniform
bit rate is rather sensitive to different scrambled signature sequences. The ER’s
significant reduction in number of active channels brings the least average system
throughput. In contrast, the o-TG method generally allocates nonzero bit rates
to all channels in the manner of two-group allocation, thus it outperforms the ER
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method because it has better utilization in power and channels. The STG further
outperforms the o-TG, which can be observed from the fact the STG has much
higher average bit rate per active channel than the o-TG has by deactivating only
2 3 severely deteriorating channels. Also, the STG’s bit rate allocation approxi-
mates the optimal one achieved by DBL, which implies its system throughput is
very close to the optimal value achieved by the DBL method.
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Figure 3.3: Bit rate distributions achieved by different resource allocation algo-
rithms with total SNR 22dB.
Fixing the total SNR to be 25dB, the sensitivities of system throughputs to
varying channel coefficients are now estimated when different resource allocation
algorithms are used. In Figure 3.4, all the simulation parameters are still fixed ex-
cept the channel coefficients in multiple paths of multipath channel. The varying
frequency selective channel is characterized by the vector ~h = [h0, h1, ..., hL−1]T
with the same number of propagation paths as the Vehicular A channel model,
where the channel attenuation |hl|2 (dB) in each path is i.i.d. Gaussian variable
with the mean value given in Table 3.5 and variance σ2h = 3 in the simulation.
Processed with such varying frequency selective channels, the cumulative distri-
bution functions (CDFs) of system throughputs achieved by the aforementioned
ER, o-TG and STG methods are examined equipped with the window-extended
receiving model. Figure 3.4 depicts different system throughput CDFs over 10000
different channel realizations. The system throughput achieved by ER is definitely
much lower than other two methods. Comparison of the CDFs between o-TG and
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STG exhibits STG can deliver much more stable system throughput with varying
channels, while in contrast, the system throughput of o-TG is rather sensitive to
the channel characteristic variation. The STG’s throughput is also higher than the
one of o-TG in most channel realizations, showing that there are few chances for
the two-group resource allocation to be benefited by using all available channels
without being penalized by severely degraded channels.
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Figure 3.4: System throughput distributions with varying channel conditions for
different resource allocation schemes, where the total SNR is fixed to be 25dB.
3.7.2 Simplified Two-Group Allocation with Different Pa-
rameter Selections
In this section some observations are provided on the sensitivities of the simplified
two-group allocation (STG) approach against different selections of parameters Γ
and Kmin. With fixed Kmin, selecting larger Γ tends to reserving more unpromis-
ing channels, while smaller Γ implies tighter restriction on SINR variation so that
less unpromising channels can be reserved. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 depict the sys-
tem throughputs achieved by STG method with different Γ values with K = 15
and K = 10, respectively. With relatively large number of channels (K = 15),
the output SINR per channel is more subject to inter-code interference and ISI,
therefore lower Γ value can help achieve higher system throughput by removing
more unpromising channels which generally generate higher interference to others,
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as Figure 3.5 illustrates. With tighter restriction on SINR dropping, the system
operating over the region of higher total SNR has sufficient total energy budget to
allocate the highest bit rate to all reserved channels, therefore the curves of system
throughput corresponding to Γ ≤ 0.3 become rather flat with total SNR≥ 25dB.
The system throughput with large Γ value (Γ = 0.7) cannot take any advantage
of channel removal compared with the throughput achieved by o-TG.
In contrast, with less available channels, e.g. K = 10, the output SINR per
channel is much less subject to interference, also much less energy is needed for all
available channels carrying the highest bit rate. In the region of higher total SNR
(15 27dB), the total energy budget becomes relatively sufficient, therefore allocat-
ing the resources to as many channels as possible becomes promising choice for
throughput maximization, while imposing lower Γ on the STG causes performance
degradation, as Figure 3.6 shows. To sum up, the Γ value should be determined
according to different values of K and total SNR in such a way that lower Γ is
used with larger K or lower total SNR, whist higher Γ is used with smaller K or
higher total SNR. The Γ adapting method is however out of scope of the thesis.
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Figure 3.5: System throughputs achieved by STG with varying Γ values, compared
with the one achieved by o-TG where K = 15.
For the system having K = 15 channels, the following figures further examine
the effects of varying Kmin on the system throughput of STG with high and low Γ
values respectively. Obviously, smaller Kmin value encourages the STG method to
remove more channels before resource allocation, whilst larger Kmin value has the
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Figure 3.6: System throughputs achieved by STG with varying Γ values, compared
with the one achieved by o-TG where K = 10.
trend of reserving more channels. The number of remaining channels, however,
should be jointly determined by the values of Kmin and Γ. With smaller Γ value,
the number of remaining channels becomes closer to the specified Kmin value due
to more stringent criterion of eliminating unpromising channels. Figure 3.7 illus-
trates the system throughputs achieved by the STG with Γ = 0.15 and different
Kminvalues. Compared with the system throughput of o-TG, it is observed the
Kminvalues which are slightly lower than K, e.g.Kmin13 or 14, can have perfor-
mance improvement by taking the advantage of removing unpromising channels,
however, the Kmin values much lower than K cause performance degradations es-
pecially in the region of high total SNR. In the region of high total SNR, the
throughputs are obviously limited by the respective upper bounds KminbP with
lower Kmin values.
In contrast, relatively large Γ value yields loosened channel removing criterion,
therefore the number of remaining channels is much less affected by the Kmin value.
Figure 3.8 depicts the achieved system throughputs with different Kminvalues and
Γ = 0.65. With loosened criterion, smaller Kmin value enables more severely de-
graded channels to be removed, whilst preserving those channels having slightly
adverse channel conditions, therefore the performance improvement can be ob-
tained within the region of intermediate total SNR value (15 24dB). In the region
of high total SNR, the system throughputs with smaller Kmin values are penal-
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ized by minor performance degradations, because more than Kmin channels are
preserved for resource allocation in that region. To sum up, the parameter Kmin
should be adapted in such a way that lower Kmin is adopted given loosened re-
moving criterion or lower total SNR, while higher Kmin should be considered given
stringent criterion and higher total SNR. If the parameters Γ and Kmin are fixed,
selecting Γ = 0.2 0.4 and Kmin = 10 13 can achieve a good trade-off for the system
having K = 15 channels.
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Figure 3.7: System throughputs achieved by the STG method with varying Kmin
and Γ = 0.15, compared with the system throughput of o-TG.
3.7.3 Computation Complexity Evaluation
In this part computation complexities of different resource allocation algorithms
are examined in terms of the number of matrix inversions, since the matrix in-
version number is an important metric of computation workload. Assuming on
average I iterations is needed within each iterative energy adjustment procedure,
I matrix inversion is therefore needed each time the power adjustment procedure
is invoked. The discrete bit loading method (DBL) in the worst case has KP bit
rate increments, each of which needs traverse over K channels to calculate their
respective incremental energies, therefore PK2I matrix inversions are required by
DBL in the worst case. Fixing the value of P the number of matrix inversions is
O(K2) for DBL.
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Figure 3.8: System throughputs achieved by the STG method with varying Kmin
and Γ = 0.65, compared with the system throughput of o-TG.
The two-group allocation with recursive channel ordering (o-TG) needs P
searches to identify the optimal bp, and needs K searches to identify the op-
timum number of high-rate channels in the worst case, respectively. With the
recursive channel ordering, to identify the optimal channel (j + 1) needs traverse
over (K − j) low-rate channels for 0 ≤ j ≤ K, thus in the worst case K(K +1)/2
iterative energy adjustments are invoked during the procedure of finding optimum
m value. In total, o-TG needs (P +K(K + 1)/2)I matrix inversions, the number
of which is in the order of O(K2) with respect to K.
By dropping the recursive channel ordering, the simplified two-group allocation
method (STG) reduces the matrix inversion number to (P+K)I in the worst case,
which is in the order of O(K). Although STG’s channel removal pre-processing
stage needs a few matrix inversions for output SINR estimations, they can be
neglected with large K value. Assuming there are K different values of active
channel numbers, the equal rate and power method (ER) used in HSDPA only
needs K matrix inversions, which is also in the order of O(K).
Figure 3.9 depicts the numbers of matrix inversions invoked by DBL, o-TG
and STG respectively vs. number of channels with fixed total SNR 25dB. The
DBL method exhibits prohibitive computation complexity. In contrast, the matrix
inversion number of o-TG is only 10% of the value required by DBL on average,
and the matrix inversion number of STG is further reduced to 1% of the value
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of DBL. In addition, the STG method has the lowest increase rate of number of
matrix inversions with respect to K, since its matrix inversion number is linear to
K.
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Figure 3.9: Numbers of matrix inversions vs. number of channels K for different
resource allocation methods.
Figure 3.10 illustrates the total matrix inversions required by different resource
allocation approaches with varying total SNR value for the multicode system hav-
ing K = 15 channels. It can be observed that even the STG greatly simplifies the
two-group allocation, it still needs 10 times matrix inversions as required by HS-
DPA’s equal rate and power allocation, implying on average each iterative energy
adjustment invokes 10 matrix inversions before convergence. Further simplifica-
tion of two-group approach can be achieved by reducing the number of iterations
in energy adjustment schemes, which will be studied in next chapter.
3.8 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter investigates the radio resource allocation approaches for single-user
multicode CDMA transmission, e.g.HSDPA over frequency selective channels,
with the aim of maximizing the system throughput while enabling the deploy-
ment in base stations with limited signal processing capabilities. By formulating
a discrete bit and power loading problem in terms of bit granularities and incre-
mental energies, the two-group resource allocation approach is derived and then
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Figure 3.10: Numbers of matrix inversions vs. total SNR for different resource
allocation methods.
proved to be the globally optimal solution when the transmission is conducted over
uniform-gained channels. For adapting the two-group resource allocation approach
to the frequency selective channels, the iterative energy adjustment is introduced
to eliminate the wasted SINR in each channel, and a recursive channel ordering
scheme is also developed for achieving superior performance by loading the higher
bit rate to channels having lower interference levels. An enhanced two-group re-
source allocation over frequency selective channels is then developed by replacing
the recursive channel ordering with the clustering-based channel removal prepro-
cessing procedure for removing the severely deteriorating channels and evening
out the gains of the remaining channels.
It can be observed that the two-group approach substantially improves the sys-
tem throughput against the existing equal power and equal rate loading approach,
by optimizing the unequal power and rate allocations. The two-group approach
lifts the throughput to be close to the optimum performance of Levin Campello
algorithm, while consuming much lower computation workload by only calculating
two parameters. By combining the two-group approach with channel ordering or
channel removing scheme, system performance can be further improved by realiz-
ing higher bit rates on the coded channels having low interference levels.
Chapter 4
Efficient Power Adjustment
Methods
4.1 Introduction
Recently the integration of High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) with
femtocell concept has received growing attention, since the proximity of femtocell
base stations to users enables the HSDPA to deliver much higher system through-
put [27]. As low-cost wireless access points are deployed to cover much smaller
area than existing macro/microcells, the femtocell base stations have limited sig-
nal processing capabilities [60]. In Chapter 3, the two-group resource allocation
approach was presented, and the two-group approach can achieve much higher
system throughput than the current HSDPA standard in adverse propagation en-
vironments, e.g.frequency selective channels. However it exhibits rather high com-
putation complexity due to repeated use of iterative power adjustment procedures.
Even though replacing the recursive channel ordering with clustering-based chan-
nel removal can greatly reduce the number of iterative energy adjusting schemes
needed (see also chapter 3), there also exists a need to reduce the matrix inver-
sion number in every single power adjustment procedure. This is to make the
two-group resource allocation more practical especially when implemented onto
low-cost femtocell base stations.
This chapter investigates efficient power adjustment schemes with highly re-
duced matrix inversion numbers for the HSDPA system operating over frequency
selective channels. Once again the power adjust schemes are developed based
on the window-extended signal receiving model to better offset the inter-symbol
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interference (ISI). One solution to matrix inversion reduction is to find a set of
eigenvalues representing the power allocation in all channels, and iterate the eigen-
values so as to calculate the optimal power allocation corresponding to given bit
allocation. Based on the linear Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer
at the receiver, the set of eigenvalues is chosen to closely relate to the Mean Square
Error (MSEs) over all channels. Even though some matrix inversions are needed in
iterations due to ISI, the total number of matrix inversions is significantly reduced
since most of the iterations are conducted on eigenvalues.
Alternatively, the number of matrix inversions can be reduced by speeding up
convergence of the iterative energy adjustment scheme. Intuitively improving the
capability of interference suppression of the receiver can help speed up the conver-
gence. For that reason the nonlinear MMSE successive interference cancellation
(SIC) receiving scheme is used in such a way that each channel is free from the
interference from already-detected channels. The corresponding power adjustment
scheme makes use of the successive detection feature of the MMSE SIC scheme,
and updates the transmitted energies in channels recursively by applying matrix
inversion lemma in a specific detection order. Prior to power adjustment, such de-
tection order of channels is optimized by an error covariance matrix-based channel
ordering scheme which maximizes the minimum Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR) among channels whilst taking only one matrix inversion. This op-
timum detection order is also used by the two-group resource allocation scheme.
It also shows that improved capability in interference suppression of MMSE SIC
also helps improve the system throughput under energy constraint.
4.1.1 Problem Formulation
For the multicode CDMA systems working over frequency selective channels, the
optimal power allocation for a given bit allocation refers to the set of required
transmitted energies per symbol in all channels. The required transmitted energy
in each channel is defined to be the value with which the output SINR equals
to the target value of the allocated bit rate in each channel. When integrating
the power adjustment schemes with the two-group resource allocation, the power
adjustment problem can be formulated as:
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γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
= γ∗(rk) k = 1, 2, ..., K
for rk =
{
bp+1 k = 1, 2, ..., m
bp k = (m+ 1) , ..., K
(4.1)
where the two-group bit rate allocation is given as {rk}Kk=1 with m high-rate chan-
nels. The energy E
(m)
k (rk) is the required transmitted energy per symbol which
needs to work out, and γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
is the output SINR in channel k for each
k = 1, 2, ..., K. The SINR target γ∗(rk) for loading the discrete bit rate bk is given
as:
γ∗(bp) = 2bp − 1 p = 1, 2, ..., P (4.2)
for any p = 1, 2, ..., P by using Shannon equation. The calculation of γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
,
as well as the calculation of E
(m)
k (rk) and the associated matrix inversion num-
ber, is determined by the receiving architecture, therefore the power adjustment
schemes are developed based on specific receivers.
4.2 Related Work
Transmitted power adjustment schemes are originally designed to adapt to fad-
ing channels with variable bit rate for single-channel transmission. A. Goldsmith
et al in [61] present the water-filling-like power adjustment schemes for continu-
ously adapted bit rate and discretely adapted bit rate respectively, for achieving
optimum ergodic capacity in fading channels. L. Lin et al in [62] partition the
variation range of channel coefficient for adjusting the allocated discrete bit rate,
and develop an iterative power and partition adjustment method for minimizing
the outage probability of transmission.
For multi-channel transmission applications, such as uplink transmission or
multicode downlink transmission, power adjustment schemes are designed to cal-
culate the optimal power distribution for limiting inter-channel interference whilst
fulfilling the specified Quality of Service (QoS) in each channel. Different system
models lead to different power adjustment methods. For the system using K par-
allel coded channels where the interference in each channel is linear to the total
transmitted power, it shows in [63] that the optimal power distribution is obtained
by solving a set of multivariant linear functions:
A~p = ~b (4.3)
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where ~p = [p1, p2, ..., pK ] is the vector of optimum transmitted powers. In Eq(4.3)
the K ×K matrix A contains the information of crosscorrelations between each
pair of coded channels, and the vector ~b contains the information about the SINR
target in each channel. With similar system model, it also shows in [64] the
relationship between the maximization of minimal SINR in K channels and the
eigenvalues of A. The power adjustment can also be accomplished in iterative
manner. In [65] a distributed power adjustment algorithm is developed to evolve
the transmitted power in order to drive the output SINR towards the desired value
in vector difference equation form:
~pi+1 − ~pi = −βB~pi + β~η (4.4)
where the vector ~pi is the vector of iterated powers in iteration i, the matrix
B contains the information of crosscorrelation of any two channels, the vector ~η
contains the SINR target values of all channels, and β is the adjusted iteration
step size. R. Yates in [66] develops another iterative manner which is then widely
used in the power control problems in CDMA systems. Yates’ method iteratively
adjusts the transmitted powers by scaling them with the ratio of the desired and
currently achieved SINR values:
pk,i+1 =
γ∗k
γk(pk,i)
pk,i k = 1, 2, ..., K (4.5)
where pk,i is the iterated power in channel k in iteration i, γk(pk,i) is the achieved
output SINR at the receiver in channel k with transmitted power pk,i, and γ
∗
k is the
desired SINR value in that channel. R. Yates also proves the method’s convergence
with any initial values by introducing the concept of standard interference function
in [66]. Ulukus et al in [67, 68] then adapt this iterative power adjustment method
to CDMA uplink transmission, where the adaptive power control is incorporated
with updating the coefficient vectors of linear MMSE, in order to solve the problem
of total power minimization with the constrained output SINRs. M. Karakayali
et al in [69] combine the Ulukus’ iterative power and receiver adjustment method
with a signature sequence assignment scheme in order to further minimize the total
power in the multiuser CDMA system supporting multicode transmission to single
user. F. Meshkati et al study the integrations of Yates’ iterative adjustment with
different linear receivers of CDMA systems for achieving the optimal SINR target
which brings the maximum utility per user with a well-defined utility function
[70]. Yates’ method is also examined in CDMA uplink transmission over frequency
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selective channels with linear equalizers [59]. The problem arises when the Ulukus’
method [68] is implemented with linear MMSE equalizer for superior performance,
that large number of matrix inversions is required because Ulukus’ method uses
different covariance matrices in different channels. This method is therefore not
practical to the devices with limited signal processing capabilities.
To the best of our knowledge, reducing the matrix inversion number, which
is an important metric of computation complexity within the power adjustment
schemes, has not been properly addressed. By fixing the receiver to be linear
MMSE equalizer, the transmitted symbol energies in all channels can be updated
by using the same received signal covariance matrix in each iteration, which is
presented associated with the two-group resource allocation in last chapter. This
method reduces the matrix inversion number to 1 rather than K (see [68]) per
iteration. Computation complexity can be further reduced if the matrix inversion
in each iteration is replaced with other efficient operations, such as Cholesky fac-
torization, block inversion, parallel computing or eigendecomposition for updating
the transmitted energies. In this chapter the eigenvalue decomposition on Hermi-
tian matrix is considered to reduce the complexity of iterative power adjustment
by replacing matrix inversion. Although fast algorithms for eigendecomposition
on Hermitian matrix are widely investigated [71–73], few previous work can be
found to compare the complexity between eigen value decomposition and matrix
inversion, thus the computation complexity of the power adjustment scheme using
eigendecomposition is estimated and compared with the one using matrix inversion
via numerical simulations.
Alternatively, improving the interference suppression capability can substan-
tially speed up the convergence of the power adjustment procedure so as to reduce
the matrix inversion number. Nonlinear Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC)
receiver architecture is a promising choice for better interference mitigation than
linear receivers, and considerable work has been done to explore its performance
improvement in multi-channel transmission systems. Using the match filter at
each detection stage, the Bit Error Rate (BER) improvement of SIC is evaluated
with single modulation, adaptive modulation and multicode transmission respec-
tively for multicode CDMA systems under Rayleigh fading channels [74]. Single
and multiple stage soft-decision SIC receivers are examined in their respective
error probabilities when combining several data rate transmission techniques in
CDMA systems [75]. The close-form analysis of BER for using RAKE SIC receiver
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in multicode CDMA downlink transmission over frequency selective channels is
given in [76], showing considerable improvements in both output SINRs and sys-
tem throughput. The multistage interference cancellation scheme using frequency
domain equalizer as initial data estimator is also studied in [77].
Considerable effort has also been made to apply the SIC (or single-stage SIC)
receiving scheme in Vertical Bell Laboratories Layered Space Time (V-BLAST)
transmission in Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems, where it can be
found that determination of optimum detection order plays very important role. It
is proposed in [78] the concept of VBLAST, and also the idea of using MMSE SIC
scheme for symbol detection. In [78], the order of symbol detections in parallel
channels is optimized by an exhaustive search based channel ordering scheme to
maximize the minimum output SINR among all channels. It is presented in [79]
an efficient channel ordering scheme which employs QR decomposition on channel
matrix. By modeling the MMSE-typed SIC receiver as a block Decision-Feedback
Equalizer (DFE), In [80] to determine the optimum detection order by measuring
the Mean Square Errors (MSEs) on an error covariance matrix is proposed, and to
calculate the coefficients of DFE by applying Cholesky factorization on the error
covariance matrix. Also several sub-optimum ordering algorithms are presented
for further complexity reduction. Applying Cholesky factorization on calculating
optimum SIC-typed precoding coefficients is examined in [81].
When the transmitted total power is limited, combining the resource allocation
with SIC receiving will no doubt improve the system throughput, since much less
transmitted powers are needed to achieve any possible bit rate allocations with
SIC. Iterative bit and power allocations with ZF-typed SIC is examined in [82], and
a recursive power adjustment scheme is proposed with MMSE SIC in [83] which
maximizes the minimum output SINRs with constrained total power, however,
the optimal detection orders in both papers are determined by the full search
method in [78] bringing high complexity. As far as being identified, there are
few efforts to be made to jointly reducing the overall computation complexity for
integrating the iterative power adjustment, SIC detection and channel ordering.
By adapting the channel ordering scheme and MMSE SIC receiving scheme from
V-BLAST transmission to the multicode CDMA systems with multipath, this
chapter develops the iterative power adjustment scheme with faster converging
speed, and the corresponding simpler two-group resource allocation scheme.
The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.3 the widely
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adopted iterative energy adjustment method is reviewed; in Section 4.4 the iter-
ative energy adjustment method via eigenvalue iterations is presented; in Section
4.5 the two-group resource allocation algorithm integrated with sorted MMSE
SIC receiver is presented, where an error covariance matrix-based channel order-
ing and a recursive energy adjustment method are used for complexity reduction;
In Section 4.6 the aforementioned power adjustment schemes are estimated in
terms of computation complexity and system throughput respectively; and finally
conclusions are presented in Section 4.7.
4.3 Iterative Energy Adjustment
This section briefly reviews the widely adopted iterative energy adjustment method
based on Eq(4.5), which is also used within the two-group resource allocation al-
gorithms presented in last chapter. Assuming the system under consideration has
K parallel channels with spreading factor N , and the frequency selective channels
are characterized by the channel convolution matrix H, the received signal vector
with window-extended receiving model is given as:
r[x] = H˜SA˜~b[x] + n˜[x] (4.6)
within the xth symbol period, where the (N+2α)×N extended channel convolution
matrix is given as H˜ = [ZTα×K ,H
T ,ZT(α−L+1)×K ]
T , ~b[x] = [b1[x], ...bK [x]]
T contains
K i.i.d. complex symbols with unit energy in the xth symbol period, the diagonal
matrix A=diag
(√
E
(m)
1 (r1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K (rK)
)
denotes the corresponding symbol
amplitudes over all channels. Assuming the energies and bit rate distributions are
determined by two-group allocation approach, the bit rate rk equals to either bp
or bp+1 in discrete bit rate set for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), and the superscript
m in any E
(m)
k (rk) denotes the number of high-rate channels. The vector n˜[x]
is the lumped sum of ISI from adjacent symbol periods and the additive white
Gaussian noise samples at the output of chip-match filter. Denoting Q = H˜S, the
covariance matrix of lumped noise, Rnn (A), is given as
Rnn (A) = 2σ
2
nIN+2α + J
NQA2QH
(
JN
)H
+ (JT )NQA2QH
(
(JT )N
)H
(4.7)
where the (N +2α)× (N +2α) matrix J is the downshifting matrix used to model
the ISI from adjacent symbol periods, and σ2n is the variance of sampled white
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Gaussian noise per dimension. The linear MMSE equalizer coefficient vector ~wk
in each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) based on this receiving model is therefore given
as:
~wk =
C−1~qk
~qHk C
−1~qk
k = 1, 2, ..., K (4.8)
where the vector ~qk is the k
th column of matrix Q. The received signal covariance
matrix C is given as:
C = QA2QH +Rnn (4.9)
When such linear MMSE equalizer is used at the receiver, the output SINR in
each channel k can then be calculated as:
γk
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
=
E
(m)
k (rk)~q
H
k C
−1~qk
1−E(m)k (rk)~qHk C−1~qk
k = 1, 2, ..., K (4.10)
Using Eq(4.10) the iterative energy adjustment method based on Eq(4.5) with
linear MMSE is implemented as follows:
Given the bit rate allocation among K channels {rk}Kk=1, the desired SINR
target in any channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) can be calculated as: γ∗(rk) = 2rk − 1
simply using the Shannon equation. Denoting the iterated transmitted energies
as
{
E
(m)
k,i (rk)
}K
k=1
in each iteration i = 1, 2, ..., they are updated as:
E
(m)
k,i+1(rk) =
γ∗(rk)
(1 + γ∗(rk))~qHk C
−1
i ~qk
for k = 1, ...K (4.11)
with the iterated covariance matrix estimated using the current iterated energies:
C i = QA
2
iQ
H +Rnn (Ai) (4.12)
with Ai=diag
(√
E
(m)
1,i (r1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K,i (rK)
)
. Such energy updates continues until
converging to the fixed values
{
E
(m)∗
k (rk)
}K
k=1
, which are the required optimum
energy allocation for the given desired SINR targets over all channels. Clearly, 1
matrix inversion is needed in each iteration because the energy update in each of
K channels uses the same iterated covariance matrix.
4.4 Iterative Eigenvalue Adjustment
This section presents a transmitted energy adjustment method which calculates
the required transmitted energies through iterating the eigenvalue distribution
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over all channels. The iterated eigenvalue distribution is chosen to closely relate
to the Mean Square Errors (MSEs) in all channel, and is updated with the aim
of greatly reducing the number of matrix inversions within the energy adjustment
procedure.
The main idea of iterative eigenvalue adjustment is to take a set of eigenvalues
to represent the energy allocation over K channels, and to iterate the set of eigen-
values to calculate the required transmitted energies, with the aim of provoking
less matrix inversions. Similar to the above iterative energy adjustment method,
the iterative eigenvalue adjustment is developed by using window-extended receiv-
ing model and linear MMSE equalizer. By knowing the current energy allocation
thus the amplitude matrixA =diag
(√
E
(m)
1 (r1),
√
E
(m)
2 (r2), ...,
√
E
(m)
K (rK)
)
, the
matrix Rnn is given as:
Rnn = Rnn (A) = 2σ
2
nIN+2α + J
NQA2QH
(
JN
)H
(4.13)
+(JT )NQA2QH
(
(J∗)N
)
with Q , H˜S. Take the iterated eigenvalues and eigenvectors as those given by
performing eigendecomposition on the matrix:
As the energy update in Eq(4.11) can be written in matrix form:
(A′)−2 = Γ−1D
(
QHC−1Q
)
(4.14)
where the diagonal matrixA′ contains the updated amplitudes, and the covariance
matrix is written as C = QA2QH + Rnn (A) with the current amplitude matrix
A given by current energy allocation. The operator D(·) is defined in such a way
that D(M) generates a diagonal matrix having the same diagonal line as matrix
M. The diagonal matrix Γ is given as Γ = diag
(
γ∗(r1)
1+γ∗(r1)
, γ
∗(r2)
1+γ∗(r2)
, ..., γ
∗(rK)
1+γ∗(rK)
)
to represent the SINR requirements in parallel channels. By applying matrix
inversion lemma, Eq(4.14) can be rewritten as:
(A′)−2 = Γ−1D
((
QHR−1nnQ
) (
A−2 +QHR−1nnQ
)−1
A−2
)
(4.15)
the derivation of which is given in Appendix D. By defining the matrixX = QHR−1nnQ,
the above equation can be further rewritten as:
(A′)−2 +X = Γ−1D
(
X−X (A−2 +X)−1X)+X (4.16)
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Based on Eq(4.16) updating procedure of transmitted energies over all channels
can be derived in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors without matrix inversions.
Take the iterated eigenvalues and eigenvectors as those given by performing the
eigendecomposition on the inverse error covariance matrix:
A−2 +X = UΛ−1UH (4.17)
where the diagonal matrix Λ = diag (λ1, λ2, ..., λK) contains the eigenvalues in
main diagonal line, and the matrix U consists of corresponding eigenvectors as
column vectors. Therefore the energy updating procedure can be presented in
terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors:
Γ−1D
(
X−XUΛUHX)+X = U′ (Λ′)−1U′H (4.18)
where eigenvector value matrix Λ′ and eigenvector matrix U′ are given by substi-
tuting updated amplitude matrix A′ into Eq(4.17).
The iterative eigenvalue adjustment is conducted as follows. Given the initial
energy allocation A =diag
(√
E
(m)
1,0 (r1),
√
E
(m)
2,0 (r2), ...,
√
E
(m)
K,0(rK)
)
, the covari-
ance matrix of noise and ISI Rnn is obtained by substituting A into Eq(4.13), as
well as X = QHR−1nnQ which is assumed to be fixed in eigenvalue iteration. Also
the initial eigenvalue matrix Λ0 and eigenvector matrix U0 can be taken by using
Eq(4.17). Next in each iteration step i, the iterated eigenvalue matrix Λi and
eigenvector matrix Ui are jointly updated in such a way as:
Γ−1D
(
X−XUi−1Λi−1UHi−1X
)
+X = Ui (Λi)
−1UHi (4.19)
by performing eigendecomposition in step i = 1, 2, .... Such iteration terminates
once the eigenvalue matrix and eigenvector matrix converge to Λ∗ and U∗, respec-
tively. The corresponding amplitude matrix is therefore given as:
A∗ =
[
U∗ (Λ∗)−1U∗H −X]−1/2 (4.20)
The convergent amplitude matrix A∗ is then substituted into Eq(4.13) to ob-
tain a updated matrixRnn as well asX = Q
HR−1nnQ. By using the updated matrix
X, a new pair of matrices Λ0 and U0 can be generated, and the procedure of it-
erating both eigenvector matrix Ui and eigenvalue matrix Λi is repeated until a
new pair of convergent matrices Λ∗ and U∗ are obtained to update the matrix
Rnn again. Therefore the iterative eigenvalue adjustment consists of an inner loop
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and an outer loop, where the inner loop iterates the eigenvalue and eigenvector
matrices with fixed Rnn, whereas the outer loop updates matrix Rnn using con-
vergent matrices Λ∗ and U∗. The iterative eigenvalue adjustment finishes when
the matrix Rnn converges with the matrices Λ
∗ and U∗. The required transmitted
energy in channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) is then calculated as:
E
(m)∗
k (rk) =
{[
U∗ (Λ∗)−1 (U∗)H −X
]
k,k
}−1
(4.21)
Below the pseudocode of the iterative energy allocation is provided in Algo-
rithm 4. It is clear that matrix inversion is conducted once to calculate X in each
outer-loop iteration. In Algorithm 4, the error of the iterated eigenvalues, eΛ,
calculated as the Frobenius norm of the matrix (Λi −Λi−1), is calculated in each
iteration, and when eΛ is less than the specified value e
∗
Λ the inner loop terminates.
In similar way the error of the noise covariance matrix Rnn, eR, is also calculated,
and when eR is less than the specified threshold value e
∗
R the procedure of iterative
eigenvalue adjustment terminates.
Algorithm 4 Iterative Eigenvalue Adjustment
1: E
(m)(bk)
k,0 is allocated random value for k = 1, 2, ..., K
2: A← diag(
√
E
(m)
1,0 (b1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K,0 (bK))
3: Calculate Rnn with {E(m)k,0 }Kk=1 using Eq (4.13)
4: Calculate Λ0 and U0 using Eq(4.17)
5: while eR > e
∗
R do
6: while eΛ > e
∗
Λ do
7: Update Λi from Λi−1 using Eq(4.19) with fixed Rnn
8: Calculate the error between Λi and Λi−1
9: i← i+ 1
10: end while
11: Denote Λ∗ and U∗ as the convergent eigenvalues and eigenvectors respec-
tively.
12: Calculate A∗ using Eq(4.20) with Λ∗ and U∗
13: Update Rnn using the updated A
∗
14: Calculate eR.
15: end while
16: Calculate E
(m)∗
k for k = 1, 2, ..., K using Eq(4.21)
One possible drawback of the iterative eigenvalue updating method is the target
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SINRs over all channels must be positive otherwise the matrix Γ−1 in Eq(4.19) will
have infinite entries. This constraint makes the iterative eigenvalue adjustment
method invalid when the two-group allocation method allocates 0 bit to some
channels with relatively low total SNR. One possible method to overcome this
drawback is to assume the target SINR of transmitting 0 bit per symbol to be a
sufficiently small value, e.g. 10−6 rather than 0.
4.5 Recursive Energy Adjustment with MMSE
SIC
It can be predicted that if the average interference in each channel can be reduced,
the required transmitted energies to transmit a specified bit allocation, as well as
the number of iterations needed for convergence, can be decreased. Such reduc-
tions are beneficial in enhancing both the system throughput and the efficiency of
the two-group allocation. This section presents the integration of the two-group
approach with the sorted MMSE Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) re-
ceiving scheme in order to enable the use of a recursive energy adjustment scheme
which requires much less matrix inversion operations than the iterative energy
adjustment scheme.
When MMSE SIC receiver is applied, the optimum transmitted energies for
loading the specified bit rate allocation can be further reduced if the channels
are resorted in such a way that the interference level increases from channel 1
to K, and the highest interference level is minimized. By loading equal energy
prior to resource allocation, the interference levels of channels can be estimated by
calculating their output SINRs, however, the signal covariance matrix should be
calculated for each channel, which is different in different channels due to SIC. For
complexity reduction, the Mean Square Error (MSE) for each channel, which is
inversely proportional to SINR, can be measured using a common error covariance
matrix to determine the optimum channel order. Therefotre an error covariance
matrix-based ordering method is used to produce a permutation matrix, which
specifies the optimum detection order, and re-order the channels correspondingly
for achieving more favorable performance.
The main idea of integrating the two-group resource allocation with the sorted
MMSE SIC receiver is as follows: a channel ordering scheme based on error co-
variance matrix is first conducted to derive the optimum detection order for SIC
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detection, then the parallel channels are re-ordered according to the detection or-
der. When two-group allocation is applied, its power adjustment scheme calculates
the transmitted energies in a recursive manner following the backward detection
order, and the higher bit rate is allocated to channels following the detection order
to iteratively calculate the optimum number of high-rate channels.
4.5.1 MMSE SIC Receiver with Channel Ordering
The previously used linear MMSE equalizer detects the received symbols in all
channels in parallel, and the detected symbol in any channel is independent of the
detection results in other channels. In contrast, the sorted MMSE SIC receiver
detects the received signals in different channels successively according to a speci-
fied order, where the accurate detection of any channel is subject to the detection
accuracies of already-detected channels, for interference reduction. Given a de-
tection order of channels, at each detection stage the MMSE SIC receiver applies
the linear MMSE equalizer for signal detection in the channel specified by the
order, then the detection result is used to retrieve the received signal component
in that channel which is then subtracted from the composite received signal in
all channels before the next detection stage. Each channel is therefore free from
the interference from already-detected channels if they can be detected correctly
so that higher output SINR can be achieved in each channel. Figure 4.1 illus-
trates the structure of linear MMSE equalizer at the receiver, where the vector ~r
is the vector of received chips after window-extended sampling, dk is the output
of linear MMSE in the channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), Q() is the hard decision func-
tion and bˆk is the estimated symbol at the output of hard-decision in channel k
(k = 1, 2, ..., K). Figure 4.2 depicts the structure of the sorted MMSE SIC re-
ceiver used for recursive energy adjustment, where the symbols are detected one
channel by another following a specific detection order, and the matrix PT is used
to retrieve the original order of channels. At each detection stage i, the estimated
symbol bˆki in channel ki is used to generate the received signal component with
the full information of channel characteristics, and to update the received signal
vector as:
~ri+1 =
{
~ri − ~qki
√
Eki bˆki i = 1, ..., K − 1
~r i = 0
(4.22)
where the vector ~r is given by Eq(4.6). Due to successive detection, there is
detection delay between the time when the first channel is detected and the time
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when the last channel is detected, however, this delay is omitted in this thesis.
MMSE Receiver 1
MMSE Receiver 2
MMSE Receiver k
MMSE Receiver K
Figure 4.1: Structure of linear MMSE receiver for multicode transmission
MMSE Receiver 1
MMSE Receiver 2
MMSE Receiver K
+
+
-
+
-
+
Figure 4.2: Structure of sorted MMSE SIC receiver for multicode transmission
Assuming the detection order of HSDPA channels is denoted as {ki}Ki=1 where
k1 is the first detected channel whereas kK is the last one, the output SINR in
channel ki for detection stage i = 1, 2, ..., K is given as:
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γki (Eki) =
Eki~q
H
ki
C−1i ~qki
1− Eki~qHkiC−1i ~qki
i = 1, 2, ..., K (4.23)
with any given transmitted energy allocation {Ek}Kk=1 and the linear MMSE equal-
izer. The received signal covariance matrix can be derived recursively:
Ci =
{
Ci−1 −Eki−1~qki−1~qHki−1 i = 2, ..., K
QA2QH +Rnn i = 1
(4.24)
where the covariance matrix Rnn is the covariance of ISI signals and white Gaus-
sian noise given in Eq(4.7). No error propagation, i.e. all cancelled symbols are
detected correctly, is assumed for successive detection. Define the matrix Di as:
Di = Ci −Eki~qki~qHki i = 1, 2, ..., K (4.25)
to only include the inter-code interference from the remaining channels, ISI and
white Gaussian noise, the output SINR of channel ki can be rewritten as:
γki (Eki) = Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki i = 1, 2, ..., K (4.26)
applying matrix inversion lemma, and its derivation is provided in Appendix D.
For achieving superior performance, the detection order should be optimized
with the goal of minimizing the maximum Mean Square Error (MSE) over all
channels. The exhaustive search-based ordering method is originally proposed to
be implemented with VBLAST in [78]. Using the exhaustive search-based method,
each channel’s detection order is determined within the symbol detection proce-
dure, where the next detected channel is selected from all remaining undetected
channels by estimating their SINRs at each detection stage. Clearly, such scheme
requires O(K2) SINR estimations for the system having K channels, which im-
plies O(K2) matrix inversions are needed to calculate the corresponding covariance
matrices, exhibiting unacceptable computation complexity.
Alternatively the optimum detection order can be determined by sorting the
MSEs for all K channels without estimating their output SINRs, which makes use
of error covariance matrix [80, 81]. The MSEs for all channels can be calculated
by performing some matrix operations on the error covariance matrix, and the
optimum channel order is achieved when the diagonal entries of error covariance
matrix are sorted in ascending order after certain matrix operations. Here this
method is used for improving computational efficiency.
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4.5.1.1 Error Covariance Matrix-Based Ordering
Given the energy allocation {Ek}Kk=1 loaded in K channels, a K ×K error covari-
ance matrix of the received signals is taken as [80]:
Re =
(
A−2 +QHR−1nnQ
)−1
(4.27)
where the diagonal matrix is given asA = diag
(√
E1, ...,
√
EK
)
and the covariance
matrix of the ISI and white Gaussian noise Rnn is defined in Eq(4.7). [80] shows
if the transmitted signals are detected successively following the channel index
order, the MSE for each channel k can be calculated as:
MSEk = [Re,k]1,1 (4.28)
where the (N − k+1)× (N − k+1) matrix Re,k can be calculated recursively as:
Re,k+1 = (Re,k)2,Kk −~lk,1~lHk,1/ [Re,k]1,1
where Kk = N − k + 1
and Re,1 = Re
(4.29)
for k = 1, 2, ...K, where the column vector ~lk,1 of length (N − k) is constructed by
taking the first column vector of the matrixRe,k =
[
(~re,k)1 , ..., (~re,k)Kk
]
, i.e. (~re,k)1,
and then removing the first element from the vector (~re,k)1. The notation (Re,k)i,j
with index i, j (i < j) is to represent the matrix with size (j− i+1)× (j− i+1),
the elements of which are taken as the elements from row i to row j, and from
column i to column j of the matrix Re,k. Therefore (Re,k)2,Kk is the submatrix of
Re,k taken by removing the first row and the first column of the matrix Re,k.
Define the permutation matrix P as P =
K∑
i=1
~ei~e
H
ki
(1 ≤ ki ≤ K) with the vector
~ei being the ith column of the identity matrix IK = [~e1, ~e2, ..., ~eK ], it indicates the
ith detected channel is channel ki in SIC detection for each i (i = 1, 2, ..., K). The
optimum detection order is achieved when the MSEs calculated from 1 to K suc-
cessively based on the initial matrix Re,1 = PReP
T , which is the permuted error
covariance matrix, are in ascending order. Calculating the optimum permutation
matrix P is depicted in the pseudocode in Algorithm 5 as follows:
For the system having K channels, applying exhaustive search-based ordering
method needs O(K2) matrix inversions to calculate the signal covariance matrices,
which are different in different detection stages, for SINR estimation, whereas the
above ordering method only requires 2 matrix inversions to calculate the error
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Algorithm 5 Determining Optimal Detection Order
Require: Re
Ensure: Optimal permutation matrix P
1: for i=1,2,...,K do
2: q ← argminl=i,i+1,...,K[Re]l,l
3: Pi ← IK , then its i-th and q-th rows are exchanged.
4: P← PiP, Re ← PiRePTi
5: (Re)i+1,K ← (Re)i+1,K −~li,1~lHi,1/[Re]i,i
6: end for
covariance matrix. Therefore the error covariance matrix-based ordering method
is used for computational efficiency.
Once the optimum permutation matrix P, in the sense that the MSEs are
sorted in ascending order, is derived, the signature sequence matrix S at the
transmitter can be replaced with SPT . By doing so the K channels are re-ordered
following the optimum detection order, i.e. the channel 1 is the first detected chan-
nel, whereas the channel K is the last one. Based on such channel permutation, In
the next section a recursive approach will be presented to calculate optimum trans-
mitted energies for SIC detection. This approach updates the energies following
the backward order from K to 1.
4.5.2 Recursive Power Adjustment
By replacing the signature sequence matrix S with SPT , the detection order is
equivalent to the channel index order. With the use of sorted MMSE SIC receiver,
the proposed method is to calculate the required transmitted energies in all chan-
nels {E(m)k (rk)}Kk=1 for the two-group bit allocation {rk}Kk=1 where rk = bp+1 for
k = 1, 2, ..., m and rk = bp for remaining k, while minimizing the number of ma-
trix inversions required. The required transmitted energy E
(m)
k (rk) can be derived
according to Eq(4.26) as:
E
(m)
k (rk) =
γ∗ (rk)
~qHk D
−1
k ~qk
k = 1, 2, ..., K (4.30)
to make the output SINR in channel k equal to the SINR target γ∗ (rk), where
the matrix Dk can be rewritten from Eq(4.25) as:
Dk =
{
Dk−1 −E(m)k (rk)~qk~qHk k = 1, ..., K
QA2QH +Rnn k = 0
(4.31)
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Eq(4.30) together with Eq(4.31) shows the required transmitted energy in any
channel k can be determined by channels (k + 1), ..., K which have not been de-
tected and are interfering currently detected channel. The required transmitted
energy in the last detected channel K is therefore determined by the white Gaus-
sian noise and the ISI from adjacent symbol periods and independent of the energy
allocation over all channels in the current symbol period:
E
(m)
K (rK) =
γ∗ (rK)
~qHK R
−1
nn~qK
(4.32)
where Rnn is the covariance matrix of ISI and white Gaussian noise. Assuming
Rnn is independent of the current energy allocation, the required energy E
(m)
K (rK)
in channel K can be derived straightforwardly. It can be further observed that:
D−1k = D
−1
k+1 −
E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)D
−1
k+1~qk+1~q
H
k+1D
−1
k+1
1 + γ∗(rk+1)
k < K (4.33)
by applying matrix inversion lemma on Eq(4.31), the derivation of which is pro-
vided in Appendix D. It implies the matrix D−1k for each k < K can be calculated
recursively following the reverse order of channel indices without matrix inver-
sion. Assuming Rnn is known, the required transmitted energies can therefore
be calculated starting from the last detected channel K and following the re-
verse of detection order, where in each channel k the covariance matrix inversion
D−1k is calculated recursively using the previously calculated D
−1
k+1 and energy
E
(m)
k+1(rk+1), and the required energy in channel k is calculated using Eq(4.30)
without iterations. Such energy adjustment method is referred to recursive energy
adjustment, and it is different from the iterative energy adjustment which calcu-
lates the required transmitted energies by iteratively updating them using their
previous values.
In the window-extended receiving model used, the ISI is also determined by
the energy allocation, thus the recursive energy calculation should be conducted
iteratively with iterating matrix Rnn. Assuming {E(m)k,i (rk)}Kk=1 as the iterating
transmitted energy in iteration i = 1, 2, ..., the covariance matrix of noise and ISI
Rnn,i, hence the matrix DK,i is given as:
DK,i = 2σ
2
nIN+2α + J
NQA2i−1Q
H
(
JN
)H
+ (JT )NQA2i−1Q
H
(
(JT )N
)H
(4.34)
where the diagonal matrix is given asAi−1 = diag
(√
E
(m)
1,i−1(r1), ...,
√
E
(m)
K,i−1(rK)
)
using the energy allocation in previous iteration, and its initialization A0 is con-
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structed by allocating K nonzero random values. The transmitted energy is then
updated successively following the reverse of detection order:
E
(m)
k,i (rk) =
γ∗(rk)
~qHk D
−1
k,i~qk
k = K, ...1 (4.35)
where the covariance matrix is also updated recursively:
D−1k,i = D
−1
k+1,i −
E
(m)
k+1,i(rk+1)D
−1
k+1,i~qk+1~q
H
k+1D
−1
k+1,i
1 + γ∗(rk+1)
k < K (4.36)
by applying matrix inversion lemma, and its derivation is provided in Appendix D.
Such recursive updating procedure repeats until k = 1. The derived transmitted
energies {E(m)k,i (rk)}Kk=1 are then used to generate the amplitude matrix Ai then
updates the covariance matrix of white Gaussian noise and ISI DK,i+1 for the next
(i + 1) iteration. The required transmitted energies are updated in such a way
with increasing i until they all converge in some iteration I, then the energies
{E(m)k,I (rk)}Kk=1 are the required values to transmit bit rate bk in each channel when
sorted MMSE SIC is used.
Within the recursive energy adjustment procedure, the optimal detection order
is assumed to be fixed and determined prior to energy adjustment. The number
of matrix inversion required is therefore equals to the number of iterations be-
fore convergence, since in each iteration only one matrix inversion is invoked to
calculate DK,i.
4.5.3 Two-Group Resource Allocation with SIC
With the use of sorted MMSE SIC receiver, the two-group allocation scheme is
greatly simplified in replacing the complicated iterative channel ordering scheme
with the error covariance matrix-based channel ordering prior to resource alloca-
tion, and using the recursive energy adjustment method in power control. Math-
ematically, the optimization of two-group bit and power allocation is formulated
as:
max
bp,m
(RT = mbp + (K −m)bp+1)
s.t.
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) ≤ ET
(4.37)
with the set of discrete bit rates {bp}Pp=0 where b0 = 0 and the total energy con-
straint ET . The transmitted energies E
(m)
k (bp+1) and E
(m)
k (bp) are required value
to transmit bit rate bp+1 and bp respectively. Prior to resource allocation, the
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total energy constraint ET is equally distributed to all K channels, and with such
energy allocation i.e. Ek = ET/K for k = 1, 2, ..., K error covariance matrix-based
channel ordering is performed to derive the optimal detection order {k1, k2, ..., kK}.
Then the signature sequence matrix S is replaced with its permuted version SPT .
Similar to the two-group allocation implemented with linear MMSE receiver,
the optimal lower bit rate bp is determined by calculating the total required trans-
mitted energy using the recursive energy adjustment scheme, for all K channels
being equally allocated the bit rate bp for each p. The optimal lower bit rate bp
should satisfy:
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) ≤ ET <
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp+1), p = 0, 1, ..., P (4.38)
where the superscript (0) represents the equal allocation of bp. When the energy
constraint is sufficiently large to enable all channels to transmit at the highest bit
rate bP , the two-group allocation finishes with the bit rate bP and corresponding
E
(0)
k (bP ) in each channel k.
To determine the optimal number of high-rate channels m, starting from m =
0, m is increased associated with allocating the higher bit rate bp+1 to channels
successively following the detection order, i.e. channels 1, 2, .... Each time the
increment of m is associated with the incremental energy em(bp+1), which is the
total energy increase over all channels required by increasing the bit rate of channel
m (m = 1, 2, ..., K) from bp to bp+1, being calculated by using recursive energy
adjustment scheme:
em(bp+1) =
(
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp)
)
−
(
m−1∑
k=1
E
(m−1)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m
E
(m−1)
k (bp)
)
m = 1, 2, ..., K
(4.39)
If the current m satisfies:
m∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) ≤ ET −
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) <
m+1∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) (4.40)
the two-group allocation terminates with higher bit rate bp+1 being allocated to
the first m channels, otherwise m keeps increasing.
To ensure the predetermined channel detection order is still valid throughout
the two-group allocation procedure, the channels in anterior orders should be
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allocated higher transmitted energies, hence higher bit rates than the ones in
posterior orders for achieving higher output SINRs, which is the reason the two-
group allocation approach allocates the bit rate bp+1 successively following the
channel index order, which is equivalent to channel detection order after ordering.
4.6 Performance Evaluation
The proposed transmitted energy adjustment schemes are evaluated by implement-
ing them onto the HSDPA transmission over frequency selective channels. The
parameters used in simulations are listed as follows: chip rate 1/Tc = 3.84Mcps,
spreading factor N = 16, number of physical layer channels K = 15, the variance
of sampled white Gaussian noise set to be 2σ2 = N0 = −174dBm/Hz, and the set
of discrete bit rates {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4} bits per channel symbol. The orthogonal
Walsh codes with length N , which are scrambled by a long-period random code
through element-wise multiplications, are assigned to K physical layer channels.
At the receiver, the extended sampling window having α = 8-chip extension in
either side of the current symbol interval is adopted. The wireless channel between
transmitter and receiver is assumed to be ITU Vehicular A channel, a commonly-
used frequency selective channel model [1]. All channel information is assumed to
be known by both the transmitter and the receiver. The total symbol energy con-
straint, if it exists, is represented by total SNR defined as
(
L−1∑
l=0
|hl|2
)
ET/ (2σ
2),
where hl is the channel coefficient in the lth (l = 0, 1, 2, ...L − 1) propagation
path of the frequency selective channel, and ET is the constrained total energy
per symbol.
The two proposed iterative power adjustment schemes, the iterative eigenvalue
adjustment and the SIC-based recursive energy adjustment, are first examined in
their computation complexities. Their performances on total transmitted energies
are then studied. Finally their system throughputs are examined coupled with
two-group resource allocation approaches.
4.6.1 Convergence Speed Evaluation
By equally allocating the bit rate bp to all coded channels, the three power ad-
justment schemes presented in this chapter are applied to calculate the optimum
transmitted energies per channel symbol, and their performances are evaluated at
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the aspect of efficiency. The presented iterative energy adjustment method can
be abbreviated to be EA method, and in similar way, the iterative eigenvalue ad-
justment method is written as EGA, and the recursive energy adjustment method
is written as RA. For each of the three iterative adjustment methods, a single
threshold value e∗ = 10−6 is used to determine the convergence of the updating
procedure no matter how this procedure estimate its error metric, e.g. the total
square error of iterated energies for both EA and RA, and the square frobenius
norm of difference between two iterated eigenvalue matrices for EGA, in each
iteration.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the number of iterations experienced before convergence
against number of channels K, for EA, EGA and RA power adjustment proce-
dures, respectively. For EAG method, the iteration number is accounted as the
summation of inner loop used before convergence. All provided results are taken
as average values among 1000 realizations with different scrambled code used in
each realization. The EA method exhibits the largest iteration number for each
K value, whereas the EGA method reduces the iteration number by roughly 50%.
It implies iterating eigenvalues rather than transmitted energies can effectively
speed up convergence. The RA method reduces the iteration number by about
95%, which indicates significantly fast convergence can be realized by applying
SIC-based power adjustment method. The incredible fast converging speed of RA
method is due to substantial interference mitigation in each channel in SIC detec-
tion. Figure 4.4 depicts the corresponding matrix inversion numbers invoked in
iterating procedure against number of channels. For both EA and RA, one matrix
inversion is invoked in each iteration, whereas one matrix inversion is needed in
each outer loop iteration for EGA. The EGA method therefore reduces the num-
ber of matrix inversions by 76% compared with the EA method. Also the RA
method still exhibits the least number of matrix inversions, which is 95% less than
the number of EA.
Figure 4.5 provides the corresponding FLOPs (Floating Point Operations) con-
sumed by the three power adjustment schemes against number of channels K. For
each K the bit rate bp = 3 bits per symbol is loaded on each ofK parallel channels,
and then the three methods are applied to calculate the optimum energy alloca-
tion in multipath channel. It can be observed that the EA method consumes the
largest number of flops on average, whereas the RA method consumes the least
flops.
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Figure 4.3: Number of iterations needed for convergence vs number of channels
K for different power adjustment schemes.
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Figure 4.4: Matrix inversion numbers needed for convergence vs number of chan-
nels K for different power adjustment schemes.
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Figure 4.5: Flops vs. number of channels K for different power adjustment
schemes.
4.6.2 System Performance Evaluation
This part examines the effects of the energy adjustment methods on the transmit-
ted energy allocations, which are estimated by total SNRs with the uniformly allo-
cated bit rate bp = 3 bits per symbol. The total SNRs for specified bit rate alloca-
tion is defined as
(
L−1∑
l=0
|hl|2
)(
K∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
/ (2σ2n), where the term
K∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (rk)
is the summation of required transmitted energies per symbol. Applying different
power adjustment schemes, the obtained total SNR varies.
Figure 4.6 depicts the total SNRs vs. number of channels K when applying the
EA, EGA and RA methods respectively. As the EGA method is derived based on
the iterative energy updating procedure, the EGA performance exactly overlaps
with the one of EA. The use of MMSE SIC receiving scheme helps improve the
interference suppression capability so that lower energy is needed in each channel
to achieve the desired target SINR, which makes the total SNR reduction of 2 5dB
with the RA method applied. Using the RA method coupled with SIC receiver
can therefore achieve higher resource utilization efficiency with the constrained
total energy.
It can be also observed from Figure 4.6 the RA method has the lowest increas-
ing rate of total SNR with respect toK. When the number of channels K increases
by 1, the system not only needs to allocate the resources to that extra channel to
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make it carry the same bit rate bp, but needs to pay extra energies to all chan-
nels to compensate for the increase in interference brought by the extra channel.
When EA and EGA methods are used, the increase in total SNR is therefore much
faster than the increase in K. In contrast, when RA is applied, only the channels
having better channel conditions than the added channel, are penalized by the
increased inter-channel interference, while the remaining channels are rather in-
sensitive to the channel adding due to successive interference cancellation, which
implies much less energy rise is needed to offset the much less interference increase
with the RA method. Although channel adding also increases the inter-symbol
interference experienced in each channel, its affection is less significant compared
with the inter-channel interference.
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Figure 4.6: Total required energies vs. number of channels for three power adjust-
ment schemes, when bp = 3 bits per symbol is equally allocated.
Figure 4.7 depicts the total SNRs required for different bp values when bp is
equally allocated to all K = 15 channels. Again, the EGA method exhibits the
same performance as the EA method. With increasing desired target SINR in
each channel, the RA method can save up to 6dB in total energy to achieved
the desired SINR. The RA method also has the lowest increasing rate of total
energy with respect to bp as the interference increase associated with bp increasing
is substantially mitigated by the SIC receiving scheme.
Then the variances of the required transmitted energies are examined when
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Figure 4.7: Total required energies vs. equally allocated bit rate bp for three power
adjustment schemes.
the aforementioned energy adjustment schemes are applied to the system having
K = 15 channels. With uniformly allocated bit rate bp, the calculated transmitted
energies fluctuate due to uneven interference experienced in each channel with
multipath, and this part use energy variance to measure how bad the condition
of the worst channel is compared with other channels. The energy variance is
re-defined as:
var =
(
max
k=1,2,...K
(
E
(m)
k (rk)
)
− E¯
)2
E¯2
where E¯ =
K∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (rk)
K
(4.41)
with the calculated energy allocation {E(m)k (rk)}Kk=1, where the channel having the
maximum energy encounters the most severe interference. Figure 4.8 illustrates
such energy variances vs. bit rate bp per channel for the three energy adjustment
methods. When the linear MMSE equalizer is applied, last chapter shows a few
channels have significantly poor orthogonality with other channels, therefore they
require excessively large energies to achieve the same SINR target as other chan-
nels do, which causes the performance degradation of two-group approach. In
contrast, when the RA with MMSE SIC is applied, those much poorer channels
are re-ordered to be in last positions, where they can be free from the interference
from most of channels thus requiring much less energies to achieve the specified
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SINR target. The energy variance of the RA method is therefore the lowest among
the three methods, which implies the use of RA method with MMSE SIC can ef-
fectively even out the channel conditions over all K channels without any channel
removal. When the RA method is integrated with the two-group resource alloca-
tion method, all available channels can be used for transmission to achieve higher
system throughput.
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Figure 4.8: Variances of calculated symbol energy distributions vs. equally allo-
cated bit rate bp for three power adjustment schemes.
4.6.3 Integration with Two-Group Resource Allocation
This part evaluates the systemic performances, in terms of system throughputs
and computation complexities, achieved by incorporating the proposed power ad-
justment schemes with two-group allocation approaches. The iterative eigenvalue
adjustment is implemented onto both the two-group approach with recursive chan-
nel ordering (o-TG) and its simple version (STG), while the SIC-based recursive
energy adjustment is implemented onto the two-group approach (sic-TG) in the
way proposed in 4.5.3.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the system throughputs achieved using different combi-
nations of two-group approaches and power adjustment schemes for varying to-
tal SNR. Implemented with the eigenvalue adjustment method, both the o-TG
method and STG method provide the same system throughput performances as
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those using iterative energy adjustment method. This implies that the iterative
eigenvalue adjustment cannot bring performance improvement since it is modi-
fied from iterative energy adjustment procedure. The sic-TG allocation approach,
however, further improves the system throughput by about 14 25% throughout
the whole figure compared with the STG method, 65 88% compared with HS-
DPA’s ER method using ISI-suppressing window-extended model. Such substan-
tial improvements are brought by the use of recursive energy adjustment, where
the required transmitted energies are effectively reduced given every possible bit
rate allocation over K channels. The severe interference in those poor channels
is substantially mitigated, by making use of successive interference cancellation.
Reduced required energies therefore bring down the incremental energies, with
which higher m and p values of two-group allocation can be achieved under the
same energy constraint ET . Thus in general higher throughput can be achieved
by applying sic-TG.
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Figure 4.9: Total system throughputs vs. total SNR achieved by different radio
resource allocation implementations, when K = 15 is fixed.
Given the total SNR fixed in 25dB and number of channelsK = 15, Figure 4.10
depicts the Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of varying system through-
puts associated with varying channel conditions for the aforementioned sic-TG,
o-TG, STG and ER allocation methods, where the other parameters are still fixed.
The varying frequency selective channel model is modified from the ITU Vehicular
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A channel model. In this modified channel model the channel coefficient in each
propagation path is a Gaussian random variable with its expectation equaling to
the coefficient given in Veh A model and variance σ2h = 3, in units of dB
2. The
system throughput CDFs are plotted based on the results over 10000 different
channel realizations. Comparing with the system throughputs of o-TG and STG
methods, the sic-TG achieves much higher throughput on average with varying
channel conditions. The sic-TG implementation also has significantly reduced
throughput variance compared with the o-TG method, showing that the sic-TG
method can provide stable and much higher throughput with varying propagation
environment. The variations in channel conditions seem to mainly affect those
channels having poor orthogonality to all other channels. When sic-TG is applied
with MMSE SIC, those channels can have much less interference variation by being
put in latter positions in detection order. The variation of the energy distribu-
tion in K channels, as well as the bit rate distribution associated with varying
frequency selective channels is therefore considerably limited when sic-TG is used.
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Figure 4.10: System throughput distributions with varying channel conditions for
different resource allocation schemes, where the total SNR is fixed to be 25dB.
For the total SNR fixed at 25dB again, Figure 4.11 illustrates the numbers of
matrix inversions vs number of parallel channels K for various resource allocation
methods combining different power adjustment schemes, noting that the number
of matrix inversion is a good measurement of algorithm’s computation complexity.
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The parameters used in channel removing in the STG allocation method are Γ =
0.2 and Kmin = K − 2 for each K value. By applying the iterative eigenvalue
energy adjustment (EGA), the numbers of matrix inversions are reduced by 68%
for the o-TG method, and 64% for the STG method, respectively, comparing
with the two-group approaches applying iterative energy adjustment (EA). More
huge complexity reduction is achieved by applying the sic-TG method, which
reduces the number of matrix inversion by 88% (on average) compared with STG
approach using EA, and by 99% (on average) compared with o-TG method using
EA, respectively. The substantial complexity reduction of sic-TG is brought by
the use of SIC-based recursive energy adjustment which greatly speeds up the
convergence within adjusting procedure and maintains one matrix inversion in each
iteration, and also by applying error covariance matrix-based channel ordering
rather than exhaustive search based method.
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Figure 4.11: Matrix inversion numbers vs number of channels for various resource
allocation schemes combining with power adjustment methods.
For the number of channels fixed at 15, i.e. K = 15, Figure 4.12 compares the
numbers of matrix inversions vs total SNR for the aforementioned combinations
of resource allocation methods and power adjustment schemes. The complexity of
HSDPA’s equal rate and power allocation scheme (ER) is also examined. Again it
could be observed that the sic-TG’s complexity, in terms of the number of matrix
inversion, is closest to the one of ER method. Furthermore the linear MMSE-
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based EGA power adjustment method obviously reduces the complexities of o-TG
and STG respectively.
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Figure 4.12: Matrix inversion numbers vs. total SNR for different resource alloca-
tion methods combined with different power adjustment methods, where K = 15
parallel channels are used.
According to the simulation results provided above, it seems the two-group al-
location integrated with recursive energy adjustment obtains substantial improve-
ments in both system throughput and computation complexity compared with
various linear MMSE-based two-group allocation implementations, therefore such
two-group implementation is a promising alternative to the linear MMSE-based
implementations. However it should be noticed that the nonlinear SIC receiving
scheme required to be used in the sic-TG method has more complicated architec-
ture in hardware of mobile terminals. Moreover, the recursive energy adjustment
method assumes no error propagation, i.e. the received symbol is detected cor-
rectly at each detection stage so that its corresponding received signal component
can be retrieved accurately. The error propagation, if happens, will severely de-
grade the performance of SIC receiver, and it should be mitigated as much as
possible by using advanced channel coding schemes, or using multiple-staged SIC
detections.
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter aims to develop the fast power adjustment schemes which facilitates
the implementation of two-group resource allocation scheme onto the devices hav-
ing limited signal processing abilities, e.g. femtocell base stations. Complexity re-
duction is accomplished through reducing the number of matrix inversions involved
in iterative power adjustment procedure. Based on the linear MMSE equalizers,
the iterative eigenvalue adjustment method is proposed to represent the power
distribution using a set of eigenvalues, and iteratively updates the eigenvalues and
corresponding eigenvectors. Another power adjustment scheme, recursive energy
adjustment, is then developed based on the sorted MMSE SIC receiver. The re-
cursive energy adjustment, uses error covariance matrix-based channel ordering
scheme and energy recursive updating for complexity reduction and performance
enhancement.
It can be observed from simulations that the two proposed power adjustment
schemes can substantially reduce the number of matrix inversions involved in the
iterative power adjustment and the two-group allocation. Furthermore by im-
plementing the recursive energy adjustment method with channel ordering and
MMSE SIC receiver, the performance of two-group allocation can be further im-
proved compared with using linear MMSE equalizer, due to improved interference
suppression capability at the receiver.
Chapter 5
Signature Sequence Optimization
5.1 Introduction
The design of signature sequence set plays a crucial role in improving the systemic
performance of the multicode CDMA systems. The signature sequence optimiza-
tion methods proposed in previous work are derived with fixed transmitted energy
allocation or fixed Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) requirements,
and aim for sum capacity maximization or total power minimization, respectively.
As previous chapters show, the allocated bit rates, the corresponding SINR tar-
gets, and transmitted energies should be jointly adapted to achieve favorable sys-
tem throughput for the multicode CDMA systems having finite number of discrete
bit rates available per channel. Unfortunately as far as identified, the integration
of signature sequence optimization with optimum radio resource allocation is not
well understood.
Provided the total transmitted symbol energy is constrained, this chapter ex-
plores the problem of how the signature sequences can be optimized with multipath
to improve discrete system throughput with the transmitted energies and bit rates
being adapted by resource allocation schemes. Clearly jointly optimizing the signa-
ture sequences, energies and bit rates brings prohibitive computation complexity,
therefore the sub-optimum method is adopted to separates the procedures of sig-
nature optimization and resource allocation. For the sake of achieving favorable
system throughput, the set of signature sequences is optimized by formulating
a total Mean Square Error (MSE) minimization problem with unit norm con-
straint in each sequence with uniform energy allocation. Two signature sequence
adaptation methods are developed for being implemented with the receiver-based
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Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer and transmitter-based MMSE
precoder respectively, and the system performances in terms of total MSE and
system throughput of the optimum signature sequence sets are examined with
different resource allocation schemes.
This chapter then studies the effect on systemic performance of using complex-
valued signature sequences rather than real-valued sequences which are assumed
in all previous chapters. The use of complex-valued signature sequences aims to
replace QAM (Quadratic Amplitude Modulation) transmitted symbols with PAM
(Pulse Amplitude Modulation) symbols for higher flexibility in discrete bit and
power allocation. The information bits per QAM symbol equals to the total bits
carried in two PAM symbols in two orthogonal channels. That is to say the number
of bits per PAM symbol is half of the number of bits per QAM symbol. Therefore
using PAM symbols benefits the system in having double number of channels and
decreased bit granularities, as well as the decreased incremental energies, which
makes higher utilization efficiency of constrained total power. For that reason,
complex signature sequences are assigned to PAM transmitted symbols, in order
to make the interference out of phase with the desired signal in each channel, when
the number of channels carrying PAM symbols significantly exceeds the spreading
factor.
For the QAM HSDPA system, an equivalent PAM system is developed to
provide the same sum capacity upper bound for any total power constraint. By
assigning such PAM system a set of complex Grassmannian codes [84], a subclass of
Welch Bound Equality (WBE) codes [85], the systemic performance of such PAM
system is examined with multipath propagation. Since the conventional linear
MMSE equalizer is designed for QAM symbols (see also Chapter 3), such linear
MMSE used in PAM symbols with complex signature sequences cannot rotate
the interference to be out of phase with desired signals, thus causing performance
degradation. To solve this problem, two receiving schemes are developed to fully
make use of the features of real symbols and complex signature sequences, thus the
PAM system can take advantage of reduced incremental energies without being
penalized by operating in oversaturated status.
In the previous chapters the system model and signal receiving schemes is for-
mulated to be based on window-extended receiving model. Such extended window
allows the ISI to be significantly suppressed, however, it also introduces extra ISI
components belonging to adjacent symbol periods. Finally a new interference-
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eliminating signature design method is proposed in this chapter. This method
is based on a shorter sampling window and makes use of the SVD of the chan-
nel. Such signature design method enables more parallel channels for transmission
than the SVD-based signature design method which is based on extended window.
Such signature design method is examined in terms of sum capacity and discrete
system throughput.
5.2 Related Work
For the signature optimization problem in flat multicode CDMA channels, there
exist two regions of interest. When the number of channels is no more than the
spreading factor, orthogonal codes, such as Walsh codes (OVSF codes) used in
HSDPA system, are optimum signature sequences. When the number of channels
is larger than the spreading factor, the optimum signature sequences maximizing
the theoretical sum capacity are proved to meet the Welch’s lower bound on total
square correlation [86]. One way to generate sub-optimal signature sequence sets
for overloaded system, where the number of channels is larger than the spreading
factor, is to select the sequences from unions of multiple orthonormal sequence
sets, where the multiple orthonormal sets are generated with low crosscorrelations
between each other [87–90].
Alternatively the optimum signature sequences for the overloaded system can
be constructed to strictly meet the Welch lower bound. P. Viswannath et al in
[91] generate such optimum signature sequences by exploring the eigenvalue dis-
tribution of the Gram matrix [92] of the optimum sequences. When there exist
oversized channels, whose transmitted powers are significantly higher than others,
they should be allocated orthogonal sequences, otherwise the Gram matrix has
N (spreading factor) nonzero and equal eigenvalues. The optimum signature se-
quences, the Welch’s Bound Equality (WBE) sequences, are therefore constructed
by solving the inverse eigenvalue problems [93, 94]. The inverse eigenvalue prob-
lems can be solved in finite steps by using Givens rotations [95]. Such inverse
eigenvalue method can be applied to asynchronous CDMA systems to generate
the corresponding optimal sequences [96]. It can also be used in optimum signa-
ture sequence design with decision-feedback receiver, where the power allocation
and signature sequences are jointly optimized, and the optimal eigenvalue distri-
bution is determined by the SINR constraint in each channel [97].
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S. Ulukus et al in [98, 99] propose to generate the WBE codes by repeatedly
replacing the signature sequences with their respective MMSE coefficient vectors
until convergence. Such method can be easily implemented for the uplink trans-
mission in distributed systems. The optimum signature sequence set generated by
Ulukus’s method can be proved to achieve the only global optimum point [100].
A subclass of WBE sequences, the Grassmannian codes (equiangular codes)
[84, 101, 102] are also received considerable attention, since the crosscorrelation
of any two sequences in Grassmannian codes is equal and minimized, thus the
interference experienced by each channel depends only on the number of channels
and spreading factor. The number of channels and the spreading factor, however,
should satisfy certain conditions to generate real or complex Grassmannian codes
[103]. J Tropp et al in [104] propose a versatile construction method, alternating
projection method, to solve the inverse eigenvalue problems such as Grassmannian
code design in, which can be used to generate the approximate Grassmannian
codes for any number of channels in overloaded system.
When the multicode system operates over multipath channels, either orthog-
onal codes in underloaded systems, or WBE codes in overloaded systems, are no
longer optimum due to the propagation time delays in multipath transmission
and the resulting inter-symbol interference (ISI). The optimum signature design
should therefore consider the channel characteristics and the receiver type. When
omitting the ISI between adjacent symbol periods and using linear MMSE equal-
izer, the optimum sequence set in terms of minimizing the total power with output
SINR constraints, is constructed by solving the inverse eigenvalue problem, where
the optimum eigenvalue distribution is jointly determined by the multipath chan-
nel and SINR constraints [13, 105]. The inverse eigenvalue method is also used
to generate the optimum signature sequences with multipath to maximizes the
theoretical sum capacity with fixed transmitted power allocation [106]. However
when the spreading factor is comparable to the time delay, the signature sequences
generated by the above inverse eigenvalue method are no longer favorable since
the ISI effect is not properly taken into account. To the best of our knowledge,
the effect of the ISI on the optimum eigenvalue distribution is difficult to have a
close-form expression.
The signature sequence optimization with multipath channels can also be done
by iteratively adapting the sequences with selected performance metric. Aiming
for minimizing the total Mean Square Error (MSE) with fixed transmitted powers,
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the signature sequence in each channel is iteratively replaced by the eigenvector
corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the interfer-
ence experienced in that channel [12]. Being formulated using Lagrangian equa-
tion, similar sequence adaptation method, can also be applied to the scenarios
where the signature sequences are constrained to be linear combinations of several
pre-determined orthonormal sequences [14]. With different performance metrics,
the signature sequence in each channel is replaced by different eigenvectors from
different matrices [15]. To reduce the computation workload of signature opti-
mization with multipath in multiuser uplink transmission, each user is assigned
the signature sequence which is located at the strongest spectrum component of
the user’s channel spectrum, whilst keeping rather low crosscorrelation with the
sequences having overlapped spectra through iterative adaptation [107]. The it-
erative adaptation method is also applied to the signature optimization in the
CDMA transmission with multiple receiver antennas, in order to fully exploit the
joint spatial-temporal signature space [108]. The iterative signature adaptation
method can be easily adapted to incorporate the ISI component, which can be
modeled as the colored noise or the interference from extra channels.
The transmitter-based precoding techniques are also widely studied. The lin-
ear MMSE precoder with unlimited power constraint is applied to the multicode
CDMA channels with multiple transmitter antennas, in order to fully exploit the
spatial diversity when the receiver is constrained to be match filter [109]. In
[110], performance enhancement in the multi-antenna multicode CDMA systems
is provided by estimating the MMSE precoder based on the so-called space-time
spreading codes which combine the temporal signature sequences and the chan-
nel characteristics, and introducing modulo operations on transmitted symbols.
The linear MMSE precoder with peak transmitted energy constraint is studied
in [111]. Applying the linear precoding schemes to Multiple Input Multiple Out-
put (MIMO) transmission is studied in [112]. The nonlinear precoding scheme,
Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP), is also widely investigated in MIMO sys-
tems to further improve the systemic performance by successive interference pre-
elimination [113–115]. In [115], the feed-forward filters of the THP are iteratively
optimized by using projected gradient descent method with a sub-optimum greedy
user ordering method. Once again as far as being identified, the problem of the
signature optimization based on the linear precoding schemes, as well as the im-
plementation of the discrete bit loading schemes with the presence of the linear
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precoding, has not been well understood.
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows: two iterative sig-
nature sequence optimization methods are presented in Section 5.3 for total MSE
minimization with linear MMSE receiver and MMSE precoder, respectively; the
use of complex signature sequences on the PAM transmitted symbols is studied
in Section 5.4 for reducing bit granularities and incremental energies; Section 5.5
presents the short sampling window-based SVD code design method; and finally
Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.3 Signature Sequence Optimization for Total
MSE Minimization
This section presents two ways of optimizing the signature sequences, correspond-
ing to two different transceiver structures aiming to minimizing the total Mean
Square Error (MSE) over all channels at the receivers. The MSE in each chan-
nel, which is jointly determined by the energy allocation, transmitter and receiver
architectures, is a good metric to estimate the output Signal to Interference plus
Noise Ratio (SINR) performance at the receiver, therefore the sum of MSEs is a
good measurement to evaluate the performance of system throughput. Both sig-
nature sequence optimizations are based on the window-extended signal receiving
model for ISI suppression over frequency selective channels.
Firstly the method of optimizing signature sequences is developed in this sec-
tion for the receiver to use linear Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer.
The optimization method is directly derived based on the Lagrangian method, the
solution of which implies the signature optimization should be conducted itera-
tively. The signature optimization based on the linear MMSE can achieve substan-
tial throughput improvement, however, estimating the linear MMSE coefficients
with adapted signatures considerably increases the computation complexity of the
receiver. Such transceiver structure may not be suitable to the mobile terminals
which have limited signal processing capabilities.
Transferring the signal processing burden from the receiver to the transmitter
can enable the use of much simpler receiver, such as match filter, whilst effectively
suppressing the interference caused in signal propagation. The linear MMSE pre-
coding scheme is therefore studied to optimally pre-equalize the transmitted sym-
bols with the full knowledge of frequency selective channels. Based on the use of
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MMSE precoder, the signature sequences are optimized iteratively using projected
gradient descent method aiming to minimizing the total MSE over all channels.
When the linear MMSE precoder is applied, the output SINRs are fixed but un-
equal no matter how the transmitted energies are adjusted, therefore the method
of applying two-group allocation approach is adjusted correspondingly.
The MMSE equalizer-based and MMSE precoder-based signature optimization
schemes are then examined in terms of total MSE, as well as system throughputs
with different resource allocation schemes applied. The corresponding system
performances of scrambled Walsh codes are also taken for comparison.
5.3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider a multicode CDMA system with spreading factor N and K parallel
channels, and its set of signature sequences is represented as an N × K matrix
S = [~s1, ~s2, ..., ~sK ] where the column vector ~sk is the signature sequence in channel
k for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The signature sequences are optimized aiming for
minimizing the total Mean Square Error (MSE) over all channels at the receiver,
since the MSE is a good metric to estimate the output SINR, hence the transmitted
bits per symbol in each channel. The total MSE is generally calculated as:
MSET (S) =
K∑
k=1
ε{|bk − ~wHk ~r (S) |2} (5.1)
where the transmitted symbol bk in channel k is an i.i.d. QAM-modulated variable
with unit energy for each channel, ak =
√
Ek is the corresponding amplitude in
that channel, ~wk is the receiver coefficient vector to despread the received signal
for detecting the symbol in the kth channel, and the vector ~r (S) is the vector
of received chips which is the function of the signature sequence set S, the fre-
quency selective channel coefficients and additive white Gaussian noise. For ISI
suppression, the window-extended receiving scheme is used, where the chip sam-
pling window is extended to (N + 2α) in chips, therefore the length of both ~wk
and ~r (S) is (N + 2α) in chips. The problem of signature sequence optimization
can be formulated as:
min
S
MSET (S) = min
S
K∑
k=1
ε{|bk − ~wHk ~r (S) |2}
s.t. ~sHk ~sk = 1 k = 1, 2, ..., K
(5.2)
when each signature sequence is assumed to have unit norm. The calculation of
coefficient vectors [~w1, ~w2, ..., ~wK ] depends on the receiving scheme used at the
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receiver end, and the received signal ~r (S) is determined by the transmitter archi-
tecture. Therefore the adapting method of signature sequences varies depending
on the transmitting and receiving schemes adopted in the system. In order to
solve the problem in Eq(5.2), two signature sequence optimization methods are
presented in the following sections, corresponding to the linear MMSE equalizer
used at the receiver and the MMSE precoding at the transmitter, respectively.
5.3.2 Signature Optimization with MMSE Receiver
Consider the received signal vector, ~r (S), as follows:
~r (S) = H˜SA~b+ n˜ (5.3)
where the vector of transmitted i.i.d. unit-energy symbols ~b = [b1, b2, ..., bK ]
T , and
the noise vector n˜ represents the lumped sum of ISI and white noise. The MSE in
each channel is minimized with fixed energy allocation and signature sequences S
by using linear MMSE equalizer:
~wk =
√
Ek
[
(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H
+Rnn
]−1
H˜~sk k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.4)
Furthermore the corresponding total MSE obtained at the receiver is given as:
MSET (S) =
K∑
k=1
(
1−Ek~sHk H˜H
[
(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H
+Rnn
]−1
H˜~sk
)
(5.5)
= K − tr
(
(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H
[
(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H
+Rnn
]−1)
where Ek is the symbol transmitted energy in channel k and Ek = a
2
k, the diagonal
matrix A = diag(a1, a2, ..., aK) is the transmitted amplitude matrix, and the (N+
2α) × N channel matrix H˜ is given by H˜ = [ZTα×N ,HT ,ZT(α−L+1)×N ]T knowing
the channel convolution matrix H of frequency selective channels when window-
extended receiving scheme is used. The matrix Rnn is the covariance matrix of
the lumped sum of the observed ISI from adjacent symbol periods and additive
white noise, and is given by
Rnn = 2σ
2
nIN+2α + J
N(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H (
JN
)T
+ (JT )N(H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H
JN (5.6)
with 2σ2n the noise variance of complex-valued additive white Gaussian noise where
σ2n = N0/2 is the double-sided power spectral density (PSD) of the noise at the
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output of chip-match filter. The (N + 2α) × (N + 2α) matrix J (JT ) is used to
downshift (upshift) the contents of each column of matrix H˜S by 1, and adds 0
at the top (bottom) of that column. Using matrix inversion lemma, Eq(5.5) can
be rewritten as:
MSET (~sk) = K − tr
(
Wk(Wk +Rnn)
−1)− (5.7)
tr
(
Ek~s
H
k H˜
H(Wk +Rnn)
−1Rnn(Wk +Rnn)−1H˜~sk
1 + Ek~sHk H˜
H(Wk +Rnn)−1H˜~sk
)
for each channel k = 1, 2, ..., K, where the matrix Wk is given as:
Wk = (H˜S)A
2
(H˜S)
H − Ek
(
H˜~sk
)(
H˜~sk
)H
(5.8)
The signature sequence optimization method presented for using linear MMSE
equalizer adapts the signature sequence in one channel by another in an iterative
manner. For each signature sequence ~sk, the corresponding Lagrangian equation
can be constructed as:
L(~sk, λ) =MSET (~sk) + λk(~s
H
k ~sk − 1) k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.9)
Assuming the variance of lumped sum of ISI and white noise Rnn is fixed, letting
∂L(~sk, λ)/∂~sk = 0 implies:
(Xk +Yk)~sk = λk~sk (5.10)
where the matrix Xk is given as:
Xk =
EkH˜
H
(
C−1k RnnC
−1
k
)
H˜
1 + Ek~sHk H˜
HC−1k H˜~sk
(5.11)
and Yk is given as:
Yk = −
E2k
(
~sHk H˜
HC−1k RnnC
−1
k H˜~sk
)(
H˜HC−1k H˜
)
(
1 + Ek~s
H
k H˜
HC−1k H˜~sk
)2 (5.12)
with Ck = Wk + Rnn. Eq(5.10) implies that the optimal signature sequence for
channel k should be the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
matrix (Xk +Yk) in order to minimize the total MSE with respect to ~sk. As the
matrix (Xk + Yk) and the ISI component in Rnn are determined by the signa-
ture sequences over all channels, each signature sequence ~sk should be adapted
iteratively by updating (Xk +Yk) and Rnn until convergence.
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5.3.2.1 Iterative Signature Sequence Optimization
The iterative signature optimization method can be conducted as follows. The
initial signature sequence set S0 = [~s1,0, ~s2,0, ..., ~sK,0] is given as a set of K nor-
malized orthogonal Walsh codes scrambled by a long-period random code, which
are widely used in HSDPA. Let Si = [~s1,i, ~s2,i, ..., ~sK,i] denote the iterated signa-
ture sequence set where ~sk,i is the iterated signature sequence for each k in each
iteration step i = 1, 2, .... Then the matrices Rnn,i, consequently the matrices Xk,i
and Yk,i, are first updated by using the signature sequence set Si−1 obtained in
previous step for each k. Then the updated signature sequence ~sk,i is taken as the
eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix (Xk,i+Yk,i) for
each k. The signature updating procedure finishes when the total MSE calculated
using the matrix Si in Eq(5.5) converges. The pseudocode of the algorithm is given
in Algorithm 6, where at the end of each iteration the square error of the total
MSE, eMSE, is calculated as (MSET,i −MSET,i−1)2 with the knowledge of the
total MSE value in the last iteration. When the square error of total MSE is less
than a pre-specified value e∗MSE, the procedure of updating signature sequences
terminates.
By taking the iterated signature sequence ~sk,i as the eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue, the iterative signature optimization method monotonously
decreases the total MSE. Since the total MSE is lower-bounded by 0, the sig-
nature sequence optimization procedure definitely converges to a fixed solution
which minimizes the total MSE. By implementing linear MMSE equalizer at the
receiver, the power adjustment scheme and the corresponding resource allocation
scheme can be conducted on the optimum signature sequences in a similar way as
described in previous chapters.
5.3.3 Signature Optimization with MMSE Precoding
Figure ?? illustrates the corresponding transceiver block diagram where the linear
MMSE precoder is implemented before spreading units to pre-equalize the trans-
mitted symbols. At the receiver a simple match filter is used, where the scalar β is
closely related to the given total energy constraint ET and needs to be optimized.
The K × K matrix B is used to denote the precoding matrix which encodes
the K parallel transmitted symbols before signal despreading. At the receiver end,
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Algorithm 6 Iterative Signature Sequence Optimization
Require: A, 2σ2n and H˜
Ensure: S = [~s1, ~s2, ..., ~sK ] for total MSE minimization
1: Initialize S0 = [~s1,0, ~s2,0, ..., ~sK,0].
2: Calculate MSET,0 using Eq(5.5)
3: i← 1
4: while eMSE > e
∗
MSE do
5: Calculate Rnn,i with Si−1 using Eq(5.6).
6: for k = 1, 2, ..., K do
7: Calculate Xk,i and Yk,i with Si−1 using Eq(5.11) and Eq(5.12) respec-
tively.
8: Identify the eigenvector ~vk corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the
matrix Xk,i +Yk,i.
9: ~sk,i ← ~vk
10: end for
11: Calculate MSET,i with Si using Eq(5.5).
12: Update the square error of total MSE as eMSE ← (MSET,i −MSET,i−1)2
13: i← i+ 1
14: end while
X
+
+
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Figure 5.1: Linear MMSE Precoder implemented at the transmitter and the match
filter used at the receiver
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the received signals in chips can be represented as:
~r (S) = H˜SBA~b+ n˜ (5.13)
where the vector n˜ is still the lumped sum of the ISI and white noise. The receiver
uses a match filter to despread the signals, so that ~wk = β
−1H˜sk for each channel k
(k = 1, 2, ..., K). To explore the signature sequence optimization method with the
use of precoder and match filter, the optimization of the matrix B and the scalar
β should be presented with fixed signature sequence S in order to minimize the
total MSE, i.e. meeting MMSE criterion. Given a transmitted energy constraint
ET =
K∑
k=1
Ek, the matrix B and the scalar β are optimized using the following
constrained optimization cost function:
min
B,β
(
K∑
k=1
ε
{∣∣∣bk − β−1~sHk H˜H (H˜SBA~b+ n˜)∣∣∣2
})
s.t. tr
(
BA2BH
)− ET ≤ 0 (5.14)
which can be rewritten to be a Lagrangian function in matrix form:
min
B,β
L(B, β) = min
B,β
(
tr
(
IK + β
−2XBA2BHX+ β−2SHH˜HRnnH˜S
)
(5.15)
−2tr (β−1AXB)+ λ [tr (BA2BH)− ET ])
with Lagrangian multiplier λ and the matrixX = SHH˜HH˜S. Letting ∂L(B, β)/∂B =
0 together with ∂L(B, β)/∂β = 0 yields the optimal solutions to be:
B =βF−1XA−1
where F = X2 +
tr(SHH˜HRnnH˜S)
ET
IK
(5.16)
and
β =
√
ET
tr
(
XF−2X
) (5.17)
where the covariance matrix of lumped noise is given as:
Rnn = 2σ
2
nIN+2α + J
N(H˜S)BA
2
BH(H˜S)
H (
JN
)T
+ (5.18)
(JT )N(H˜S)BA2BH(H˜S)
H
JN
with the use of MMSE precoder at the receiver. Eq(5.18) implies the matrix
Rnn determining the optimal B and β is also determined by B with fixed energy
allocation and signature assignment, which means with the presence of ISI, the
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linear MMSE precoding matrix B should be iterated associated with updating
Rnn and β until B converges. The matrix B is iteratively calculated as follows.
First initialize the matrix B0 as B0 = IK , and generate the diagonal amplitude
matrix A =
√
ET/KIk given energy constraint ET . Denoting the iterated pre-
coder matrix as Bi, and the scalar as βi, in each iteration step first update the
matrix Rnn using the matrix Bi−1 in previous step, then calculate the updated
precoder matrix Bi and βi by using updated Rnn, respectively. The procedure of
calculation is depicted in Algorithm 7, where at the end of each iteration the error
of the matrix B, eB, is calculated the Frobenius norm of the matrix (Bi −Bi−1),
and the procedure finishes when the error eB is below a specified value e
∗
B.
Algorithm 7 Calculation of MMSE Precoder Matrix
1: B0 ← IK and A←
√
ET /KIK
2: while eB > e
∗
B do
3: Update the matrix Rnn using Bi−1 in Eq(5.18)
4: Calculate the precoder matrix Bi, the scalar βi by using updated Rnn in
Eq(5.16) and Eq(5.17), respectively.
5: eB ← ||Bi −Bi−1||2F
6: end while
5.3.3.1 MMSE Precoder-Based Iterative Signature Optimization
For any fixed signature sequence set S, the corresponding MMSE precoder B and
the match filter scalar β are optimized using the method described above to bring
the minimal total MSE:
MSET,o (S) = min
Bi,βi
MSET (S,B, β) (5.19)
= tr



 ET
tr
(
SHH˜HRnnH˜S
)X2 + IK


−2

+β−2tr
(
SHH˜HRnnH˜S
)
The value MSET,o (S) can be further minimized by optimizing the signature
sequence set S by applying projected gradient descent method. Denoting the
matrix Si as the iterated signature sequence set in iteration i = 1, 2, 3, ..., and
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variable θ = tr
(
SHH˜HRnnH˜S
)
, and assuming the lumped noise variance Rnn
to be fixed, the update of the set of signature sequences by applying projected
gradient descent [116] method can be written as:
Si = F
(
Si−1 −∆i ∂
∂S
MSET,o (Si)
)
(5.20)
where ∆i is the adaptation step in iteration i, and the function F (S) of matrix S
is used to normalize each column of S to have unit norm. The partial derivative
∂MSET,o (S) /∂S is given as:
∂MSET,o (S)
∂S
≈ −2
[
ET
(
ET θ
−1X2 + IK
)−3(
2θ−1X
dX
dS
− θ−2X2 dθ
dS
)]H
(5.21)
+β−2
dθ
dS
− 2 θ
ET
[(
X+
θ
ET
X−1
)−3(
IK − θ
ET
X−2
)
dX
dS
]H
where
dX
dS
= 2SHH˜HH˜
dθ
dS
= 2SHH˜HRnnH˜
(5.22)
In each iteration i, the adaptation step ∆i is selected to ensure the func-
tion MSET,o (Si) decreases monotonously with increasing i, therefore the step ∆i
should satisfy:
MSET,o (Si) ≤MSET,o (Si−1)− εxtr
(
∂
∂S
MSET,o (Si)
H ∂
∂S
MSET,o (Si)
)
∆i
(5.23)
with a pre-specified parameter εx (εx < 1, and εx = 10
−2 in simulations). As
the lumped noise variance Rnn is also a function of signature sequences and the
corresponding MMSE precoder B, the matrices Rnn and B as well as the scalar β
should be updated once the set of signature sequences Si is updated. The signature
sequence optimization procedure terminates when the function MSET,o (Si) con-
verges. It can be observed that the function MSET,o (Si) decreases monotonously
in each step due to the projected gradient descent method, and the total MSE value
is lower-bounded by 0. Therefore the updating procedure of projected gradient
descent method definitely converges to a fixed minimal point of MSET,o (Si).
The algorithm given in Algorithm 8 illustrates the projected gradient descent
method to optimize the signature sequences with the use of MMSE precoder.
The initial set of signature sequences S0 is given as a set of K normalized Walsh
codes, scrambled by a long-period random code. For each iteration step i, the
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precoder matrixB, the scalar β, and the corresponding noise varianceRnn are first
updated by using the set Si−1 obtained in previous step, and then they are used to
calculate the derivative of MSET,o with respect to S when S = Si−1. Afterwards
the adaptation step ∆i is selected to satisfy the condition in Eq(5.23), and the
corresponding updated signature sequence set Si is derived by using Eq(5.20).
At the end of each iteration, the function MSET,o (Si) is calculated with the
newly updated signature sequence matrix Si, and the square error of total MSE is
calculated as done in Algorithm 6. When the square error of total MSE becomes
less than the specified value e∗MSE, the signature sequence adaptation finishes with
the latest signature sequence matrix used as optimum sequences, which leads to
the optimum matrix B and scalar β to minimize the total MSE.
Algorithm 8 Pojected Gradient Desent Signature Optimization
Require: A, 2σ2n and H˜
Ensure: S = [~s1, ~s2, ..., ~sK ] for total MSE minimization
1: Initialize S0 = [~s1,0, ~s2,0, ..., ~sK,0].
2: Calculate MSET,o(S0) using Eq(5.19)
3: i← 1
4: while eMSE > e
∗
MSE do
5: Calculate Rnn,i and B with Si−1 using Eq(5.6) and Eq(5.16) respectively.
6: Calculate (∂MSET,o/∂S)(Si−1) using Eq(5.21)
7: ∆i = 1/2
8: while 1 do
9: Si ← Si−1 −∆i(∂MSET,o/∂S)(Si−1)
10: Normalize each column of Si
11: Calculate MSET,o(Si) using Eq(5.19).
12: if Condition in Eq(5.23) is not satisfied then
13: ∆i ← ∆i/2
14: else
15: Break
16: end if
17: end while
18: eMSE ← MSET,o(Si)−MSET,o(Si−1)
19: i← i+ 1
20: end while
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For estimating the output SINRs when using the MMSE precoder and match
filter receiver, initially a K ×K matrix should be defined as follows:
Γ = β−1SH˜
H
H˜SBA = XF
−1
X (5.24)
Then the output SINR for each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) can be written as:
γk =
∣∣∣[Γ]k,k∣∣∣2
~Γk~ΓHk −
∣∣∣[Γ]k,k∣∣∣2 + β−2 ∣∣∣~sHk H˜HRnnH˜~sk∣∣∣ (5.25)
where the vector ~Γk is the k
th row vector of the matrix Γ, i.e. the vector ~ΓTk is
the kth column vector of the matrix ΓT =
[
~ΓT1 ,
~ΓT2 , ...,
~ΓTK
]T
. Clearly it can be
observed that the optimal MMSE precoder in Eq(5.16) automatically offsets the
effect of power adjustment, so that the matrix Γ is irrelevant to energy allocation
in parallel channels. Given any energy allocation, the output SINR distribution
over all channels is therefore fixed but not equal. Furthermore each output SINR
is only determined by its respective channel condition, signature sequences and
the systemic total energy constraint. In that case any resource allocation ap-
proach implemented with MMSE precoder can be greatly simplified. However, its
throughput performance is penalized as the wasted SINR in each channel cannot
be eliminated by the power adjustment schemes.
5.3.3.2 Two-Group Allocation with MMSE Precoder
The Eq(5.25) clearly shows that given energy constraint ET , applying MMSE
precoder makes the output SINRs fixed but unequal no matter how the transmitted
energies are adjusted, because the optimum MMSE precoder totally offsets the
impact of amplitude matrix A at the transmitter. Therefore iterative energy
adjustment is unavailable to eliminate the unnecessary amounts of energy when
loading the bit rates to parallel channels, which reduces the resource utilization
efficiency.
Given the energy constraint ET , the output SINRs {γk}Kk=1 are calculated by
using Eq(5.25) for all K channels, and are fixed. The lower bit rate bp of the
two-group allocation is selected to satisfy:
γ∗ (bp) ≤ min
k
γk < γ
∗ (bp+1) k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.26)
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which makes the channel with the lowest SINR can load the lower bit rate bp.
Then the number of channels loading the higher bit rate bp+1 can be calculated
as:
m =
K∑
k=1
1[γk≥γ∗(bp+1)] (5.27)
which is the number of channels having SINR γk ≥ γ∗ (bp+1).
5.3.4 Performance Evaluation
The QAM HSDPA system considered in this chapter uses the same parameters as
those used in previous chapters: chip rate 1/Tc = 3.84Mcps, spreading factor N =
16, number of channels K = 15, and the variance of additive white Gaussian noise
2σ2n with 2σ
2
n = N0 = −174dBm/Hz the single-sided PSD of noise. The frequency
selective channel is assumed to be ITU Vehicular A channel. For ISI suppression,
α = 8 more chips are collected by the window-extended receiving scheme in either
side of each symbol period. The total energy constraint ET is given in terms of
total SNR, which has the same definition as the one used in previous chapter. The
linear MMSE equalizer (RxMMSE)-based and MMSE precoder (TxMMSE)-based
signature sequence optimization methods are evaluated and compared in terms of
total MSE and system throughput. As the benchmark, the Walsh codes scrambled
by long-period random code are also examined with the RxMMSE and TxMMSE,
respectively.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the total MSEs achieved by RxMMSE-based and TxMMSE-
based optimum signatures respectively, against the total SNR in dB. When the
MMSE precoder is used at the transmitter combined with the match filter at the
receiver, further optimizing the signature sequences substantially reduces the to-
tal MSE by 18 33% compared with using scrambled Walsh codes. In addition
the TxMMSE-based optimum signature sequence set has the total MSE perfor-
mance which is comparable to the one achieved by Walsh codes equipped with
MMSE equalizer. The total MSE achieved by using RxMMSE is lower than that
achieved by using TxMMSE, since the MMSE equalizer jointly minimizes the in-
terference and residual noise in each channel, whereas the MMSE precoder tends
to pre-eliminating the interference at the expense of reducing the received ener-
gies of desired signals. The RxMMSE-based optimum signature sequences reduce
the total MSE by 10 30% compared with the Walsh codes equipped with MMSE
equalizer.
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Figure 5.2: Total MSEs vs total SNR for txMMSE-based and rxMMSE-based
optimum signature sequences.
Next the discrete system throughputs achieved by different codes are evaluated
by applying two-group approach (TG) and equal rate and power approach (ER),
respectively. A finite set of bit rate values are given as {bp}6p=1 = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4}
bits per symbol which are loaded on parallel channels. The corresponding SINR
targets are given by the Shannon equation by assuming the gap value Γ = 0dB.
Given the summation of bit rate over all channels RT , the system throughput in
bits per second (bps) can be calculated as CT = RT/ (NTc). For the system apply-
ing MMSE equalizer, Figure 5.3 illustrates the system throughputs of two-group
approach and equal bit and power approach with optimum sequences and Walsh
codes, respectively. When the equal rate and power allocation approach is applied,
the optimum signature sequences substantially improve the system throughput by
20 38%, and when two-group approach is used, the optimum signature sequences
bring improvement of up to 17% in the region of high total SNR. The significant
performance improvement when equal rate and power approach is applied is due
to effective interference mitigation through optimizing signature sequences based
on uniform energy allocation. The slight decrease in system throughput of opti-
mum sequences in low SNR region is due to the energy allocation of two-group
approach is unequal, which does not match the pre-assumption of equal energy
loading for signature optimization.
When the system uses MMSE precoder combined with match filter receiver,
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Figure 5.3: System throughputs vs. total SNR for RxMMSE-based optimum
signature sequences.
the two-group approach is applied in such a way as described above, and the
equal rate and power approach selects the bit rate satisfying Eq(5.26) and loads
the bit rate on all channels. Figure 5.4 depicts the system throughputs against
total SNR in the system using MMSE precoder. When the system using MMSE
precoder and corresponding optimized signature sequences, 50 100% improvement
in system throughput can be achieved with equal rate and equal power loading
method compared with OVSF codes equipped with MMSE precoder. Further-
more 30 55% improvement in system throughput can be realized when applying
two-group approach. The results imply that signature optimization brings sub-
stantial improvement in system throughput when MMSE precoder is used. It
is also observed applying two-group approach on TxMMSE-based optimum se-
quences makes the system suffer significant penalty compared with the system
using OVSF codes equipped with MMSE equalizer, especially in high SNR region.
Such performance penalty is due to the fixed output SINRs when MMSE pre-
coder is applied, and those SINRs cannot be varied by power adjustment scheme
to redistribute the energy to some promising channels. For achieving higher per-
formance, other non two-group allocation methods should be considered to fully
take advantage of MMSE precoding scheme.
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Figure 5.4: System throughputs vs. total SNR for TxMMSE-based optimum
signature sequences.
5.4 Complex Grassmannian Codes with PAM
Systems
With the same total energy constraint and using the same discrete bit and power
loading method, the system having smaller bit rate granularities often achieves
better resource utilization efficiency, thus higher system throughput. Recalling
the fact a QAM channel symbol brings the same bits as two PAM symbols in
two channels, either of which brings half bits as the QAM symbol does, the bit
granularities between the discrete bit rates loaded in each PAM symbol is half
of that in QAM symbol. Therefore better resource utilization efficiency can be
achieved by decomposing each QAM symbol into two PAM symbols, and loading
the resource allocation schemes on those PAM symbols loaded with double number
of channels.
Initially in this section the problem of how a QAM HSDPA system can be
decomposed into its PAM counterpart is studied. Given a QAM multicode CDMA
system having K (K < N) parallel channels and transmitted complex symbols,
a PAM system which transmits only the real symbols is said to be equivalent to
the QAM system if for any total energy constraint ET , the two systems have the
same maximum sum capacity. For the QAM system working over underloaded
case (K < N), the continuous maximum sum capacity is given as the summation
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of Shannon capacities over all channels:
CQAM,K = K log2
(
1 +
ET |h|2
2Kσ2n
)
(5.28)
where σ2n = N0/2 is the variance of sampled white Gaussian noise per signal dimen-
sion [6], withN0/2 the double-sided PSD of noise. This sum capacity is achieved by
using orthogonal signature sequences, e.g. Walsh codes in interference-free coded
channels with equal channel gain h and equally allocating the transmitted energies.
As the PAM multicode CDMA system only transmits and receives real-valued
channel symbols, only the real components of the received signals are accounted
in SINR calculation. Appendix E demonstrates how the SINRs can be calculated
for PAM multicode CDMA system, showing that only the noise variance in one
dimension, σ2n, should be taken into account. Furthermore the information bits
per PAM symbol is half of the bits per QAM symbol for the channel having the
same output SINR. Therefore the maximum sum capacity of PAM system is given
as:
CPAM,2K = 2K × 1
2
log2
[
1 +
ET |h|2
(2K) · (σ2n)
]
(5.29)
which is equal to the maximum sum capacity of QAM system having K channels.
When operating in interference-free environment, the PAM system having 2K
channels is equivalent to a QAM system having K channels in terms of providing
the same sum capacity upper bound.
In most of HSDPA applications, the number of channels K approaches the
spreading factor N , therefore the PAM counterparts operate in overloaded case
due to 2K > N . No orthogonal signature sequence set exists in overloaded case,
however, using a subclass of Welch Bound Equality (WBE) codes, complex Grass-
mannian codes, can eliminate the real crosscorrelations between codes, so that the
PAM symbols are free from real interference. The remaining part of this section
first presents the generation of complex Grassmannian codes. Then for the PAM
system working over frequency selective channel, a combinatorial receiving scheme
and a PAM-MMSE scheme are developed for real interference suppression, where
the latter scheme requires less computation workload.
5.4.1 Generation of Complex Grassmannian Codes
The complex Grassmannian code set is a set of optimum spreading codes for the
multicode CDMA systems operating in overloaded case, where any two Grass-
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mannian codes have the same crosscorrelation and the Total Squared Correlation
(TSC) is minimized to be K2/N . For the system having spreading factor N = 2p
for p ∈ N, a set of 2N complex Grassmannian codes can be constructed, where
the crosscorrelation of any two codes is [84]:
ρ = ρk,l = ±j
√
K −N
N(K − 1) = ±j
1√
2N − 1 , k, l = 1, 2, ..., K, k 6= l (5.30)
where j =
√−1. The crosscorrelation of any two sequences in Eq(5.30) is purely
imaginary and 0 in real. Such Grassmannian code set is therefore a promising
choice for the PAM-modulated system to maximize sum capacity by eliminating
real interference. The 2N Grassmannian codes can be generated by constructing
their corresponding Gram matrix, and the Gram matrix is generated by recursively
constructing the 2N × 2N skew-symmetric conference matrix.
The 2N × 2N Gram matrix of Grassmannian codes is defined as G = SHS
with S = [~s1, ~s2, ..., ~s2N ] the N × 2N Grassmannian code set, the entries of which
satisfy:
Gk,l =
{
1 k = l
±j 1√
2N−1 k 6= l
(5.31)
and such Gram matrix can be constructed by recursively generating the 2N ×
2N skew-symmetric conference matrix. Any 2m × 2m (m = 1, 2, ..., N) skew-
symmetric conference matrix can be generated using an m ×m skew-symmetric
conference matrix:
C2m =
[
Cm Cm − Im
Cm + Im Cm
]
m = 1, ..., N (5.32)
with C1 = 0. The recursively generated conference matrix C2N is then used to
obtain the Gram matrix as:
G=I2N+j|ρ|C2N (5.33)
where the parameter ρ is given in Eq(5.30). The generated matrix G obviously
satisfies the condition in Eq(5.31), thus it is the Gram matrix of 2N Grassmannian
codes.
Given the eigendecomposition of Gram matrix G = UΛUH , where the diago-
nal matrix, Λ, contains 2N eigenvalues sorted in descending order, and is written
as:
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Λ = diag (λ1, λ2, ..., λ2N) (5.34)
Denote the 2N × N matrix Utr as the matrix consisting the first N eigenvectors
(column vectors) in U, and N ×N matrix Λtr containing the first N eigenvalues
of Λ in main diagonal line, so that the optimum complex Grassmannian codes are
given as:
S = Λ
1/2
tr U
H
tr (5.35)
For the equivalent PAM-modulated system having 2K (K < N) channels,
randomly selecting 2K codes from the Grassmannian code set generated in the
above way can achieve the same maximum sum capacity as its QAM counterpart
does in interference-free channel, as Eq(5.28) and Eq(5.29) depict.
For simple presentation, the PAM-modulated system using complex Grass-
mannian codes is referred as complex PAM system in the remaining part of the
chapter. Also the complex PAM system considered in the following sections will
be assumed to have K (N < K < 2N) channels, which means its equivalent QAM
system has K/2 channels.
5.4.2 MMSE Equalizer with Complex Conjugate Concate-
nation
When the complex PAM system under consideration operates over frequency selec-
tive channels, once again the zero-real-crosscorrelation property of Grassmannian
codes is destroyed by the presence of inter-symbol interference (ISI). The conven-
tional linear MMSE equalizer widely used in previous sections and chapters aims
to minimize the magnitude of the detection error rather than its real component
in each channel, therefore it has the trend of overestimating the interference level
in PAM system, causing performance degradation. After chip sampling, a combi-
nation of a complex conjugate concatenation scheme and the conventional linear
MMSE equalizer is proposed for real interference mitigation in symbol detection.
The combinatorial receiving scheme consists of the complex conjugate con-
catenation unit to form a double-length received signal vector, followed by the
conventional linear MMSE equalizer where the coefficients are estimated based
on the extended received signal vector. At the output of window-extended chip
sampler, the (N + 2α)-length received signal vector is given as:
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~r = Q˜A˜b˜+ ~ne (5.36)
where the (N + 2α) × 3K matrix Q˜ consists of the received signature sequence
fractions which spread the symbols transmitted in 3 consecutive periods. The ma-
trix Q˜ combines the channel characteristics with the complex Grassmannian code
set S. The received signature sequence of channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K) associated
with the current symbol period is therefore the (K+k)th column of Q˜, q˜K+k. The
vector b˜ and matrix A˜ contain the information of real transmitted symbols and
corresponding amplitudes in the 3 consecutive periods, respectively. The vector
~ne is the vector of complex Gaussian noise samples with zero mean and noise vari-
ance σ2n per dimension. The complex conjugate concatenation scheme generates
another received signal vector ~rcc as ~rcc =
1√
2
[
~rT (~r∗)T
]T
by appending vector
~r with its conjugate, where the multiplier 1/
√
2 guarantees the received energy
of transmitted signals to be unchanged before and after the concatenation. The
double-length received signal vector ~rcc can be approximately modeled as:
~rcc =
1√
2
[
~r
~r∗
]
≈ 1√
2
[
Q˜
Q˜∗
]
A˜b˜+ ~ncc (5.37)
= Q˜ccA˜b˜+ ~ncc
as if the real transmitted symbols were spread by the double-length received sig-
nature sequence set Q˜cc. The vector ~ncc contains 2(N + 2α) i.i.d. complex white
noise samples with noise variance σ2n, and it models the concatenated noise vector
1√
2
[
~nT ~nH
]T
where the upper-half of the concatenated noise vector has nonzero
correlation with its lower-half. Assuming the original received signature sequence
set Q˜ is a full-ranked matrix, the dimension of the concatenated signature se-
quence set Q˜cc is proved to be min (2K, 2(N + 2α)) ≈ 2N in Appendix F with the
number of channels K ≈ 2N for HSDPA-equivalent complex PAM system. The
linear MMSE equalizer estimated based on the vector ~rcc, can therefore better
suppress the interference in each channel. This is because the vectors of spread
signals are distributed more sparsely in the extended signal space spanned by the
columns of Q˜cc, thus having improved output SINR performances.
Given the extended received signal vector ~rcc, the conventional linear MMSE
equalizer calculates its coefficient vector ~wk for each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K)
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following the MMSE criterion for complex transmitted symbols:
min
~wk
(
ε
{∣∣bk − ~wHk ~rcc∣∣2}) k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.38)
This minimizes the distance between real symbol bk and complex receiver output
~wHk ~rcc for each channel. The coefficient vectors are therefore calculated in the same
way as they are calculated in the QAM HSDPA system, and the output SINR for
each channel is estimated using Eq(E.4) in Appendix E.
Applying the combinatorial receiving scheme substantially improves the inter-
ference mitigation capability of the receiver for complex PAM system, thus the
complex PAM system can realize higher sum capacity. The combinatorial receiving
scheme however has drawbacks:
• Dealing with the double-length received signal vector ~rcc increases both the
computation complexity and storage space;
• The complex entries in ~rcc and the calculations of complex-valued linear
MMSE coefficients are not straightforward to be implemented onto hard-
ware.
Next section presents the PAM-based MMSE equalizer, which aims to mini-
mize the projections of interfering and noise signals onto real axis, without ex-
tending the signal space dimension. It also reduces the computation complexity
by transforming the complex matrix operations into real ones.
5.4.3 Optimum Linear MMSE for Complex PAM Systems
This part develops the optimum linear receiver and corresponding output SINR
estimation for real transmitted symbols spread by complex signatures, where the
receiver coefficients are estimated with the aim of minimizing the real component
of detection error in each channel. In each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), the PAM
system-based linear MMSE equalizer estimates the coefficient vector ~wk for mini-
mizing the expected distance between the originally transmitted real symbol and
the real component of the decision variable:
min
~wk
(
ε
{∣∣bk − Re (~wHk ~r)∣∣2}) k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.39)
based on the received signal vector ~r. Given a general received signature sequence
set Q, Appendix G illustrates the calculation of coefficient vectors of such PAM-
MMSE equalizer through solving a matrix linear equation. For the frequency
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selective channel with the presence of ISI, the coefficient calculation method can
be conducted on the general system model as follows.
For each channel k = 1, 2, ..., K, the receiver coefficient vector ~wk is found by
separating and stacking the real and imaginary parts of vector ~wk to form the
2(N +2α)-length real vector ~we,k =
[
Re (~wk)
T Im (~wk)
T
]T
. First the 2(N +2α)-
length real vector ~we,k is calculated for each k as:
~we,k = X
−1~pk k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.40)
The real coefficient matrix X is jointly estimated as:
X ,
[
X11 X12
X21 X22
]T
(5.41)
where the sub-matrices are given as:
X11 = Re
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜H
)
+ Re
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜T
)
+ 2σ2nI (5.42)
X12 = − Im
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜H
)
+ Im
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜T
)
(5.43)
X21 = Im
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜H
)
+ Im
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜T
)
(5.44)
X22 = Re
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜H
)
− Re
(
Q˜A˜
2
Q˜T
)
+ 2σ2nI (5.45)
respectively. The vector ~pk is calculated as:
~pk =
[
2
√
Ek Re (q˜K+k)
T 2
√
Ek Im (q˜K+k)
T
]T
k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.46)
By solving the real vector ~we,k for each k, the corresponding complex-valued (N +
2α)-length vector ~wk is given as
~wk = [we,k,1, ..., we,k,N+2α]
T + j
[
we,k,N+2α+1, we,k,2(N+2α)
]T
(5.47)
for the vector ~wTe,k =
[
we,k,1, ..., we,k,N+2α, we,k,N+2α+1, we,k,2(N+2α)
]T
. Eq(5.47) im-
plies the real and imaginary components of each ~wk come from the upper-half and
lower-half of the vector ~we,k, respectively.
Knowing the optimum MMSE coefficient vectors W = [~w1, ~w2, ..., ~wK ] over all
channels, the decision variables can be obtained in vector form:
~d = [d1, d2, ..., dK ]
T = Re
(
WHQ˜
)
A˜b˜+ Re
(
WH n˜
)
(5.48)
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Denoting Γ = Re
(
WHQ˜
)
A˜ which is real-valued, the SINR estimating equation
given in Eq(E.4) in Appendix E can be further adapted to be more compact:
γk =
[Γ]2k,K+k
~Γk~ΓTk − [Γ]2k,K+k + σ2nRe (~wHk ~wk)
(5.49)
where ~Γk is the row vector of the matrix Γ written as Γ
T =
[
~ΓT1 , ~Γ
T
2 , ..., ~Γ
T
K
]T
for
each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The SINR estimation in Eq(5.49) is equivalent to Eq(E.4)
in Appendix E.
Using the above SINR estimating equation, the transmitted energy Ek can be
iteratively adapted simply using the power adjustment scheme proposed in [59]
given any desired output SINR γ∗(bk) corresponding to the allocated bit bp for
each channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K). The two-group resource allocation approach can
then use such power adjustment method to iteratively optimize the bit and energy
allocations for system throughput maximization.
Comparing with the combinatorial receiving scheme presented in previous sec-
tion, the PAM-based MMSE receiving scheme simplifies the receiving architecture
without conjugate concatenation. It also has lower computation complexity by
keeping the signal space dimension unchanged and conducting calculations on
real matrices.
5.4.4 Performance Evaluation
Given the QAM HSDPA system described above, its equivalent PAM system
should have the same chip rate, spreading factor, variance of complex Gaussian
noise, and double number of parallel channels, i.e. Kpam = 2K = 30. For esti-
mating the practically achieved system throughput, the set of discrete bit rates
transmitting real symbols is given as {gp}6p=1 = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2} bits per
symbol, where each bit rate is given as gp = bp/2, and its corresponding SINR
target is given as:
γ∗ (gp) = 22bp − 1 p = 1, 2, ..., 6 (5.50)
in the complex PAM system. The signature sequences used in Kpam channels are
complex Grassmannian codes, and the window-extended receiving scheme is used
at the receiver to form the received signal vector for symbol detections.
For evaluating the theoretical systemic performances, the sum capacities of the
complex PAM systems are estimated equipped with different receiving schemes
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(match filter, conventional linear MMSE equalizer and PAM-based MMSE equal-
izer) in both frequency flat and frequency selective channels respectively. For
comparison, the sum capacities of QAM-based HSDPA systems, and a hypothet-
ical PAM system using Kpam = 30 real WBE codes, are evaluated, both of which
are equipped with the conventional QAM-based MMSE equalizer. Provided the
total energy constraint ET , the output SINRs {γk}Kk=1 ({γk}Kpamk=1 ) are estimated
with uniform energy distribution Ek = ET/K (Ek = ET /Kpam) with different
combinations of signature sequences and receiving schemes, then the continuous
sum capacities in bps for the QAM and PAM systems are calculated respectively
as:
Cqam =
1
NTc
K∑
k=1
log2 (1 + γk) (bps)
Cpam =
1
2NTc
Kpam∑
k=1
log2 (1 + γk) (bps)
(5.51)
Figure 5.5 illustrates the sum capacities vs. total SNR for both the QAM and
PAM systems working in non-frequency selective channels with channel gain 0dB,
whilst Figure 5.6 illustrates the sum capacities of the two systems working over
ITU Vehicular A channel. The hypothetical PAM system with real WBE codes
assigned to Kpam = 2K channels, suffers from severe performance degradations
in both scenarios. As the number of channels is much larger than spreading
factor, there is relatively high real-valued crosscorrelation between any of the two
real WBE codes, causing each channel in the hypothetical PAM system to suffer
from high interference. Such performance degradation well explains the necessity
of using complex signature sequences rather than real ones to spread PAM real
channel symbols.
Compared with QAM system using conventional MMSE equalizer, the com-
plex PAM equipped with Conventional MMSE has performance degradations by
about 18 33% with both non frequency selective and frequency selective channels.
In non-frequency selective channel, the conventional MMSE equalizer performs
worse than the match filter (MF) compared with PAM system equipped with MF
receiver. In contrast, the combinatorial receiving scheme (Conv. MMSE & CCC)
and PAM-MMSE equalizer (PAM-MMSE) achieve the same system performance,
which approximate that of the QAM system in either frequency selective and non-
frequency selective channel. It can be observed the two receiving schemes are
equivalent and optimum in terms of sum capacity maximization for complex PAM
systems. It can also be observed that when equipped with optimum receiving
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schemes, the complex PAM system with 2K channels is equivalent to the QAM
system with K channels even in multipath wireless channel.
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Figure 5.5: Continuous sum capacities vs. total SNR for both QAM and PAM
systems using different receiving schemes over non-frequency selective channels
with channel gain 0dB.
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Figure 5.6: Continuous sum capacities vs. total SNR for both QAM and PAM
systems using different receiving schemes over frequency selective channels.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the FLOPs (Floating Point Operations) consumed in
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SINR calculations using the combinatorial scheme and PAM-MMSE equalizer,
respectively. For a given N , 2N complex Grassmannian codes are generated, and
the output SINRs are estimated with uniform energy allocation given fixed total
SNR 25dB. The presented results are average values over 50000 iterations for each
given N . The flops consumed by the combinatorial receiving scheme is obviously
higher than that consumed by PAM-MMSE scheme by up to 32 times. The figure
implies although they achieve the same performance in sum capacity, the PAM-
MMSE scheme is more efficient because all its calculations are conducted on real
values.
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Figure 5.7: FLOPs vs. spreading factor for SINR estimation when using the
combinatorial scheme and PAM-MMSE scheme respectively.
Figure 5.8 demonstrates the system throughputs achieved by implementing
two-group allocation approach onto the PAM and QAM systems with different
receiving schemes respectively, when operating over multipath wireless channel.
The PAM system equipped with combinatorial receiving scheme or PAM-MMSE
equalizer brings slight improvement (3˜5%) in discrete system throughput against
the QAM HSDPA system equipped with MMSE equalizer. Recalling the fact the
PAM and QAM systems achieve the same continuous sum capacity in multipath
channel, the improvement in system throughput is caused by reduced bit gran-
ularities, thus reduced energy rise required to increase throughput to the next
higher level. In contrast, 10 20% performance degradation can be observed in the
PAM system equipped with conventional MMSE as the conventional MMSE has
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unpromising interference mitigation capability in complex PAM system.
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Figure 5.8: System throughputs achieved by implementing the two-group resource
allocation approach on the PAM and QAM systems respectively.
5.5 Short Window-Based SVD Code Design
To implement resource allocation approaches onto the multicode CDMA systems,
the thesis has developed the signal receiving methods, power iteration methods and
signature optimization methods based on the window-extended receiving model
originally proposed in [8]. As in practical HSDPA systems, the performance degra-
dation caused by ISI constitutes a major concern for performance enhancement,
this problem has been substantially alleviated throughout the thesis by window-
extended receiving model, which uses an extended sampling window to incorpo-
rate the ISI into system model. The extension of sampling window. However,
introduces extra ISI into the currently detected period as it treats the contents
in adjacent symbol periods as ISI. In contrast, reducing the length of sampling
window to N chips can effectively eliminate the ISI components in other symbol
periods, however, it also reduces the received energies of desired symbols by chop-
ping the tail of the stretched spread symbols with multipath. Based on a shorter
sampling window which is of length N chips, this section proposes a spreading
code design method, coupled with the corresponding receiving scheme, in order to
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eliminate the ISI with multipath channel whilst preserving all the received energies
of desired signals.
By knowing the channel response vector ~h = [h0, h1, ..., hL−1]
T , the channel
convolution matrix H with size (N + L − 1) × N can be constructed, and this
matrix can be decomposed as:
H =
[
D
Z(L−1)×(N−L+1)
B
C
]
(5.52)
where the matrix D is of size N × (N − L+ 1), matrix B is of size N × (L− 1),
and matrix C is of size (L− 1)× (L− 1). The signature sequence matrix S is also
decomposed as S = [STa ,S
T
b ]
T correspondingly where Sa is of size (N −L+1)×K
and Sb is of size (L− 1)×K, respectively. At the receiver end, the chip sampling
window is designed to be length N chips and be aligned to the current symbol
period in synchronous path (path 0), the N received signals in chips can therefore
be written as:
~r = [D,B]SA~b+
[
IN ZN×(L−1)
]
(JT )NHSA~bpre + ~n (5.53)
where the matrix J is shifting matrix defined in previous chapters, the vectors~b and
~bpre are vectors of transmitted symbols in current and previous symbol periods,
respectively, and the N -length vector ~n is the vector of i.i.d. Gaussian noise
samples. By using a shorter sampling window, the ISI from the next symbol period
can be eliminated, and the one from the previous symbol period is represented in
the second term in Eq(5.53). Eq(5.53) can be rewritten as:
~r = (DSa +BSb)A~b+
[
CSb
Z(N−L+1)×K
]
A~bpre + ~n (5.54)
Clearly setting Sb = Z(L−1)×K can eliminate the interference from the previous
symbol period, which implies the system reduces the spreading factor to (N−L+1)
and inserts the guard interval with length (L−1) chips between every two symbol
periods whilst remaining the duration of symbol period unchanged. In such a way
the received spread symbols in each symbol period do not overlap with the ones in
adjacent symbol periods at the receiver. The vector of received signals therefore
yields:
~r = DSaA~b+ ~n (5.55)
To further eliminate the inter-channel interference caused by the matrix D,
perform the eigendecomposition on the matrix DHD:
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DHD = UΛUH (5.56)
where the matrix U consists of (N−L+1) columns of eigenvectors corresponding
to the eigenvalues in diagonal matrix Λ. By taking each column of the matrix
Sa = [~sa,1, ..., ~sa,K ], say ~sa,k, to be the k
th eigenvector, ~uk, in the eigenvector matrix
U, the multicode CDMA channels can be decomposed with several independent
sub-channels. Therefore the signature sequence matrix S can be designed to be
S = [UT ,ZT(L−1)×K ]
T , and the number of such signature sequences K is upper-
bounded by the rank of the matrix D:
K ≤ Kmax = rank (D) = N − L+ 1 (5.57)
Compared with the SVD-based interference-free codes based on window-extended
model whose number of channels is upper bounded by N−2(L−1), the SVD codes
based on short sampling window, proposed here, can take advantage of supporting
(L− 1) more channels for transmission, thus having higher systemic performance.
Also the use of shorter sampling window helps reduce the computation complexity
at the receiver. By implementing such SVD signature sequences with multipath,
in the following sections the corresponding receiving scheme, power adjustment
method and some performance evaluations are presented, respectively.
5.5.1 Signal Reception and Energy Adjustment
Based on the proposed short chip sampling window, the match filter is used for
symbol detection, where the coefficient matrix is given as:
W = [~w1, ~w2, ..., ~wK] = DSa (5.58)
and is of size N × K. Denoting ~d = [d1, d2,..., dK ]T as the K-length vector of
receiver outputs in K channels, ~d can be written as:
~d = WH~r = SHa D
HDSaA~b+ S
H
a D
H~n (5.59)
= ΛA~b+ SHa D
H~n
where Λ = diag (λ1, λ2, ..., λK) is the diagonal matrix containing K eigenvalues
of D. Eq(5.59) shows that each receiver output is only affected by the white
noise component in its channel, therefore the output SINR in each channel k
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(k = 1, 2, ..., K) is given as:
γk =
λ2kEk
N0 (SHa D
HDSa)k.k
=
λkEk
N0
(5.60)
noting that A = diag
(√
E1,
√
E2, ...,
√
EK
)
.
Given the bit allocation {rk}Kk=1 and the corresponding SINR targets {γ∗(rk)}Kk=1
assigned to K channels, the required transmitted energies to realize such bit rate
allocation are calculated as:
Ek(rk) =
N0
λk
γ∗(rk) k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.61)
by adopting short sampling window-based SVD signature sequences at the trans-
mitter. It is clear that the short window-based SVD codes reduce the iteration
number of energy adjustment to 1 as the codes decompose the multiple access
channel into K interference-free sub-channels, in each of which the output SINR
is linear to transmitted energy. Knowing such relationship between transmit-
ted energy and bit rate (SINR target) in each channel, the two-group allocation
approach can be implemented with much reduced computation complexity once
eigenvalues {λk}Kk=1 are known by channel estimator.
5.5.2 Performance Evaluations
The configuration of QAM HSDPA system is adopted here for performance eval-
uation. For the fixed spreading factor N , the system adopting extended window-
based SVD codes uses [N − 2(L− 1)] parallel channels for transmission, whereas
the one adopting short window-based SVD codes uses (N−L+1) channels, where
L is the maximum time delay in chips of ITU Vehicular A channel. For compari-
son, the performances of system throughputs of OVSF codes equipped with linear
MMSE equalizer, and the RxMMSE-based optimum signature sequences are also
evaluated with K = 15 coded channels, the system model of which is window
extended model.
Figure 5.9 examines the continuous sum capacities of both SVD-based and
non SVD-based codes against total SNR, where the transmitter uniformly dis-
tributes the energy onto each available channel. The short window-based SVD
codes substantially outperforms the ones based on extended window, due to the
fact the former can support (L − 1) more channels for transmission. The short
window-based SVD codes also achieve roughly the same performance as the OVSF
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codes with linear MMSE does. This implies that the former effectively offsets the
performance penalty of reduced number of channels by realizing higher bit rate in
each channel. The RxMMSE-based optimum signature sequences achieve roughly
12% higher sum capacity compared with the short window-based SVD codes, as it
achieves a better trade-off between interference suppression and supporting more
channels.
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Figure 5.9: Theoretical sum capacities vs. total SNR for SVD-based and non
SVD-based signature sequence sets respectively.
Figure 5.10 depicts the continuous sum capacities of both SVD-based and non
SVD-based codes against the number of propagation paths for the fixed total
SNR 25dB. For each given L, the channel coefficient vector is constructed as
~h = [h0, h1, ..., hL−1]T each element of which is i.i.d. Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and variance 3 dB2. The provided results are average values over
1000 different realizations of channel coefficient vectors. The break-even point,
after which the non SVD-based codes’ performances will exceed the ones of SVD-
based codes, is significantly higher for short window-based SVD codes, which
implies with some multipath channels having less propagation paths, e.g. ITU
Pedestrian A channel, using short window-based SVD codes can achieve higher
performance compared with K = 15 OVSF codes. The short-window codes signif-
icantly outperform the extended window-based codes because the short-window
codes make the received signature sequences in different symbol periods not to
overlap with each other by reducing the length of sequences of nonzero chips, in
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more coded channels than the window-extended SVD codes.
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Figure 5.10: Theoretical sum capacities vs. number of propagation paths L for
SVD-based and non SVD-based signature sequence sets, respectively.
Figure 5.11 depicts the system throughputs against total SNR with discrete
bit rates per channel realized by two-group resource allocation approach, for SVD-
based and non-SVD-based codes respectively. Surprisingly, the system throughput
realized by two-group approach for short window-based SVD codes only achieves
55 90% of the throughput with OVSF codes and linear MMSE, 45 75% of the
throughput with RxMMSE-based optimum sequences, respectively. There also
exist obvious total SNR gaps within the performance curve of short window-based
SVD codes, where large total SNR rise (2 3dB) is needed each time the system
throughput increases to the next higher value. The system adopting extended
window-based SVD codes clearly has the worst performance, since the highly re-
duced number of channels prohibits the increase in system throughput in the
range of high SNR values, with each channel’s bit rate upper bounded by bP . The
performance degradation of the short window-based SVD codes with two-group
approach can be explained by the fact the channel coefficients, i.e.the eigenvalues
of the multipath channel is substantially unevenly distributed, where the eigenval-
ues of a few channels are exceptionally high whereas other channels have relatively
low values. With such distributed eigenvalues, the lower bit rate of the two-group
approach is relatively low in order to be loaded on the poor channels, as well as the
higher bit rate which is the next higher value of the lower bit rate, thus achieving
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relatively low system throughput.
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Figure 5.11: System throughputs realized by two-group allocation approach vs.
total SNR for SVD-based and non SVD-based signature sequence sets.
In this section another SVD-based signature sequence design method is devel-
oped for interference elimination, based on a shorter N -length chip sampling win-
dow. The system adopting such signature sequences can support up to N −L+1
channels for transmission and has a greatly simplified power adjustment proce-
dure. Simulation results show that such short window-based SVD codes achieve
comparable sum capacity performance to the OVSF codes with linear MMSE.
However the two-group approach cannot fully explore the potential of the short
window-based SVD codes due to its unequal distribution of channel coefficients.
To fully take the advantage of such interference-free codes, other unequal bit rate
allocation methods should be examined.
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter the channel-aware signature sequence design methods are studied
in order to achieve promising system performances with the two-group resource
allocation applied. Two iterative signature design methods have been developed
which are equipped with linear MMSE equalizer and MMSE precoder, respectively.
For improving the power utilization efficiency, the PAM system, which transmits
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real-valued symbols spread by complex signature sequences, is design to have the
same sum capacity upperbound as its QAM counterpart, whereas having smaller
bit rate increments. Two receiving schemes are also proposed for the complex PAM
system. Finally, the design method of interference-free signature sequences based
on the use of the short observation window is presented, and its performances are
evaluated compared with the OVSF codes equipped with linear MMSE equalizer.
Some conclusions are obtained from the simulations as follows:
• When the system uses linear MMSE equalizer, signature optimization can
have obvious improvement in system throughput. The improvement in sys-
tem throughput is also substantial when the system uses MMSE precoder
instead. However when the two-group allocation is applied with MMSE pre-
coder, the power utilization becomes rather poor in the region of high total
SNR values, because the MMSE precoder makes the output SINRs fixed but
not equal.
• The two proposed signal reception schemes make the complex PAM system
achieve the same sum capacity performance as its QAM counterpart does, in
either frequency flat or frequency selective channel. Furthermore the PAM-
MMSE scheme consumes less flops than the combinatorial scheme thus being
more efficient. With the two schemes the complex PAM further improves
system throughput by realizing lower bit rate increments in more channels.
• The SVD-based interference-free code design method based on the short
observation window achieve roughly the same sum capacity performance as
the OVSF codes do with linear MMSE equalizer. However, the two-group
approach applied on those codes has poor power utilization efficiency, thus
much lower system throughput, due to the substantially different channel
gains in different orthogonal channels.
Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
This chapter, as the last chapter, provides a brief summary of the thesis, and also
addresses a few questions on which the research is ongoing or will be conducted
in near future.
6.1 Thesis Summary
This thesis studies the channel-aware and efficient bit and power loading meth-
ods,plus the optimum signature sequence design methods for the single-user mul-
ticode CDMA system working over frequency selective downlink. As finite bit rate
values can be realized, the thesis proposes to apply the two-group allocation to
solve the energy-constrained power and bit loading problem, which leads to op-
timum solution with interference-free parallel channels. When the system works
with interference-existing channels, this thesis uses an extended chip sampling
window to build up a more general signal receiving model to incorporates the
inter-symbol interference (ISI) in multipath channel. Using that model the two-
group allocation is aided by iterative calculation of optimum energy calculation
and recursive channel ordering. Simulation shows such two-group allocation im-
plementation approximates optimum throughput performance with much reduced
complexity. Further performance enhancement are accomplished by introducing
the channel clustering preprocessing to and dropping channel ordering from two-
group approach.
The thesis then focuses on complexity reduction in iterative calculation of opti-
mum energy allocation in parallel channels. Besides the iterative energy updating
method, the thesis develops two energy calculating methods which invoke less ma-
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trix inversions. The linear Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) equalizer-based
iterative eigenvalue adjustment obtains the optimum energy allocation by iterating
a set of eigenvalues. The recursive energy adjustment method calculates the opti-
mum energies recursively following the backward channel index order, by making
use of the successive detection feature of MMSE SIC. Performance enhancement
is also achieved by using an error covariance matrix-based channel ordering.
Noticing that throughput enhancement can be accomplished by jointly op-
timizing the resource allocation and signature sequence set, the thesis proposes
to iteratively update the signature sequences with the aim of minimizing the to-
tal MSE knowing the channel characteristics. The iterative signature updating
methods are derived from Lagrangian equation when being equipped with linear
MMSE receiver, and projected gradient descent when being equipped with MMSE
precoder, respectively. The thesis also examines their system performances when
combining with different resource allocation schemes.
A complex PAM system which transmits real symbols spread by complex sig-
nature sequences is then examined in order to obtain reduced bit rate increments
thus higher energy utilization efficiency against the QAM HSDPA system. The
complex PAM system uses double number of channels as its QAM counterpart,
thus two PAM system-based signal receiving schemes are developed for interfer-
ence mitigation with highly increased number of channels.
Finally the thesis studies a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)-based interference-
free signature sequence design method, which is aided by a short chip sampling
window, and its sum capacity performance is evaluated and compared against the
signature interference-existing sequences equipped with extended window-based
chip sampling window.
6.2 Conclusions
In this thesis a set of channel-aware and energy-aware radio resource allocation
methods and interference suppression techniques are studied, for the multicode
CDMA transmission to realize promising performance in system throughput with
improved efficiency, when operating in frequency selective channel. It is firstly
identified that implementing the non-orthogonal channels to all available coded
channels, coupled with the linear MMSE equalizer based on a generalized signal
reception model, effectively mitigates the interference, which includes the ISI in
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adjacent symbol periods. Therefore the system achieves higher capacity by taking
the advantage of multicode transmission.
When discrete bit rates loaded in the coded channels with constrained total
energy per symbol, it is identified that the two-group allocation approaches, which
integrates an iterative energy adjustment, approximates the optimum performance
of system throughput, while consuming much lower computation workload. By
combining the clustering-based channel removing scheme with the two-group ap-
proach, the gap between the two-group approach’s performance and the optimum
performance is further reduced without penalty on computation complexity.
Reduction in computation complexity is further accomplished by reducing the
number of matrix inversions, which are involved in iterative energy adjustment
procedure. It is observed that the linear MMSE-based eigenvalue adjustment
reduces the number of matrix inversions substantially. Furthermore, the recursive
adjustment method, which requires the use of MMSE SIC receiver and channel
ordering, consumes further less matrix inversions. The recursive method further
improves the system throughput of two-group approach.
In parallel further system throughput improvement of two-group approach is
done by optimizing the signature sequences based on linear MMSE. However fur-
ther investigation shows that the two-group approach cannot achieve promising
power utilization efficiency when the parallel coded channels have significantly un-
equal channel gains or interference levels, which leads to performance degradation
in throughput.
Finally a PAM system, which transmits real-valued symbols and uses complex
Grassmannian codes, achieves the same capacity performance as its QAM coun-
terpart by loading double number of coded channels and properly designing the
reception scheme of its real channel symbols. Such a PAM system can have higher
throughput with discrete bit rates by taking the advantage of reduced granularities
of realizable bit rates per channel.
6.3 Future Research
Research is still ongoing in order to make the resource allocation schemes, cou-
pled with the advanced signal pre and post-processing schemes, more practical
when implemented in multicode CDMA applications. Effort will also be made to
evolve the proposed resource allocation schemes for being implemented with more
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advanced communication standards, such as the MIMO transmission adopted in
LTE.
Being more practical first means the assumption that the modulation and cod-
ing formats provided by adaptive modulation and coding scheme to be optimum
no longer exists. Imperfect modulation and coding schemes imply the correspond-
ing SINR targets are higher than the optimum values given by Shannon equation
in this thesis, due to nonzero demodulation and decoding errors. Each practi-
cal SINR targets rely not on the discrete bit rate value, but on the modulation
and coding scheme which realizes the bit rate, therefore advanced modulation
and coding schemes can help the practical SINRs approach their optimum values
so as to improve the systemic performance when coupled with resource alloca-
tion schemes. For each modulation and coding scheme, its gap value is defined
as the increase of practical SINR target from the optimum target, and reducing
the gap value obviously improves the systemic performance. Gap value reduction
is studied and accomplished by combining the Turbo coding with other coding
schemes, e.g.Coded Parity Packet (CPP) codes, and combining the parallel inter-
ference cancellation with iterative Turbo decoding scheme at the receiver [117].
The combination of two coding schemes can also be used to realize smaller bit rate
increments of the discrete bit rates, for further improving the power utilization
efficiency and system throughput [118]. The above work facilitates incorporation
of a more realistic mapping table between the discrete bit rates and their SINR
targets into the resource allocation schemes to estimate the systemic performances
with practical modulation and coding schemes.
The hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ), a key new feature introduced in
HSDPA protocol, is not considered in the thesis because the optimum modulation
and coding schemes are assumed to be used. When considering practical modu-
lation and coding schemes, the HARQ provides more flexibility to the HSDPA in
bit and power allocation by introducing packet-based retransmission mechanism.
The effect of packet-based HARQ on raw information bits has been analyzed and
modeled in [119, 120] based on experimental results, where HARQ can transmit
the same packets in retransmission (Chase Combining), or transmit the packets
coded in different ways (Incremental Redundancy), for soft combining with ini-
tial packet. The proper way of integrating the HARQ mechanism with efficient
resource allocation algorithms and smart signal processing techniques, needs to
be addressed in the future for higher spectral efficiency and better adaptation to
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varying channels.
This thesis only considers single-antenna base station and user terminal, there-
fore no spatial diversity is explored. However it should also be concerned that
there is growing interest in the combination of DS-CDMA and multiple anten-
nas for exploring the space-time diversity [121–123]. Based on the multi-antenna
structure, more pre-processing techniques, such as the lattice reduction, can be
developed to improve the receiver performance with full space diversity [124–127].
Exploring the spatial diversity on either receiver or transmitter help greatly ex-
tend the signal space dimension, which implies much more parallel channels can be
supported, or the receiver performance can be significantly improved. Moreover,
with much larger signal space dimension, the SVD-based signature optimization
can take advantage in completely eliminating the multipath interference without
significantly reducing the available parallel channels. In such a way, the multiple
access channels are decomposed into independent eigenvalue sub-channels dedi-
cated to parallel information bit streams, and the resulting power adjustment and
bit allocation schemes can be implemented in much simpler ways.
The channel gains of eigenvalue sub-channels are therefore equal to correspond-
ing singular values of the channel characteristic matrix, which are not equally dis-
tributed. Using multi-antenna transmission coupled with SVD-based optimum sig-
natures, the base station enables to dedicate the greatly increased parallel channels
to multiple users in different locations for throughput enhancement. In such mul-
tiuser multi-channel transmission, the two-group-styled bit rate allocation cannot
deliver promising systemic performance since the channel gains, which are jointly
determined by channel singular values and geographic distances of users, are un-
evenly distributed. A more general efficient resource allocation algorithm needs
to be explored for such multiuser multi-channel transmission. For the systems
combining MIMO and OFDMA channel access, optimum bit rate and power allo-
cations are obtained by conducting the LC-typed algorithms, or round-off water-
filling algorithm on a per space-frequency channel basis, thus having prohibitive
computation complexity with large number of space-frequency channels [33, 49–
51]. The two-group allocation can be evolved in such a way that it conducts the
resource allocation on the basis of per-user, or per clustering of users for complex-
ity reduction, while approximating the optimum performance. The evolution of
two-group approaches will be addressed in the future.
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Appendices A
Global Optimality of Greedy
Solution over Incremental Energy
Model
This section presents the proof that the greedy solution given by Eq(3.16) is the
optimal solution to the energy-constrained total bit rate maximization problem in
Eq(3.13). Assuming the optimum solution to be {z′i}Pi=1 which is not equal to the
greedy solution {zi}Pi=1, we can simply have R′sum =
P∑
i=1
βiz
′
i = β
P∑
i=1
z′i > β
P∑
i=1
zi
thus
P∑
i=1
z′i >
P∑
i=1
zi. We further assume the bit rate index j is the lowest index
which has z′j 6= zj. According to different possible positions of j, there are 3
different cases listed as follows.
The first case is j < p + 1 where zj = K. In this case it is only possible that
z′j < K, thus we can assume in some layer l ≥ p + 1 there is z′l > zl in order to
have
P∑
i=1
z′i >
P∑
i=1
zi. Further adjust the solution {z′i}Pi=1 in such a way that decrease
the value z′l by 1, i.e.z
′
l = z
′
l − 1, and impose the saved amount of energy e(bl)
onto the bit rate layer j to increase the value of z′j , then the additional number of
channels in layer j due to additional energy e(bl) can be calculated as:
min
(⌊
2(l−j)β
⌋
, K − z′j
) ≥ 1 (A.1)
which indicates the adjusted solution can have higher total bit rate as more than
1 additional channels can be supported in layer j at the expense of only 1 channel
reduction in layer l. This result contradicts the assumption that {z′i}Pi=1 is optimal
solution, therefore we have z′j = zj for all j < p+ 1.
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The second case is j > p+1 where zj = 0. In that case it is only possible that
z′j > 0. Since the index j is assumed to be the lowest index having different values
of z′j and zj, it is clear the total energy required to realize the solution {z′i}Pi=1 has:
E ′sum ≥ K
p∑
i=1
e(bi) +me(bp+1) + z
′
je(bj) (A.2)
> K
p∑
i=1
e(bi) + (m+ 1)e(bp+1)
As we assume zp+1 = m delivered by greedy algorithm, we can have me(bp+1) ≤
Er,p+1 < (m+ 1)e(bp+1), where the residual energy Er,p+1 can be written as:
Er,p+1 = ET −
p∑
i=1
zie(bi) = ET −K
p∑
i=1
e(bi) (A.3)
we therefore can have E ′sum > K
p∑
i=1
e(bi) + (m + 1)e(bp+1) > ET , which implies
the constrained total energy is insufficient to realize the solution {z′i}Pi=1, thus the
solution is infeasible and is not the optimal solution.
The last case is j = p+1 where zj = m. In that case if z
′
j > zj the correspond-
ing total energy required to realize the solution {z′i}Pi=1 exceeds the total energy
constraint ET regarding to the above observation. If z
′
j < zj , there should exist a
higher layer l > p + 1 where z′l > 0 in order to have
P∑
i=1
z′i >
P∑
i=1
zi. Regarding the
observation in the first case, the solution {z′i}Pi=1 can be further adjusted in such
a way of decreasing the value of z′l and imposing the resulting saved amount of
energy onto layer j to increase the value of z′j , which results in another solution
having higher total bit rate. This also contradicts the assumption that {z′i}Pi=1 is
optimal solution. We therefore conclude z′j = zj = m for j = p+ 1.
According to the above discussions in 3 possible cases, as a whole we can
conclude that the optimum solution {z′i}Pi=1 = {zi}Pi=1, the solution delivered by
greedy algorithm, therefore the greedy algorithm applied to incremental energy
model, as well as the resulting two-group bit and power allocation, brings the
optimal solution to the resource allocation problem in Eq(3.13).
Appendices B
Derivation of Eq(3.27)
Knowing the optimal lower and higher rate bp and bp+1, when all K channels are
re-ordered in the ascending order of incremental energies, the optimal m satisfies:
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) ≤ ET
<
m+1∑
k=1
E
(m+1)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+2
E
(m+1)
k (bp)
(B.1)
given the energy constraint ET .
The total required transmitted energy
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) for the
bit allocation that m out of K channels are allocated higher bit rate bp+1, can be
expanded as follows:
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) =(
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp)
)
−
(
m−1∑
k=1
E
(m−1)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m
E
(m−1)
k (bp)
)
+
(
m−1∑
k=1
E
(m−1)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m
E
(m−1)
k (bp)
)
· · ·+
(
E
(1)
1 (bp+1) +
K∑
k=2
E
(1)
k (bp)
)
−
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) +
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp)
(B.2)
Substituting Eq(3.26) into Eq(B.2) yields:
m∑
k=1
E
(m)
k (bp+1) +
K∑
k=m+1
E
(m)
k (bp) =
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) +
m∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) (B.3)
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then Eq(B.3) is substituted into Eq(B.1) to further yield:
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) +
m∑
j=1
ej(bp+1) ≤ ET
<
K∑
k=1
E
(0)
k (bp) +
m+1∑
j=1
ej(bp+1)
(B.4)
which can be transformed to Eq(3.27) straightforwardly.
Appendices C
Convergence of Iterative Energy
Adjustment
Define the vector of iterated energies in iterative step i ~Ei = [E
(m)
1,i (r1), ..., E
(m)
K,i (rK)]
for the two-group bit allocation {rk}Kk=1 where the first m out of K channels are
allocated bp+1 bits per symbol while the remaining ones are allocated bp, then
define a function vector ~I( ~Ei) = [I1( ~Ei), I2( ~Ei), ..., IK( ~Ei)] where each element is
given as:
Ik( ~Ei) =
γ∗(rk)
(1 + γ∗(rk))~qHk C
−1
i ~qk
for k = 1, ...K (C.1)
where the received signal covariance matrix Ci is given in Eq(3.34). The iterative
energy update procedure can therefore be rewritten as E
(m)
k,i+1(rk) = Ik(
~Ei) for each
k, i.e. ~Ei+1 = ~I( ~Ei) for each step i = 1, 2, .... The notation ~u ≥ ~v is used below
when each element uk in ~u and vk in ~v have uk ≥ vk. For any energy vector ~E,
the function vector ~I( ~E) has the following properties:
Proposition 1 The function vector ~I( ~E) defined in Eq(C.1) has the following
properties:
1. Positivity: ~Ik( ~E) > 0 when the kth element of ~E Ek ≥ 0 for each k (k =
1, 2, ..., K);
2. Monotonicity: If ~E ≥ ~E ′, then ~I( ~E) ≥ ~I( ~E ′);
3. For all α > 1, α ~I( ~E) > ~I(α~E).
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Proof. To prove the positivity of the function vector ~I( ~E), the concept of
positive semi-definiteness of the matrix is introduced. The matrix A is positive
semi-definite (positive definite) matrix if and only if for any vector ~u, ~uHA~u ≥ 0
(~uHA~u > 0). When allocating non-negative energies to all channels, Ek ≥ 0 for
each k, thus the amplitude matrix A˜ in signal covariance matrix has non-negative
entries in main diagonal line. With regard to the fact that the Hermitian matrix
Q˜A˜2Q˜
H
is the Gram matrix of the column vectors of the matrix A˜Q˜
H
, the matrix
Q˜A˜2Q˜
H
is positive semi-definite, therefore the received signal covariance matrix
C = Q˜A˜2Q˜
H
+N0IN+2α, and its matrix inversion C
−1, are positive definite. For
any column vector ~qk of the matrix Q, ~q
H
k C
−1~qk > 0 therefore holds, which implies
Ik( ~E) > 0 for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K).
To prove the monotonicity of the function vector ~I( ~E), the notation A˜( ~E)
and C( ~E) are used to represent the amplitude matrix and received signal covari-
ance matrix generated by the energy allocation ~E, respectively. Also the notation
M ≺ N (M  N) on the square matrices M and N is used when N −M is
positive definite (positive semi-definite). When the vectors ~E ′ ≤ ~E, their cor-
responding amplitude matrices A˜( ~E ′)  A˜( ~E). Considering such an equation:
C( ~E)−C( ~E ′) = Q˜
(
A˜( ~E)2−A˜( ~E ′)2
)
Q˜H , when A˜( ~E)2−A˜( ~E ′)2 is positive semi-
definite the matrix C( ~E)−C( ~E ′) is also positive semi-definite, i.e.C( ~E ′)  C( ~E).
Such property holds for the defined notation : when M  N for positive-
definite matricesM andN,N−1 M−1. We therefore obtain C( ~E)−1  C( ~E ′)−1,
thus C( ~E ′)−1−C( ~E)−1 is positive semi-definite with regard to the definition of the
notation. For any column vector ~qk of the matrixQ, ~qHk
(
C−1( ~E ′)−C−1( ~E)
)
~qk ≥
0, i.e.~qHk C
−1( ~E)~qk ≤ ~qHk C−1( ~E ′)~qk, as a result Ik( ~E) ≥ ~Ik( ~E ′) for each k (k =
1, 2, ..., K). ~I( ~E) ≥ ~I( ~E ′) therefore holds for the output vectors ~I( ~E) and ~I( ~E ′).
For any α > 1, the matrix αC( ~E) − C(α~E) = (α − 1) (2σ2n) IN+2α which
is definitely a positive definite matrix, implying C−1( ~E)/α  C−1(α~E). For
any column vector ~qk, ~q
H
k
(
C−1(α~E)−C−1( ~E)/α
)
~qk > 0 therefore holds, which
implies ~qHk C
−1(α~E)~qk >
(
~qHk C
−1( ~E)~qk
)
/α. With regard to the definition of the
function vector in Eq(C.1), αIk( ~E) > Ik(α~E) holds for each k (k = 1, 2, ..., K),
thus α ~I( ~E) > ~I(α~E).
The function vector ~I( ~E) having the three properties in Proposition 1 is a
standard interference function, which is proposed in [67] and [66]. R. Yates in
[66] also show when the iterative energy updating procedure can be represented
as ~Ei+1 = ~I( ~Ei) where ~I( ~Ei) is a standard interference function, the vector of
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iterated energies over all channels ~Ei will definitely converge to a fixed point ~E
∗
no matter how the iterated energies are initialized. The fixed point ~E∗ consists of
K required transmitted energies per symbol to deliver the two-group bit allocation
{rk}Kk=1.
Appendices D
Derivations Using Matrix
Inversion Lemma
Given the matrices A, B, U and V, the matrix inversion lemma states that:
(A+UBV)−1 = A−1 −A−1U (B−1+ (D.1)
VA−1U
)−1
VA−1
assuming their respective matrix dimensions match with each other in the above
equation.
D.1 Derivation of Eq(4.15)
As the covariance matrix is given as C = QA2QH + Rnn (A) with the matrix
Rnn (A) assumed to be fixed, by applying matrix inversion lemma its inverse
matrix is given as:
C−1 =
(
QA2QH +Rnn
)−1
(D.2)
= R−1nn −R−1nnQ
(
A−2+
QHR−1nnQ
)−1
QHR−1nn
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where the matrix Rnn (A) is abbreviated as Rnn. By substituting Eq(D.2) into
the matrix QHC−1Q we have:
QHC−1Q = QHR−1nnQ−QHR−1nnQ
(
A−2+ (D.3)
QHR−1nnQ
)−1
QHR−1nnQ
= QHR−1nnQ
(
A−2 +QHR−1nnQ
)−1
(
A−2 +QHR−1nnQ
)−QHR−1nnQ (A−2+
QHR−1nnQ
)−1
QHR−1nnQ
= QHR−1nnQ
(
A−2 +QHR−1nnQ
)−1
A−2
Clearly by substituting Eq(D.3) into Eq(4.14), Eq(4.15) can be derived.
D.2 Derivation of Eq(4.26)
By knowing the relationship between Ci and Di specified in Eq(4.25), the matrix
inversion of Ci can be represented in terms of Di as:
C−1i =
(
Di + Eki~qki~q
H
ki
)−1
(D.4)
= D−1i −D−1i ~qki
(
E−1ki +
~qHkiD
−1
i ~qki
)−1
~qHkiD
−1
i
= D−1i −
EkiD
−1
i ~qki~q
H
ki
D−1i
1 + Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
Therefore the matrix Eki~q
H
ki
C−1i ~qki can be re-written as:
Eki~q
H
ki
C−1i ~qki = Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki (D.5)
−
(
Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
)2
1 + Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
=
Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
1 + Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
The output SINR therefore can be calculated as:
γki (Eki) =
Eki~q
H
ki
C−1i ~qki
1−Eki~qHkiC−1i ~qki
(D.6)
=
Eki~q
H
ki
D
−1
i ~qki
1+Eki~q
H
ki
D
−1
i
~qki
1− Eki~q
H
ki
D
−1
i ~qki
1+Eki~q
H
ki
D
−1
i ~qki
= Eki~q
H
ki
D−1i ~qki
for each detection stage i = 1, 2, ..., K.
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D.3 Derivation of Eq(4.33)
By knowing the relationship Dk = Dk+1 + E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)~qk+1~q
H
k+1, conducting the
matrix inversion on the matrix Dk yields:
D−1k =
(
Dk+1 + E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)~qk+1~q
H
k+1
)−1
(D.7)
= D−1k+1 −D−1k+1~qk+1
[(
E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)
)−1
+
~qHk+1D
−1
k+1~q
−1
k+1
]−1
~qHk+1D
−1
k+1
= D−1k+1 −
E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)D
−1
k+1~qk+1~q
H
k+1D
−1
k+1
1 + E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)~q
H
k+1D
−1
k+1~q
−1
k+1
for each k ≤ K − 1. The above equation can be further rewritten by recalling
Eq(4.26):
D−1k = D
−1
k+1 −
E
(m)
k+1(rk+1)D
−1
k+1~qk+1~q
H
k+1D
−1
k+1
1 + γ∗(rk+1)
(D.8)
Appendices E
Signal Reception in PAM
Systems with Complex Signature
Sequences
Provided a multicode CDMA system transmitting real PAM-modulated symbols
in K parallel channels with complex signature sequences, this section illustrates
which signal components will affect the output SINR estimation in each channel.
The PAM system is assumed to have the set of complex signature sequences Q =
[~q1, ~q2, ..., ~qK ] observed at the output of chip-sampling unit at the receiver, each
column vector of which can be written as ~qk = ~q
r
k+ j~q
i
k with ~q
r
k and ~q
i
k its real and
imaginary components respectively, the transmitted energy allocation {Ek}Kk=1,
and a set of K complex receiver coefficient vectors {~w1, ~w2, ..., ~wK} where ~wk =
~wrk + j ~w
i
k for k = 1, 2, ..., K. The variable used for detecting the symbol in any
channel k is therefore given as:
dk = Re
(
~wHk
(
QA~b+ ~n
))
=
~wHk
(
QA~b+ ~n
)
+ ~wTk
(
Q∗A~b+ ~n∗
)
2
(E.1)
where the diagonal matrix A = diag
(√
E1,
√
E2, ...,
√
EK
)
contains the symbol
amplitudes over all channels, vector ~b stacks the real transmitted symbols which
are i.i.d. over K channels and have unit norm, and the complex noise vector
~n = ~nr + j~ni. Only the real component of the decision variable is considered since
the transmitted symbol is real in each channel. From Eq(E.1) we further have:
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dk = (~w
r
k)
T Re (Q)A~b+
(
~wik
)T
Im (Q)A~b+ (~wrk)
T ~nr +
(
~wik
)T
~ni (E.2)
=
[
(~wrk)
T Re (Q) +
(
~wik
)T
Im (Q)
]
A~b+ (~wrk)
T ~nr +
(
~wik
)T
~ni
=
[
(~wrk)
T ~qrk +
(
~wik
)T
~qik
]√
Ekbk +
∑
j 6=k
[
(~wrk)
T ~qrj +
(
~wik
)T
~qij
]√
Ejbj
+
[
(~wrk)
T ~nr +
(
~wik
)T
~ni
]
for each k = 1, 2, ..., K, where the real and imaginary components of white Gaus-
sian noise vector are assumed to be i.i.d. random vectors with the same variance
N0/2. When estimating the output SINR for any channel k (k = 1, 2, ..., K), the
received energy of the desired signal component is Ek Re
(
~wHk ~qk
)2
, and the inter-
code interference is
∑
j 6=k
√
Ej Re
(
~wHk ~qj
)2
as the summation of interfering energies
from other (K − 1) channels, and the residual noise component is given as:
Inoise = ε
{[
(~wrk)
T ~nr +
(
~wik
)T
~ni
]2}
(E.3)
= (~wrk)
T E
(
~nr (~nr)T
)
~wrk +
(
~wik
)T
ε
{
~ni
(
~ni
)T}
~wik
=
[
(~wrk)
T ~wrk +
(
~wik
)T
~wik
]
σ2n = Re
(
~wHk ~w
H
k
)
σ2n
where only the variance of sampled white Gaussian noise in one dimension, σ2n, is
taken into account.
The formula to calculate the output SINR for such PAM system is therefore
obtained as:
γk =
Ek Re
(
~wHk ~qk
)2∑
j 6=k
√
Ej Re (~wHk ~qj)
2
+ Re (~wHk ~wk) σ
2
n
k = 1, 2, ..., K (E.4)
Appendices F
Complex Conjugate
Concatenation
This section proves by using complex conjugate concatenation, the dimension of
the received signal space, which is spanned by the matrix Qcc =
1√
2
[
Q˜T Q˜H
]T
,
is given as min (2(N + 2α), 3K), provided that the dimension of the signal space
spanned by Q˜ is min ((N + 2α), 3K) without the conjugate concatenation. For
the complex PAM system under consideration, the number of columns 3K of both
Qcc and Q˜ has 3K >> N , therefore the signal space dimension is mainly decided
by the rows of the signature sequence set which spans the space.
The premise that the dimension of signal space spanned by Q˜ has full row
rank implies any row vector of the matrix Q˜ cannot represented as the linear
combination of other row vectors, thus the row vector equation:
N+2α∑
i=1
pi~vi = ~0
T (F.1)
only has zero solution: pi = 0 for i = 1, 2, ...(N +2α), where the 3K-length vector
~vi = [vi,1, vi,2, ..., vi,3K ] is the kth row vector of the matrix Q˜ for each i, and the
vector ~0 is the 3K-length zero column vector. Now we assume there exists at
least one row vector in the extended signature sequence matrix Qcc is the linear
combination of other row vectors, in which case the row vector equation:
2(N+2α)∑
i=1
ri~ui =
N+2α∑
i=1
ri~vi +
2(N+2α)∑
i=N+2α+1
ri
(
~vi−(N+2α)
)∗
= ~0T (F.2)
has nonzero solution vector [r1, ..., rN+2α, rN+2α+1, ..., r2(N+2α)] where the 3K-length
vector ~ui is the ith (i = 1, 2, ..., 2(N + 2α)) row vector of the extended signature
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sequence
√
2Qcc. Obviously the row vector ~ui has ~ui = ~vi in the upper-half of the
matrix
√
2Qcc whilst ~ui =
(
~vi−(N+2α)
)∗
in the lower-half due to the conjugate con-
catenation. Any ith element of any row vector ~vi, vik, has (vik)
∗ = vik exp (−2jθik)
where θik is the rotated angle of vik to the real axis in complex plane. For any kth
column of the vector equation in Eq(F.2), the following equation must satisfy:
N+2α∑
i=1
(
ri + ri+(N+2α) exp (−2jθik)
)
vik = 0 k = 1, 2, ..., 3K (F.3)
with the nonzero coefficient vector [r1, ..., rN+2α, rN+2α+1, ..., r2(N+2α)]. Regarding
to the premise that Q˜ is full-ranked, the following condition should satisfy:
ri + ri+(N+2α) exp (−2jθik) = 0 (F.4)
for each i (i = 1, 2, ..., (N +2α)) and k (k = 1, 2, ..., 3K), which yields the rotated
angles of all entries in any ith row have θi1 = θi2 = · · · = θi,3K for i = 1, 2, ..., (N+
2α) in the matrix Q˜ so that the coefficients r1, r2, ..., r2(N+2α) can have nonzero
values whist satisfying the condition in Eq(F.4).
It is easy to observe the entries in any row vector of the complex signature
sequence set Q˜, which is the complex Grassmannian code set in our case, can-
not have uniform angles in complex plane, therefore the previous assumption that
Eq(F.2) has nonzero solutions cannot hold. Each row vector ~ui is therefore in-
dependent of other row vectors in the extended signature sequence set
√
2Qcc,
which is to say, the equivalent signature sequence set Qcc after complex conju-
gate concatenation has full row rank. We therefore prove that for the complex
PAM system under consideration, the complex conjugate concatenation doubles
the dimension of received signal space.
Appendices G
Linear MMSE Equalizer for
Complex Signature Sequences
This section presents the derivation of linear Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE)
receiver coefficients for the PAM symbol transmission with complex signature se-
quences. Given the decision variable in the complex PAM system dk in Eq(E.1) for
each channel k, the coefficient vector ~wk should be selected to minimize the Mean
Square Error (MSE) between the originally transmitted symbol and the decision
variable:
min
~wk
(
ε
{∣∣bk − Re (~wHk ~r)∣∣2}) k = 1, 2, ..., K (G.1)
where only the real part of the receiver output is considered. Denoting MSEk is
the MSE in channel k, it can be further rewritten as:
MSEk = ε
{∣∣∣∣bk − 12 (~wHk ~r + ~wTk ~r∗)
∣∣∣∣
2
}
(G.2)
= 1 +
1
4
[
~wHk
(
QA2QH + 2σ2nI
)
~wk + ~w
T
k
(
Q∗A2QH
)
~wk
+~wHk
(
QA2QT
)
~w∗k + ~w
T
k
(
Q∗A2QT + 2σ2nI
)
~w∗k
]
−
√
Ek
(
~wHk ~qk + ~w
T
k ~q
∗
k
)
assuming the transmitted symbols are also i.i.d. random variables with unit norm.
Letting the partial derivative ∂MSEk/∂ ~w
r
k = 0 yields:
1
2
[
~wHk
(
QA2QH + 2σ2nI
)
+ ~wTk
(
Q∗A2QH
)
+ ~wHk
(
QA2QT
)
+ ~wTk
(
Q∗A2QT + 2σ2nI
)]
(G.3)
−2
√
Ek Re (~qk)
T = 0
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which can be further rewritten as:
(~wrk)
T (Re (QA2QH)+ Re (QA2QT )+ 2σ2nI)+ (~wik)T (Im (QA2QH)+ Im (QA2QT ))
(G.4)
−2
√
Ek Re (~qk)
T = 0
where both ~wrk and ~w
j
k are real vectors for each k = 1, 2, ..., K. Similarly letting
∂MSEk/∂ ~w
i
k = 0 for the imaginary component of coefficient vector, we get:
1
2
[
~wHk
(
QA2QH + 2σ2nI
)
+ ~wTk
(
Q∗A2QH
)− ~wHk (QA2QT )− ~wTk (Q∗A2QT + 2σ2nI)]
(G.5)
−2
√
Ek Im (~qk)
T = 0
which implies:
(~wrk)
T (− Im (QA2QH)+ Im (QA2QT ))+ (~wik)T (Re (QA2QH)− Re (QA2QT )+ 2σ2nI)
(G.6)
−2
√
Ek Im (~qk)
T = 0
Eq(G.4) together with Eq(G.6) gives the solutions of the real and imagi-
nary parts of MMSE coefficient vector for each channel k. Denoting the real
vector ~pk =
[
2
√
Ek Re (~qk)
T 2
√
Ek Im (~qk)
T
]T
and also the real vector ~we,k =[
(~wrk)
T (~wik)
T
]T
which stacks the real and imaginary components of ~wk, the real
vector can be solved as:
~we,k = X
−1~pk k = 1, 2, ..., K (G.7)
where the real matrix X is given as:
X =
[
X11 X12
X21 X22
]T
(G.8)
for:
X11 = Re
(
QA2QH
)
+Re
(
QA2QT
)
+2σ2nI X12 = − Im
(
QA2QH
)
+Im
(
QA2QT
)
(G.9)
and:
X21 = Im
(
QA2QH
)
+Im
(
QA2QT
)
X22 = Re
(
QA2QH
)−Re (QA2QT )+2σ2nI
(G.10)
By solving out the real vector ~we,k, the complex MMSE equalizer coefficient vector
can be obtained for each k = 1, 2, ..., K.
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